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Abstract
This phenomenological, qualitative study focused on the interrelation between
goal commitment and the social, institutional, and cognitive factors that lead to Hispanic
females’ graduation from an associate degree program. The participants had graduated
from a New York City area, urban, independent institution that grants associate degrees
and enrolls a large number of first-generation Hispanic students.
Questionnaires and interviews were the instruments used to obtain data.
Questionnaires were used to collect demographic data and select interview participants.
Interviews were the primary conduit to capture the women’s perceptions of what factors
lead to their success. Several questions were used to explore the impact of goal
commitment and other persistence factors. These questions included: (a) What factor(s)
did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?, (b) To what degree of
importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal commitment on their graduation
from an associate degree program?, and (c) To what extent did factors such as academic
integration, social integration, institutional commitment, and financial aid, impact the
graduates’ goal commitment to complete their two-year degree?
At the conclusion of the study, the researcher presented findings and made
recommendations that were intended to increase institutional knowledge about the needs
and success factors of Hispanic females pursuing associate degrees. The findings should
prove useful in increasing the academic success rate of Hispanic females. However, more
research is necessary if institutions of higher education in this country want to eradicate
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the inequities that exist in an educational system that underserves certain segments of our
society.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Problem Statement
The retention, persistence, and graduation rates of students is an area of interest
and concern for institutions of higher education. While there are concerns in these areas
for all college students, the factors that affect academic success are especially important
for low-income, minority, and first-generation college students. In the last 200 years
some advances have been achieved in the United States for these students , but according
to Duranczyk, (2004) “equal access to and retention in higher education irrespective of
socioeconomic status, race, ethnic identity, religion, disability, age, home language,
sexual orientation, and gender have not been achieved.” According to Engle and Tinto
(2008), first-generation students—students whose parents have not attended college
and/or have not earned a college degree—differ from their peers in ways that reduce the
likelihood that they will attend and succeed in college. First-generation students are
disproportionately overrepresented in the most disadvantaged groups, relative to
participation and success in higher education. Demographically, first-generation students
are more likely to be female, older, minority, have dependent children, and come from
low-income families than students whose parents have college degrees. All of these
characteristics are independently associated with lower rates of college attendance and
degree attainment (Engle & Tinto, 2008). Traditional college students do not face the
same social and economic challenges as does this population. Consequently, many
support programs implemented within higher education are not effective for these
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students. Researchers must “continue to read, research, report, disseminate, and
implement strategies to ameliorate the effects of an educational system that underserves
many of its constituents” (Duranczyk, 2004. p. 1).
There exist many contributing factors to low persistence among low-income,
minority, and first-generation college students (Choy, 2002; Hightower, 2007; Ishitani,
2006). Factors span cognitive, social, and institutional areas.. Cognitive factors pertain
to students’ academic preparedness. Social factors include students’ interaction with
others, attitudes and personal goals, and family and cultural history. Institutional factors
encompass a college’s practices, strategies, and culture that impact students’ persistence
and academic success (Carey, 2008; Swail, Redd, & Perna, 2003; Thayer, 2000; Tinto,
1975; 1993). Institutional retention efforts must take the range of needs of these students
into account if more equitable educational attainment rates are to be achieved (Thayer,
2000).
Low persistence and academic success rates are especially high among Hispanic
students. These trends begin at the secondary education level. In 2000, 43% of Hispanics
in the U.S. population age 25 and older had not completed high school, compared with
21% of blacks, 14 % of Asians, and 12% of whites (Swail et al., 2003). On the
postsecondary level, only 46% of Hispanic students that enroll attain their bachelor’s
degrees. Furthermore, merely 10% of all Hispanic Americans ages 24 to 64 currently
graduate from 4-year institutions (President’s Advisory Commission, 2003). What makes
these low rates even more troubling is the fact that the Hispanic population is the fastest
growing racial, ethnic minority group in the United States. This minority population
reached more than 35 million in 2000, which represent 12.5% of the total U.S. population
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and is projected to nearly double to 24% by 2050 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). Latinos
have already surpassed African Americans as the largest “minority group.” It is projected
that by the year 2020, more than 20% of the children in the United States younger than 18
will be Hispanic (Llagas & Synder, 2003).
Poised by 2050 to constitute nearly one-third of the workforce, Latinos currently
are the least prepared educationally to contribute to and benefit from our rapidly
changing and demanding economy (Lynch & Engle, 2010). Lotkowski, Robbins, and
Noeth (2004) report that “because economic opportunity in the United States is
increasingly based on postsecondary education, those who lack a college degree can face
tremendous barriers to employment and success throughout their lives” (p. 1). Therefore,
to remain competitive in the global economy, we must enable a greater percentage of our
college-age population to enroll in postsecondary education and complete a degree in a
timely fashion (Lotkowski et al., 2004).Gaps like these threaten the health of our
democracy and also threaten the health of our economy.
On a positive note, a new study sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute
determined that Hispanic women graduate at consistently higher rates than Hispanic men
and often graduate at the same rate as White men in their schools (Kelly, Schneider, &
Carey, 2010). In most categories of selectivity, Hispanic women graduate at a slightly
higher rate than White men. The only exception is at institutions designated as more
selective, where White males have slightly higher graduation rates than Hispanic females.
White women out perform all groups, at all levels of selectivity. White women achieve
between 4 and 9 percentage points better than Hispanic women at all levels of selectivity.
However, the achievement gap narrows between White and Hispanic women as you
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move up the selectivity scale. Hispanic males trail White males in each category of
selectivity (Kelly et al., 2010). While there is much literature on what factors prevent
first-generation and minority students from entering college or cause them to drop out
before completion, there is not enough literature focusing on factors leading to academic
success of these students. This research explores factors that lead to female Hispanic’s
academic success with a particular focus on goal commitment.
The campus community as a whole is responsible for student retention.
Professors, staff members, and administrators need to know the specific issues, concerns,
and factors that influence persistence and academic success for Hispanic students. This
knowledge may enhance their ability to meet the specific needs and develop this
underachieving subgroup. Specific knowledge about Hispanic students may assist the
institution in building a campus climate where students perceive they belong and
fostering student success. Two-year college programs need to be especially aware of the
needs of minority students, because they serve a higher percentage of students of color,
low-income, and first-generation students (Choy, 2002b; Fry, 2002; Jenkins, 2007;
Llagas & Synder, 2003). Due to the impact that student departure has on students
themselves, higher education institutions, and the society as a whole, finding improved
methods for a college’s faculty, staff, and administration to aid in student development,
improve the campus climate, and increase retention will contribute to the lives of the
students and improve society.
Theoretical Rationale
Despite years of retention efforts, graduation rates of certain populations remain
alarmingly low. There are many theories regarding college student departure. Many of
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these models focus on the impact that the campus climate of an institution has on the
persistence and the academic success of college students. These theories can be traced
back to Vincent Tinto’s 1975 model of student retention that focused on the degree of fit
between the college student and institutional environment. College impact models such as
Tinto’s focus on students’ college experience and the campus environment to explain the
specific outcomes under consideration. These factors include institutional procedures and
policies; student activities; student effort; and the quality of involvement and interactions
with peers, faculty, and others. Tinto maintains that academic and social integration work
together to influence ongoing goal and institutional commitments. Goal and institutional
commitment lead to the decision to remain in, or to leave college. Tinto’s model is based
on the assumption that students enter college with specific attributes and precollege
schooling. They enter with certain commitments, both to finishing college and to staying
at their college. His theory postulates that colleges have both an academic system and a
social system into which the students must integrate. The academic system is
characterized by grade performance and intellectual development. The social system is
characterized by peer group interactions and faculty interactions. In 1993, Tinto revised
his original model to include commitments outside the institution and intentions to
remain enrolled. Tinto’s model is considered an interactionalist theory because he views
student departure as a longitudinal process that occurs because of the meanings the
individual student ascribes to his or her interactions with the formal and informal
dimensions of a given college or university (Braxton, Hirschy, & McClendon, 2004;
Tinto, 1993). Key to the interactionalist view is that persistence is contingent on the
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extent to which students have become incorporated (integrated) into the social and
academic communities of the college (Rendón, Jalomo, & Nora, 2000).
Statement of Purpose
This study will focus on factors that contribute to persistence and academic
success of Hispanic females graduating from an associate degree program. A particular
focus will be goal commitment. Additional, factors such as significant others’ support,
validation, academic integration, social integration, academic self-concept, and financial
aid will be explored. The study will examine how the students’ perception of goal
commitment and other factors influenced their progress and ultimate success in their
academic program. Investigating an independent institution that grants associate degrees
and enrolls a large number of first-generation Hispanic females, the researcher will
employ questionnaires and interviews to obtain data. The researcher will take a
qualitative research approach. The researcher hopes that the study will help Hispanic
females to persist and graduate from college. In addition, the author intends to increase
institutional knowledge about the needs and success factors of Hispanics enrolled in twoyear programs. To begin to undo the inequities of degree completion and academic
success for Hispanic students, colleges must evaluate institutional factors that impact
such success.
Research Questions
The research questions that will guide this study are:
1.

What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?

2.

To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal

commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
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3.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a Hispanic, female student?
4.

(a) What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, if any,

do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to be academically
successful?
(b) Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a departure from past
behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the graduate?
5.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a first generation student?
6.

As a first generation student, did the level of support of significant others or

the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so, how?
7.

What role, if any, did the concept of academic self-concept play in Hispanic

women’s development of goal commitment?
8.

To what extent, did factors such as academic integration, social integration,

institutional commitment, and financial aid, influence the graduates’ goal commitment to
complete their two-year degree?
Significance of the Study
Hispanic students are among the least likely to graduate. While statistics show
that Hispanic’s have become the fastest growing racial, ethnic minority group in the
United States, statistics also show this population has one of the lowest persistence and
academic success rates in higher education. The Pew Hispanic Center (2005) reports that
only 51% of all Hispanic children have mothers who themselves have finished high
school in comparison to 93% of White children. Of Hispanics who do graduate from high
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school, only 53% are minimally qualified for admission to college (Pew Hispanic Center,
2005). Since 1970, there has been an increase in Hispanic youth’s attachment to school or
the work world. According to Richard Fry (2009), the changes in the endeavors of young
Hispanic females have been the cause of the findings (Fry, 2009). In spite of the gains of
Hispanic females, in 2007, 19% of female Hispanic young adults were not in school or in
the work force. This figure exceeds the 16% share of young Black men who were not in
school or in the work force. Much research has been conducted concerning difficulties of
young black men in the labor market and academics. Young Hispanic women have not
received as much attention.
College student retention studies started prior to the time that minority students
were a critical mass on college campuses. Many of the studies’ samples did not include
minority students and the majority of the researchers were White. Research on minority
college students is relatively young. As our society becomes more multicultural and
complex, the experiences of multiracial students will merit careful investigation (Rendón
et al., 2000). Institution retention efforts must take the needs of such students into
account if more equitable educational attainment rates are desired. In doing so, the
relationship between college experiences and college success must be better understood.
The results of this study may assist staff, faculty, and administrators of community
colleges and other two-year programs in assisting minority students in an effort to
achieve greater academic success. Specifically, it will increase the inadequate body of
research relating to Hispanic women and their academic success in higher education.
Definition of Terms
The following terms are defined for this study.
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Academic Integration—For this study, academic integration is determined primarily by
the student’s academic performance and his or her level of intellectual
development within an academic environment (Tinto 1975).
Academic Success—For this study, this term was defined as the successful completion of
an associate degree.
Associate Degree—An associate degree can be defined as “An award that requires
completion of an organized program of study of at least 2 but less than 4 years of
full-time academic study or more than 60, but less than 120 semester credit hours”
(National Center for Educational Statistics, 2000).
Campus Climate—For this study, this term is defined as the beliefs and practices of the
administration, faculty, staff, and students belonging to an institution (Swail et al.,
2003).
Financial Aid—Any kind of scholarship, grant, loan or monetary gift that students
receive from the government, private, or academic institution for educational
purposes.
First Generation—For this study the term refers to college students who are the first
members of their family to attend an institution of higher education.
Goal Commitment—The student’s planned commitment to completing college and
graduating (Tinto, 1975).
Hispanic/Latina/o—The term Hispanic/Latina/o was used in this study to refer to a group
of Americans who share some common cultural characteristics and a language. In
broad ethnic terms, the term is used to reference persons of Cuban, Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Central and South American, and Spanish descent. According to the
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U.S. Census Bureau, Hispanics or Latinos are those people who classified
themselves in one of the specific Spanish, Hispanic, or Latino categories listed on
the Census 2000 questionnaire —“Mexican, Mexican Am., Chicano,” “Puerto
Rican,” or “Cuban”—as well as those who indicate that they are “other
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino.” Persons who indicated that they are “other
Spanish/Hispanic/Latino” include those whose origins are from Spain, the
Spanish-speaking countries of Central or South America, the Dominican Republic
or people identifying themselves generally as Spanish, Spanish-American,
Hispanic, Hispano, Latino, and so on.
Institutional Commitment—The student’s ability to feel comfortable and familiar with the
institution in which she/he is enrolled (Tinto, 1975).
Persistence—For this study the term refers to whether or not a student enrolls in college
courses at the same institution for the following semester.
Retention—For this study the term refers to a program outcome in which a student
continues to enroll or reenroll at that same institution and or eventually earns a
degree or certificate.
Significant Other—For this study the term refers to any person who plays a supportive
role (e.g., spouse, family, friend, teacher) in the educational aspirations and goals
of the student.
Social Integration—For this study, this term refers to a sense of identification with an
institution or a perception of a personal fit within the environment.
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Validation—For this study the term refers to when someone took the initiative to lend a
helping hand, to do something that made a student believe they were capable of
doing academic work (Rendón, 1998).
Summary of Remaining Chapters
The remainder of this document is organized into four chapters. Chapter 2 is a
review of the literature. The review of the literature examines five areas related to
persistence and academic success among college students with an emphasis on Hispanic
females. The methodology employed for the study is found in Chapter 3. This section
includes: general perspective, research context, research participants, instruments used in
data collection, and procedures for data collection and analysis. The findings of the study
are presented in Chapter 4. This chapter includes: major findings, qualitative research
methods, research questions and a summary of the findings. The final chapter highlights
the implications of the findings, the limitations of the study, and the researcher’s
recommendations for practice and future studies.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction and Purpose
The review of the literature examines five areas related to persistence and
academic success among college students with an emphasis on Hispanic females. The
review begins with literature related to student retention in higher education, with a focus
on factors affecting students that are low income, minority, and first generation. A
definition and history of student retention theories is outlined. This includes the seminal
student retention research conducted by Vincent Tinto, criticisms and modifications of
Tinto’s model, and evolving theories of the last two decades. Research related to degree
completion for first-generation and Hispanic students was evaluated. There is a section
highlighting the unique needs of minority and first-generation students and corresponding
factors that may impact academic success. The review ends with a synopsis of literature
concerning student goal commitment.
Retention/Persistence in Higher Education
Education has a profound impact on both the individual and society. Individuals
with a bachelor’s degree, on average, earn twice that of high school graduates (College
outcomes, 2007). In a retention report that assesses academic and non-academic factors
that affect retention, Lotkowski et al. (2004) note that to remain competitive in the global
economy, educators must enable a greater percentage of our college-age population to
enroll in postsecondary education and complete a degree in a timely fashion. The report
indicates that although significant advances in high school graduation rates have been
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made, improvement still is needed in college retention rates. Lowkowski and her
colleagues found that only 55% of undergraduates who began their studies at four-year
institutions in 1995-1996 with the goal of a bachelor’s degree completed that degree
within six years at that same institution. In addition, African Americans and Hispanics
completed degrees at a lower rate (41%) compared to Caucasians (59%). Watson Scott
Swail and colleagues (2003) research also notes that education attainment levels continue
to be lower for African Americans, Hispanics, and American Indians than for Whites and
Asians. In 2000, only 11% of Hispanics and 17% of blacks in the U.S. population age 25
and older had attained at least a bachelor’s degree, compared with 28% of Whites and
44% of Asians (Swail et al., 2003). Studies show that “if there is a single factor that
seems to distinguish colleges and universities that have truly made a difference on behalf
of minority students, it is attention” (Carey, 2008, p. 8). Colleges with higher minority
degree completion rates pay close attention to their overall graduation rates. They
monitor year-to-year change, study the impact of different interventions on student
outcomes and “continuously ask themselves how they could improve” (Carey, 2008, p. 8;
McGlynn, 2009).
Lotkowski and her colleagues (2004) found retention to be dynamic. Their study
suggests that many retention programs rely on traditional academic factors to identify
students at risk of dropping out. However, this traditional approach may be limited and
may miss students who are at risk due to non-academic factors. The group’s findings
maintain that support initiatives designed to increase persistence and academic success
must address both academic and nonacademic factors. The report concluded that a special
population’s unique needs must be considered when designing effective retention
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programs. Carey’s (2008) study supports this determination, posing that effective
retention programs for low-income, minority, and first-generation college students must
reorient institutions’ current practices in a way that makes minority graduation rates
matter. This can be achieved by restructuring support programs to address all the needs of
the students, both academic and nonacademic.
Currently there is a national awareness and agenda that is focused on efforts to
help the United States regain its position as the nation with the highest concentration of
adults with postsecondary degrees in the world. Given the changing demographics of the
United States, this cannot be achieved without increasing the rate that Hispanic students
achieve academic success in higher education (Kelly et al., 2010). In a report entitled
Rising to the Challenge, Kelly et al. (2010) explore the dimensions of this challenge
faced by institutions of higher education and identify steps that can be taken to help meet
this ambitious national goal.
The study highlights various dimensions of the challenge. First, Hispanic students
graduate at lower rates than their White peers at all levels of admissions selectivity. There
is considerable variation in Hispanic graduation rates across schools with similar
admissions criteria. Schools that are categorized as “competitive” graduate more than
three times as many of their Hispanic students, on average, as schools that are ranked
lowest-performing. Hispanic-serving institutions perform as well as non–Hispanicserving institutions, with similar admissions criteria in graduating their Hispanic students.
Title V of the Higher Education Act recognizes colleges and universities where Hispanic
students make up 25% or more of their full-time equivalent undergraduate enrollment as
Hispanic-serving institutions. Hispanic women graduate at consistently higher rates than
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Hispanic men and often graduate at the same rate as White men in their schools. The
study found that colleges with high Hispanic graduation rates attributed their success to
comprehensive efforts to raise graduation rates among all students (Kelly et al., 2010).
Definition and History of Retention Theories
Introduction. Since William Spady’s study in 1971 most student retention
theories have taken a sociological approach. Theorists and researchers seek
commonalities in behaviors that distinguish groups of students that stay in school and
successfully complete their degrees with those students that depart from college prior to
completing their studies. In the 1980s, psychological and sociopsychological approaches,
concerned with how individuals assess themselves in an educational context, began to
develop. In the decade of the 1990s there was an increasing interest in how economic
factors affect retention and in how the cultural factors typical of subgroups of students
affect retention decisions, particularly in terms of minority student retention. Other
theoretical approaches have been taken, but have had little empirical study. Student
departure theoretical models tend to be longitudinal, complex, and contain several
categories of variables. These variables reflect both student and institutional
characteristics.
Tinto’s influence. The bulk of the literature related to student persistence and
departure traces back to Vincent Tinto, whose theories are perhaps considered the
seminal model used to explain college student retention and persistence. Tinto based his
1975 model of student retention on the ideas of Spady, who adapted concepts from Emile
Durkheim in 1970. Durkheim was a sociological researcher most famous for his study of
suicide (Tinto, 1975). Durkheim’s systematic study of suicide rates found one common
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underlying factor—individuals were more likely to commit suicide if their connections
with others in the community were weak—thus introducing the key role of social
integration in society. Tinto credits William Spady as the first to apply Durkheim’s study
of suicide to college retention (Tinto, 1975). Tinto’s model focused on the “degree of fit”
between the college student and institutional environment. According to the model,
retention is heavily dependent on students’ background traits (e.g., race, high school
experiences, academic aptitude, and family dynamic); goal and institutional commitment;
and the degree of academic as well as social integration. In Tinto’s model, the process of
dropping out from college can be viewed as a longitudinal process of interactions
between the individual and the academic and social systems of the college. A process
during which a person’s experiences in those systems continually modify his goal and
institutional commitments in ways which lead to persistence and/or to varying forms of
dropout (Tinto, 1975). While most contemporary models can be traced back to Tinto, he
admitted that models, including his own, are meant to address certain aspects of student
departure, not all, and that retention theories are not all-encompassing. He listed four
shortcomings of his own model, which are, (a) it does not place enough emphasis on the
role of finances, (b) it does not distinguish between student transfer and complete
departure, (c) it does not incorporate the differences in educational paths/careers for
students from different races, social backgrounds, and genders, and (d) It is not sensitive
to the forms of disengagement that occur at community/junior colleges (Tinto, 1982).
Some researchers contend that Tinto’s model may not be applicable to
nontraditional students. It might be more difficult for nontraditional students to become
involved. Tinto’s 1993 updated model, while similar to his earlier model, offered another
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explanation of student departure: failure to negotiate the rites of passage. This theory’s
broadened premise may be able to address differences found in nontraditional and
minority students. The enhanced theory maintains that students would remain enrolled if
they separated themselves from their family and high school friends, engaged in
processes by which they identified with and took on the values of other students and
faculty, and committed themselves to pursuing those values and behaviors.
Student involvement theory. During the 1970s, Alexander Astin presented an
input-process-output model of student involvement theory. Astin’s theory evolved over
time. In his original model in (Astin, 1970) the student played a passive role. His later
involvement theory (Astin, 1984) has the student actively responsible for their
involvement with faculty, peers, and the institution. The most basic premise of Astin’s
theory of involvement is that students learn more the more they are involved in both the
academic and social aspects of the collegiate experience (Astin, 1999). While Tinto and
Astin had similar models and theories, Tinto’s model allowed for a theoretical foundation
for further studies by other researchers and thus became the seminal model of student
departure (Astin, 1999).
Psychological models. In the 1980s, John Bean developed a causal model of
student attrition based on the theoretical models proposed by Spady, Astin, and Tinto.
Bean applied a theory based on organizational behavior to reasons for student persistence
and departure. He maintained that factors for job turnover in business organizations could
be applied to students dropping out of college. Bean’s psychological model evolved into
one that postulated that behavior in regard to college retention can be linked to similar
past behavior, normative values, attitudes, and intentions. The model is similar to Tinto’s
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in that it was complex and longitudinal. The model differed from Tinto’s (1975) original
model in two ways. First, Bean included environmental variables. These are factors
outside of the college that might affect retention. Second, he included a student’s
intention. Bean maintains this factor is one of the best predictor of student retention.
Tinto’s (1987) revised model incorporated these factors. Bean’s work expanded on the
previous work of Tinto by integrating academic variables, student intent, goals,
expectations, and external and internal environmental factors into a revised model of
persistence. Like earlier researchers, Bean’s original works focused on traditional
students. Bean and Barbara Metzner (1985) also developed a model of student retention
for nontraditional students that reduced the emphasis on social integration factors,
because nontraditional students have less interaction with others on campus than do
traditional residential students.
In the 1980s, Pascarella and Terenzini expanded on the works of Tinto and Bean.
Like the two researchers before them, social and academic integration formed the basis of
their theories on student intent and persistence. Pascarella and Terenzini explained their
student involvement theory from the perspective of student interaction with faculty and
peers. Unlike Tinto, their model addressed both direct and indirect effects of student
involvement and interaction. Pascarella took this one step further in 1986, where he
departed from Tinto’s use of the single institution model and began addressing multiinstitutional perspectives. The researchers agree that the more time and energy students
devote to learning and the more intensely they engage in their own education, the greater
the achievement, satisfaction with educational experiences, and persistence in college
(Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Tinto, 1987). Terenzini and Pascarella and other
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researchers have made modifications to Tinto’s theory. These models include the
utilization of diverse student populations at different higher education institutions,
therefore including nontraditional and minority populations.
Nontraditional and minority students. With a changing student body,
researchers have been espousing the necessity to expand student retention and persistence
models to include factors that affect nontraditional and minority students. Retention
studies show that strategies that work for populations such as low-income minority and
first-generation college students are likely to be successful for the general student
population as well (Thayer, 2000). By contrast, strategies that are designed for general
campus populations without taking into account the special circumstances and
characteristics of these students will not often be successful for the latter (Ishitani, 2006;
Lotkowski et al., 2004; Thayer, 2000).
While researchers agree that “institutional fit” and campus integration are
important to retaining college students to degree completion, campus climate mediates
undergraduates’ academic and social experiences in college (Astin, 1993; Kuh, 1993;
Tinto, 1988). Minority students inadequately prepared for nonacademic challenges can
experience culture shock. Lack of diversity in the student population, faculty, staff, and
curriculum often restrict the nature and quality of minority students’ interactions within
and out of the classroom, threatening their academic performance and social experiences.
These nontraditional students that do succeed in this unfamiliar environment can identify
the experiences that helped them succeed. Rendón (1998) called this phenomenon
validation. Validation is when someone took the initiative to lend a helping hand, to do
something that made them believe they were capable of doing academic work. She cited
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faculty, students, friends, parents, and spouses that acknowledge them and what they are
trying to achieve, supporting them in their academic and social adjustment.
The stronger the educational goal and institutional commitment, the more likely
the student will graduate (Tinto, 1993). Research shows that congruence between student
goals and institutional mission is mediated by academic and social components, and that
increased integration into academic and social campus communities causes greater
institutional commitment and student persistence (Braxton et al., 2004; Kuh, 1993;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 2009; Terenzini, Pascarella, & Blimling, 1996). Hurtado and
Carter (1997) found in their sample of Latino college students that those who participated
in campus activities (in particular religious and social and community organizations) had
a much greater sense of belonging at the university and that this sense of belonging had a
positive impact. These religious and social-community organizations had a strong
external to campus affiliation. The researchers maintain that Latino students who belong
to these organizations may have a stronger sense of belonging because they maintain
connections with these external campus communities and hence maintain some link with
the communities that they were familiar with before they entered college.
The process of becoming socially integrated into the fabric of the university has
also been found to be both a cumulative and compounding process, and the level of social
integration within a given year of study is part of a cumulative experience that continues
to build throughout one’s college experience (Astin, 1993; Hurtado & Carter, 1997). The
establishment of peer relations and the development of role models and mentors have
been defined in the literature as important factors in student integration, both
academically and socially (Astin, 2003).
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Another factor associated with enrollment and persistence decisions for many
low-income and minority students, is the availability of financial aid. Swail et al. (2003)
found that low-income and minority students who receive grants generally are more
likely to persist than those who receive loans. However, given the rising costs of
attending college, it is unlikely that low-income students will be able to receive
bachelor’s degrees without any loan aid (Swail et al., 2003). At the same time, the
research also suggests that the shifts in aid from grants to loans and from need-based to
merit-based programs adversely affect both enrollment and persistence for minority
students. Reversing these shifts may be necessary to increase college access and success
for low-income and minority students (Thayer, 2000).
Criticism of Tinto. While Tinto’s (1975) model of student departure remains the
seminal theory for student retention there has been criticism of his models. Some critics
cite weaknesses in Tinto’s theory and look to modify and expand it to include additional
factors and perspectives. Others feel that new directions, models, and theories must be
explored in order to address departure amongst minority students. Bean’s studies
included environmental variables and students’ intentions, two factors that Tinto’s
original theory lacked. Tinto’s later revision in 1993 included these factors. Another area
of concern for researchers was that Tinto’s 1975 model was a single institution model.
Pascarella, Smart, and Ethington (1986) started to address multi-institutional
perspectives. Pascarella and Terenzini’s How College Affects Students (1991) noted that
the focus on previous research was on the four-year college. A missing component to
Tinto and other earlier research studies and theories was the exclusion of two-year
colleges. Braxton and Lien (2000) maintain that multi-institutional studies increase the
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variability in the measurement of theoretical constructs. Single-institutional studies can
lead to a failure to identify empirical support for the forms of influence academic
integration may have on college student departure decisions.
Tierney and Jun (2001) suggested that Tinto’s model relied on information about
only traditional-aged students. In addition, by not individualizing results from institutionspecific data, Tinto’s generalizability of findings may not be plausible. Many researchers
(starting with Bean) suggest that Tinto’s concept ignores specific segments of the student
population (Bean & Metzner, 1985; Braxton et al., 2004; Terenzini, Springer, Yaeger,
Pascarella, & Nora, 1996; Tierney, 2000; Tierney & Jun, 2001). Other researchers such
as, Tierney and Kuh would take completely different approaches to retention. William
Tierney advances a model predicated on the notions of power and community (Tierney,
2000). While Kuh and Love (2000) argue that culture affords an alternative to studying
college departure. Using the lens of culture, the researchers discuss the implications of
campus culture and how it impacts college student departure.
Emerging theories. In the 1990s and 2000s researchers such as Rendón et al.
(2000) sought to offer alternative perspectives to that of Tinto and other earlier student
retention theorists. They are not concerned with whether or not Tinto’s model can be
applied to nontraditional and minority students. These researchers are seeking models
that more fully understand and facilitate the retention process for minority students in an
increasingly complex and multiracial institutional environment. It is their belief that
scholars ought to periodically reassess their work and how they apply their empirically
based perspectives to new contexts in order to advance. Rendon and her colleagues also
maintain that so much knowledge has been amassed regarding student retention that it is
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possible to build new models and theories that encompass knowledge from other areas
outside of education. They point to Hurtado and Carter’s (1997) model of social
engagement as one such model. This model takes into account gender as well as other
significant social identities like ethnicity/race, class, and sexuality to study how groups
change as they come into contact with each other. The researchers believe that Tinto’s
theory provides a good foundation for student retention and now work needs to be done
to evolve such models to include the changing faces of our college student population.
These studies need to include the differences in race, gender, class, etc. and how these
student unique issues impact persistence and retention in higher education.
First-Generation and Hispanic Students
Engel & Tinto (2008) note that first-generation students have less encouragement
and support to attend college, particularly from parents, less knowledge about the college
application process, and fewer resources to pay for college. Some first-generation
students find that going to college was a break from tradition rather than an extension of
one (Terenzini, Springer, et al., 1996).Their families wondered why their son or daughter
decided to go to college and thought that their child’s future was at home with the family,
continuing the tradition established by past generations. In combination, these factors
reduce the chances that first-generation students will “choose” to go to college at all as
well as limit the types of colleges that they consider attending, which can ultimately
affect their chances of graduating with a degree (Engle & Tinto, 2008).
Nearly nine-in-ten Latino young adults say that a college education is important
for success in life, yet only about half that many (48%) say that they themselves plan to
get a college degree, according to a 2009 national survey of Latinos by the Pew Hispanic
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Center (Lopez, 2009). The educational aspirations of Hispanic youths do not match the
level of importance Hispanics place on college. The biggest reason for the gap between
the high value Latinos place on education and their more modest aspirations to finish
college appears to come from financial pressure to support a family. Other factors that
were cited include poor English skills, a dislike of school, poor college preparation,
difficulty making academic and social adjustments, and a feeling that they do not need
more education for the careers they want (Oseguera, Locks, & Vega, 2009). There are
large numbers of Latinos that enroll in postsecondary education; however, most are
pursuing paths associated with lower chances of attaining a bachelor’s degree (Fry,
2002). According to Fry these paths are enrollment in community colleges, attending
part-time, and delaying or prolonging their college education.
In 2004, Swail, Cabrera, and Lee conducted a study that was funded by the
Educational Policy Institute through a grant from the Pew Hispanic Center to provide the
most up-to-date analysis of Latino achievement through postsecondary education. The
study is a follow-up analysis of the National Educational Longitudinal Study (NELS),
begun in 1988 with eighth-grade students and followed up several times, with the last
follow-up survey in 2000, eight years after scheduled high school graduation. The
analysis found that during the high school years, Latino students were more likely to (a)
have been held back in school, (b) have changed high school more than twice, (c) earn a
C or less in high school, (d) take lower forms of mathematics in high school, (e) leave
high school before graduation, and (f) earn a GED.
The researchers determined that these attributes are partially the result of other
background characteristics which were present for Latino students in the study. Swail and
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colleagues (2004) noted the Latino students were more likely to (a) be from a low-income
family, (b) have a sibling who dropped out of school, (c) be limited in their English
proficiency, (d) have a parent who did not graduate from high school, (e) have children
during high school, and (f) have a parent without any postsecondary experience.
Swail et al. (2004) found that the weight of these forces compound to further
reduce opportunities for Latino youth, such that they were less likely to (a) aspire to
postsecondary education and to a bachelor’s or advanced degree, (b) enroll in
postsecondary education, (c) be academically qualified for postsecondary education, (d)
enroll at a selective postsecondary institution, (e) maintain continuous enrollment through
to degree, (f) complete a postsecondary degree, and (g) earn a degree within four years. It
was also found that Latino youth were more likely to (a) enroll in a two-year rather than a
four year institution, (b) delay entry into postsecondary education and delay for longer
periods, (c) attend part-time, (d) attend more than one postsecondary institution, (e) enroll
at a publicly-funded postsecondary institution, and (f) attend lower-cost institutions.
Swail et al. (2004) found that the impact of these forces suppressed the
educational opportunity for these youth and would lead them to a future that requires
more effort to keep on current standing with other students. Therefore, it is
understandable that Latinos are particularly vulnerable to developing negative academic
self-concepts and having negative perceptions of the campus climate because of their
social position, history of underrepresentation on college campuses, and dissonance
between the cultural expectations of higher education institutions and their home cultures
(Oseguera et al., 2009). Given the growth of the overall Hispanic population in the
United States, it is imperative for administrators with higher education and scholars to
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further develop theoretical frameworks that explain retention and persistence for
minorities and Hispanics in particular in higher education.
According to Fry (2002; 2004), the pathways that Latinos choose to pursue higher
education are a reason for their low achievement rates. To better understand the reasons
why Latinos lag every other population group in attaining college degrees, Fry conducted
an analysis for the Pew Hispanic Center in 2002. The report used Current Population
Survey data collected by the U.S. Census Bureau from 1997–2000. The report related the
fact that there is a high concentration in two-year degree granting institutions to low
completion rates. Fry notes that Hispanic students’ attachment to family and community,
coupled with economic need, appear to be factors in Latinos’ high rate of enrollment in
two-year colleges. The study found among 18- to 24-year olds, 44% of Hispanic
undergraduates attend two-year schools, as opposed to approximately 30% of White and
Black undergraduates. These high enrollment figures held true not only for traditional age
Hispanic students, but also for older Hispanic undergraduates. As the age of the
undergraduate increased so did the percentage enrolled in two-year programs. More than
55% of Hispanic undergraduates classified as over 35 years old attend two-year schools
(Fry, 2002). Among the best prepared young Hispanic students, nearly 60% attend
nonselective colleges and universities in comparison to 52% of White students. In a later
study by Fry (2004), he found that Hispanics at all levels of preparation show a greater
propensity to enroll in “open-door” institutions than their White peers. Among this group
there is a substantial disparity in bachelor’s degree completion. Among two-year degree
college entrants that are “minimally” qualified for college, 16% of Whites finished a
bachelor’s degree versus only 7% of Hispanics (Fry, 2004).
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Two-year colleges have many attributes that help explain why they attract so
many Latino students. Most of these schools tend to have lower tuition than four-year
institutions, thus attracting low-income students. Many of these schools and programs
offer flexible scheduling and the ability to attend part-time. These attributes are attractive
to students that have full-time jobs and family obligations. In addition, these schools are
usually located in the community in which the students reside. This allows the students to
live at home and commute to school. This benefits Latinos and other students that have
strong family ties and obligations. Also, many community colleges and two-year
programs welcome students with low levels of academic achievement or aptitude. Often
these institutions offer classes in English as a second language. While these attributes
attract Hispanic students to two-year institutions, they do not necessarily influence their
success (Fry, 2002). Latino students are more likely to drop out if they begin their college
studies at two-year colleges (National Center on Education Statistics, 2000.)
While Hispanic graduation rates are lower than desired, they are above the levels
seen in previous decades. In 1970, 77% of young Hispanics ages 16 to 25 were working,
going to school, or serving in the military, by 2007, the number had risen to 86% (Fry,
2009). The gains were largely due to young female Hispanics. In 2007 nearly half of
young female Hispanics were enrolled in school compared to one-third of young
Hispanic females pursuing school in 1970. Part of this increase can be explained by the
decrease in motherhood among young Hispanic females. In 1970, 35% of young
Hispanics were mothers. By 2007, only 21% were mothers. Even with these advances,
the percentage of young Hispanic females neither in school nor in the work force (19%)
is still higher than young Black males in the same situation (16%; Fry, 2009). This is an
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important statistic because much is written about and researched about young Black
males’ difficulties in school and entering the workforce, while very little has been done to
bring attention to the situation of young female Hispanics (Fry, 2009).
A new study sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute determined that
Hispanic women college students graduate at consistently higher rates than Hispanic men
and often graduate at the same rate as White men in their schools (Kelly et al., 2010). In
most categories of selectivity, Hispanic women graduate at a slightly higher rate than
White men. The only exception is at institutions designated as more selective, where
White males have slightly higher graduation rates than Hispanic females. White women
outperform all groups, at all levels of selectivity. White women achieve between 4 and 9
percentage points better than Hispanic women at all levels of selectivity. However, the
achievement gap narrows between White and Hispanic women as you move up the
selectivity scale. Hispanic males trail White males in each category of selectivity (Kelly
et al., 2010).
College graduation rates for minority students are often shockingly low. McGlynn
(2009) suggests that many institutions have programs that address minority student
success, but often the effort is haphazard. Carey’s (2008) study, which focuses on
graduation rates in higher education and what is necessary to make minority student
success a priority, supports this premise. In contrast to these ineffective efforts, Carey
highlights support programs that work to improve academic success of low-income,
minority, and first-generation college students. The study indicates that high failure rates
are not inevitable: some institutions are graduating minority students at a higher rate than
White students. The overall philosophy at institutions with higher minority success rates
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is to “identify every piece of information students might need or stumbling block they
might encounter” (Carey, 2008, p. 6) and then implement programs that address these
findings to help students succeed. Engle and Tinto (2008) also note that there are an
increasing number of college access and success programs across the country that target
low-income, minority, and first-generation students. These programs range from private,
state, and federally funded projects. A 2004 study by the Pell Institute for the Study of
Opportunity in Higher Education shows that “institutions with relatively high graduation
rates for minority students intervene actively in students’ course and program planning,
provide small classes, have full-time faculties that are dedicated to teaching
undergraduates and know the students personally, offer (or offered) developmental
education, are largely residential for new students, and are explicitly concerned with
increasing retention and graduation” (Muraskin & Lee, 2004, p. 48).There are a number
of challenges to accurately evaluate the impact of outreach programs; however,
evaluation data from the federally funded programs has demonstrated a positive impact
on the educational outcomes of low income and first-generation students (Engle & Tinto,
2008).
Factors for Academic Success
In Retaining Minority Students in Higher Education, Swail and his colleagues
(2003) noted a number of factors related to retention, and researchers have found
differences, as well as similarities, between White students and students of color. The
researchers found, in terms of college persistence and achievement that three forces
account for the entire spectrum of student outcomes: cognitive, social, and institutional
factors. These three categories of factors are the components of Swail and colleagues’
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geometric model of student persistence. The cognitive factors constitute academic ability.
These are the strengths and weaknesses of the student, such as the level of proficiency in
reading, writing, and mathematics. Social factors, such as the ability to interact
effectively with other persons, personal attitudes, and cultural history, form a second set
of factors that characterize the individual. The third set of factors, institutional, refers to
the practices, strategies, and culture of the institution that impact student persistence and
achievement. Examples include academic support programming, financial aid,
curriculum and instruction (Swail et al., 2003).
Retention studies show that strategies that work for populations such as lowincome minority and first-generation college students are likely to be successful for the
general student population as well (Thayer, 2000). By contrast, strategies that are
designed for general campus populations without taking into account the special
circumstances and characteristics of these students will not often be successful for the
latter (Ishitani, 2006; Lotkowski et al., 2004; Thayer, 2000). Factors related to retention
and academic success include: academic preparedness, campus climate, commitment to
education goals and the institution, social and academic integration, and financial aid
(Carey, 2008; Choy, 2002a; College outcomes, 2007; Engle & Tinto, 2008; Hightower,
2007; Ishitani, 2006; Lotkowski et al., 2004; Swail et al., 2003; Thayer, 2000). Swail et
al. (2003) note that that between 30 and 40% of all entering freshmen are unprepared for
college-level reading and writing and approximately 44% of all college students who
complete a two- or four-year degree had enrolled in at least one remedial or
developmental course in math, writing, or reading.
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Sedlacek and Brooks (1976) hypothesized that noncognitive factors may be better
indicators of minority students’ academic success than cognitive factors. They developed
the Noncognitive Questionaire. This questionnaire was designed to assess seven
noncognitive variables found to be related to college success particularly for minority
students (Tracey & Sedlacek, 1982). These noncognitive variables relate to adjustment,
motivation, and student perceptions, rather than the traditional cognitive factors, such as,
verbal and quantitative expertise typically measured by standardized tests. Although
noncognitive variables are useful for all students, they are particularly critical for
nontraditional students, because standardized tests and prior grades may provide only a
limited view of their potential (Tracey & Sedlacek, 1982). Critical to minority students
are noncognitive factors for academic success that must be addressed by institutions of
higher education.
Noncognitive variables such as campus climate and institutional commitment can
be traced back to Tinto’s 1975 model of student retention. His model focuses on the
degree of fit between the college student and institutional environment. A growing body
of literature on students’ perceptions of the college environment has shown that the
institutional climate for diversity can have a considerable impact on students’ academic
and social lives (Hurtado, Milem, Clayton-Pederson, and Allen 1996). Studies show that
campus climate can foster a sense of belonging and impact a student’s academic and
social integration into the college environment. Kuh (1993) suggests that each college has
its own ethos. He defines ethos as a “belief system widely shared by faculty, students,
administrators, and others. It is shaped by a core of educational values manifested in the
institution’s mission and philosophy” (p. 1).
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An ethos provides an overarching sense of the fitting by which all members of a
group measure their participation (and contribution) by something they cherish
more than their immediate advantage. . . . Increasingly, researchers in diverse
settings are discovering that the more powerful predictors of the effectiveness of
an institution are not traditionally-measured objective indicators, like size of
budget or the number of library books, honor students, or courses in the
curriculum. (p. 1)
According to Kuh, researchers are are finding that subjective, “hard to measure” factors,
such as cooperation, dedication, and innovation to be more predict institutional success
more effectively.
Every campus has cultural properties that encourage or discourage students from
taking advantage of learning opportunities. Colleges marked by an ethos of
learning enjoy a campus culture that compels students to actively participate and
to take responsibility for their own learning. Institutional ethos contributes to
desirable changes in students when it permeates every aspect of campus life,
including students’ experiences outside the classroom. The institution’s ethos also
explains why certain groups of students have affirming experiences while others
feel alienated. Although ethos is difficult to define and measure, attempts to
describe and understand its role in student learning and other aspects of
institutional functioning are important. To attract and graduate students from
historically underrepresented groups, and to adequately prepare all students for
the next century, colleges and universities must learn more about how their ethos
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encourages or discourages student learning and personal development (Kuh,
1993, p. 1).
When students feel comfortable and familiar (integrated) within an institution,
they are better able to navigate and find their way to important institutional resources that
subsequently assist them in achieving their educational goals (Johnson, 2007). Tinto
(1975) states that student commitment to the institution, is an important element in their
ability to persist in college.
Bean and Metzner (1985) support that for nontraditional students, environmental
variables are more important than academic variables. Their model of student retention
purports that when academic and environmental variables are both good, students should
remain in school, and when both are poor, students should leave school. When academic
variables are good but environmental variables are poor, students should leave school,
and the positive effects of the academic variables on retention will not be seen. When
environmental support is good and academic support is poor, students would be expected
to remain enrolled-the environmental support compensates for low scores on the
academic variable. Therefore if a student is encouraged by family and employers to stay
in school the student will despite poor academic advisement or uncertainty about an
academic major. However, without that environmental support the student is more apt to
leave in spite of positive academic variables.
Family support and validation are crucial to Latino student success. Core Latina/o
values, such as these, need to be incorporated into retention models and future research
studies designed to address persistence and graduation of Hispanic students (Castellanos
& Gloria, 2007). The researchers purport that familia is a central component to Latina/o
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students’ experiences from which they gain cultural affirmation and specific navigational
strategies to negotiate the host culture of academia. They maintain that if colleges build
family-like systems, Latina/o students can garner and maintain academic momentum
(Castellanos & Gloria, 2007). Other researchers suggest that developing “academic
families” supports students by fostering siblinglike relationships in which informational,
emotional, and academic supports are exchanged (Gloria, 1997; Segura-Herrera, 2006).
This type of support factoring into nontraditional students’ success is echoed in Rendón’s
validation theory. The nontraditional students that Rendón (1998) interviewed said that
someone in the college community taking interest in them, either inside or outside of the
classroom, giving them a helping hand, had encouraged them to believe that they were
able to achieve academically. The students noted specific people that supported them in
their academic and social adjustment within the college community. This validation of
their academic pursuits from faculty, students, friends, parents, and spouses made a
difference in their commitment to and ultimate accomplishment of their goal to graduate
(Rendón, 1998).
Rendón applied the validation theory to the Community College Puente program
in California (Rendón, 2002). In 1981, the Puente Project was initiated as a Latinospecific program at Chabot College in Hayward, California. It has since extended
throughout California’s community college system and into the state’s high schools. The
emphasis of Community College Puente is to enlarge the pool of Latino students in
California who transfer from 2-year colleges and universities to 4-year institutions. In
2002, Rendón assessed the Puente program’s use of validation both inside and outside of
the classroom. The researcher determined that the implementation of validation had a
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positive impact on the overall success of the Hispanic students. She noted that many
nontraditional students come to college needing a sense of direction and wanting
guidance but not in a patronizing way. They do not succeed well in an invalidating,
sterile, fiercely competitive context for learning that is still present in many college
classrooms today (Rendón, 2002). The researcher concluded that High School and
Community College Puente have much to offer the school and college reform movement
in terms of what it takes to promote access, transform nontraditional students into
powerful learners, promote learning communities, and create validating in- and out-ofclass learning environments that foster academic success and personal growth.
Goal Commitment
Goal commitment is one of the most important factors in a student’s persistence
and graduation (Johnson, 2007; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1983; Rendón, 1982; Romano,
1999; Tinto, 1975; Tinto, 1993). Other key factors for persistence, such as institutional
commitment, academic and social integration, support of significant others, and financial
aid may impact the students’ degree of goal commitment. In Tinto’s seminal model of
student retention he defined goal commitment as the student’s planned commitment to
completing college and graduating. Tinto’s model posits that academic and social
integration work together to influence the degree of goal and institutional commitment. A
student’s initial level of goal commitment is thought to influence academic integration,
which in turn affects subsequent goal commitment. Tinto explains that a higher degree of
integration into the social and academic environments contributes to a greater degree of
institutional and goal commitment and therefore to lower dropout and higher completion
rates (Tinto, 1975).
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In her study of 227 Hispanic first-time students at three community colleges in
South Texas, Rendón (1982) found that included in the factors that made students
successful are strong and clearly defined goal commitments and encouragement from
family, friends, and college/high school staff. In a longitudinal (1976–1978) study of
freshman students at a residential college in central New York State, the original
constructs of Tinto’s 1975 model were assessed (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1983).The
researchers found that academic integration strongly influenced goal commitment, and
social integration strongly influenced institutional commitment, which are both key to
persistence (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1983). In 1988, Cabrera, Nora, and Castañeda
conducted a longitudinal study at a large, southern, urban institution. The study drew
from the Fall 1988 Freshmen class of 2,469. In the end, 466 surveys were used. Their
study merged Tinto’s student integration model and Bean and Metzger’s student attrition
model to enhance understanding of the process that affects students’ decisions to remain
in school. The authors found that the important factors influencing college persistence are
the student’s intention to persist, their college GPA, and the institutional commitment to
the student. Furthermore, the intent to persist overwhelmingly leads to persistence; the
top three factors that influenced the students’ intent to persist in college were institutional
commitment, student encouragement, and goal commitment (Cabrera, et al., 1988).
Findings with regard to institutional and goal commitment were similar in a study by
Nora (1987) that tested a modified version of Tinto’s student attrition model on a
Chicano student population in two-year colleges. This study found the largest effect on
Hispanic retention is institutional and goal commitment. Additionally, it was observed
that the Hispanic students’ initial commitment has a direct effect on retention.
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In a subsequent study, Nora (2003) set forth the Student/Institution Engagement
Model. This model highlights interactions between the student and the institution that
influence the factors that lead to persistence. The researcher posits that students that have
a higher degree of commitment to the goal of obtaining a college degree are more likely
to participate in social and academic activities that focus on support they need to achieve
their academic goals. These experiences coupled with encouragement from faculty, staff,
and other students’ increases the students’ degree of commitment to their goal of earning
a college degree (Nora, 2003). Graunke, Woosley, and Helms (2006), also linked a
students’ initial commitment to an educational goal to academic success. Their study
evaluated a cohort of first-time, first-year students entering Ball State University in the
fall of 1998. They assessed the impact of institutional commitment, commitment to an
education goal, and commitment to an academic major on the probabilities of graduation.
The researchers’ findings indicated students with a high commitment to their institution
and an education goal, were more likely to graduate within six years. However,
commitment to an academic major was “negatively associated with probabilities of
degree completion” (Graunke, Woosley, Helms, 2006).
Two studies that addressed Hispanic female retention and graduation from
community college programs (Johnson, 2007; Romano, 1999) assessed six key factors for
persistence: academic integration, student integration, institutional commitment, goal
commitment, support by significant others, and campus-based financial aid. Both
researchers found that goal commitment was the most important factor identified by
community college Latinas as contributing to their academic success.
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Chapter Summary
Black college students earn bachelor’s degrees at approximately half the rate of
White students, while Hispanic students earn bachelor’s degrees at aproximately a third
the rate of White students. In addition, low-income students earn undergraduate degrees
at one-eighth the rate of more economically advantaged students (Seymour, 2007). Gaps
like these threaten the health of our democracy and also threaten the health of our
economy. The 2007 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
Education at a Glance reports that the United States no longer leads the world in the
proportion of our citizenry with a two- or four-year degree at a time when advanced
education matters more than ever. In order to increase retention, persistence, and
graduation rates among these populations, their needs must be assessed, and organized
programs addressing these needs must be designed and implemented.
Models and theories assessing persistence and student departure from college can
be traced back to Tinto’s 1975 student departure model. Recent theorists argue that
although some of Tinto’s original and subsequent updated premises can be used as a
foundation, these models must be modified or completely changed to be applicable to the
changing face of the United States college student. With the United States becoming
increasingly less White, it is imperative that we address the issue of low college
persistence and academic success among nontraditional and minority students. If we are
unable to establish effective programs, both retention and diversity problems will grow
(Swail et al., 2003). This phenomenological, qualitative study aims to add to the current
research on this important issue. The researcher will attempt to capture important data
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through in-depth interviews which will allow graduates from this underachieving
population to voice their beliefs and perceptions on factors that lead to their success.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
General Perspective
Hispanic students earn bachelor’s degrees at nearly less than a third the rate of
White students (Seymour, 2007). This statistic is alarming on its own, however, it is
especially alarming coupled with the fact that the Hispanic population is the fastest
growing racial, ethnic minority group in the United States (Llagas & Synder, 2003).The
United States no longer leads the world in the proportion of citizenry with a two- or fouryear degree (OECD, 2007). Gaps created by these trends threaten the health of both our
democracy and economy (Seymour, 2007). The research for this phenomenological,
qualitative study is designed to provide information to help institutions of higher
education better assist female Hispanic students persist through degree completion. The
study focuses on factors that impacted the Latina graduates degree completion with a
specific focus on individual goal commitment. Literature written on Hispanic academic
under-achievement often cite cultural factors and cognitive skills as reasons why there is
an achievement gap between this population and their contemporaries (Castellanos &
Gloria, 2007). Much of the research to date focuses on the high dropout rate of Hispanic
students and the factors that cause this population’s lack of persistence in higher
education (Castellanos & Gloria, 2007).While that is an important perspective, the
researcher would like to contribute to the scarce literature focused on factors that foster
success among Hispanic female students(Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Rendón & Nora, 1989;
Rendón et al., 2000).This study aims to address this deficit.
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Previous studies have examined six key persistence factors and how they
contributed to Hispanic female retention and graduation from community college
programs (Johnson, 2007; Romano, 1999). These factors were academic integration,
student integration, institutional commitment, goal commitment, support by significant
others, and campus-based financial aid. Romano reported that the two most important
factors identified by community college Latinas as contributing to their academic success
were (a) their focus on the goal of completing college and (b) the support they received
throughout their educational journey from significant others. In Johnson’s replication
study, the two most important factors identified by community college Latinas as
contributing to their academic success were: (a) their focus on the goal of completing
college and (b) the campus based financial aid they received. The support of significant
others was rated third most important by her study participants. The researcher further
explored how and to what extent the factors of goal commitment impacts the academic
success of Hispanic female students. In addition, the study examined the interrelationship
between goal commitment and other persistence factors, such as family support, social
and academic integration, institutional commitment, financial aid, cultural, and economic.
The research questions that guided this study were:
1.

What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?

2.

To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal

commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
3.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a Hispanic, female student?
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4.

(a) What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, if any,

do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to be academically
successful?
(b) Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a departure from past
behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the graduate?
5.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a first generation student?
6.

As a first generation student, did the level of support of significant others or

the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so, how?
7.

What role, if any, did the concept of academic self-concept play in Hispanic

women’s development of goal commitment?
8.

To what extent, did factors such as academic integration, social integration,

institutional commitment, and financial aid, influence the graduates’ goal commitment to
complete their two-year degree?
A qualitative phenomenological research design was used for this study.
According to Glatthorn and Joyner (2005), the qualitative perspective emphasizes a
phenomenological view in which reality inheres in the perception of individuals. It relies
on direct experience of human beings to explain the “why” rather than the “what” of
social phenomena. Qualitative research is used to gain insight into people’s attitudes,
behaviors, value systems, concerns, motivations, aspirations, culture, or lifestyles. This
type of research uses in-depth interviews, focus groups, content analysis, ethnography,
program evaluation and semiotics research methods to collect data. Creswell (2009) notes
that “those who engage in this form of inquiry support a way of looking at research that
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honors an inductive style, a focus on individual meaning, and the importance of rendering
the complexity of a situation” (p. 4). This form of research uses an emergent design.
Creswell (2009) states that a key characteristic of qualitative research is that “the initial
plan for research cannot be tightly prescribed, and all phases of the process may change
or shift after the researcher enters the field and begins to collect data” (p. 175). A
qualitative research approach in this tradition was employed for this study.
In spite of efforts made at institutions of higher education, Hispanic females and
other minorities do not have a high rate of degree completion (Carey, 2008). It is
important to capture Hispanic female graduates’ insights and beliefs about the factors that
lead them to academic success. According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2009), “in
qualitative inquiry, phenomenology is a term that points to an interest in understanding
social phenomena from the actors’ own perspectives and describing the world as
experienced by the subjects, with the assumption that the important reality is what people
perceive it to be” (p. 26). In order to obtain unprejudiced descriptions of the graduate’s
lived experience with respect to the factors that lead to their academic success; this
researcher employed the qualitative inquiry approach of in-depth, one-on-one interviews.
The aim of this study is not quantification but to seek qualitative knowledge.
Quantitative, statistical analysis will not answer the question of “why” success was
achieved, but in-depth interviews may be a powerful way of developing an understanding
of this issue. The primary advantage of in-depth interviews is that they provide much
more detailed information than what is available through other data collection methods,
such as surveys (Neale, 2006). In addition, this researcher strove to create an interview
environment that allowed the respondents to feel comfortable and willing to engage in an
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honest, detailed discussion that would not be captured through surveys. A disadvantage
of in-depth interviews is generalizability. When in-depth interviews are conducted,
generalizations about the results are usually not able to be made because small samples
are chosen and random sampling methods are not used (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). The
researcher maintains that the valuable information and insight gained through the
participants’ interviews should provide college administrators with rich descriptive
qualitative data to further inform them about creating the campus climate and support
programs necessary to sustain this very important and growing population.
Research Context
The researcher conducted in-depth one-on-one interviews that assessed the impact
that goal commitment and other factors had on Hispanic female’s completion of their
associate degree. In addition, the study evaluated the interrelatedness of goal
commitment, family and significant others support, institutional commitment, social
integration, academic integration, financial aid, cultural and economic factors. Interviews
were held with Hispanic females who earned an associate degree from an unnamed,
independent, urban college in the New York area. Results were evaluated for patterns
across stories, experiences, and perspectives that provided a deeper understanding of how
specific factors impacted the graduates’ academic pursuits. Currently, most research
focuses on the high dropout rate of Hispanic students and the factors that cause this
population’s lack of persistence in higher education (Castellanos & Gloria, 2007). There
is not significant research focusing on the factors that foster academic success among
Hispanic female college students. The study aims to assist in lessening this deficit.
Questionnaires were sent to 400 Hispanic females who had earned their associate degree
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between Fall 2007 and Winter 2010. This instrument was used to collect demographic
data and to serve as a selection tool. Eleven in-depth individual interviews were
conducted. The resulting qualitative data may be used to provide college administrators,
staff, and faculty with specific answers as to what factors impact degree completion
among this population. This insight should prove valuable in the development of
programs that would address these factors and lead toward increased retention and
academic success for this underachieving population.
Research Participants
The participants for this study were Hispanic females who have successfully
earned an associate degree. The female participants had earned their associate degree
from a specific unnamed independent institution of higher education located in the New
York City area between the years 2007 and 2010. The college has three campuses: urban,
suburban, and international. The participants were drawn from graduates of the main
(Urban) campus. Total enrollment on the main campus, as reported to the National Center
for Education Statistics (Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System) in October
2008, was 4,736. The gender distribution was 73% female and 27% male. Forty-nine
percent of the student body were classified as Hispanic, 44% were considered Black
(non-Hispanic), and 7% consisted of all other ethnic categories. Seventy-two percent of
the Hispanic population (1,679) were female.
The study focuses on Hispanic females who earned their associate degrees during
the period of fall 2007 to winter 2010. Based on data provided from the institution’s
registrar, 1,013 Hispanic females completed an associate degree during the time span.
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Hispanic females represented 38% of total graduates, 52% of female graduates, and 73%
of Hispanic graduates.
From the population, 400 potential participants were sent a letter of introduction
(Appendix A) and questionnaire (Appendix B). These women were selected through a
stratified random sampling process. An equal distribution from each graduating class was
chosen. The free online randomization, Research Randomizer was employed. The
respondents who completed the instrument were asked their willingness to participate in
an individual interview. The questionnaires were distributed via mail and contained a
self-addressed, stamped envelope for the responses.
Basic demographic data were collected from the returned questionnaires. The
instruments were screened for specific criteria. Graduates that were first generation with
neither of their parents having any college experience were eligible for the interview
process. Additionally, respondents had to be willing to participate in an in-depth, one-onone interview.
Follow-up phone calls were made to the targeted 400 questionnaire recipients to
encourage participation. The researcher was able to make contact, either by phone or
mail, with 160 (40%) of the pool of 400. The remaining 240 (60%) were not able to be
reached via the available contact information. Fifty-two (32.5%) of the accessible
graduates returned the questionnaire. Thirty-four (65.4%) respondents met the selection
criteria of being a first-generation college student. Twelve women were randomly chosen
for interviews and eleven interviews were conducted. Table 3.1 provides the
demographic data of the questionnaire respondents.
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Table 3.1
All Questionnaire Respondents’ Demographic Information
n

%

Age:
18–21

10

19.23%

22–25

15

28.85%

26–30

7

13.46%

31–40

17

32.69%

41–50

3

5.77%

Married

9

17.31%

Divorced

3

5.77%

Status:

Separated

6

11.54%

Not married

34

65.38%

Parent While in School:
Yes

29

55.77%

No

23

44.23%

27

51.92%

1

1.92%

17

32.69%

Two Parent—Other

3

5.77%

Other

4

7.69%

Associate degree

33

63.46%

Bachelor's degree

19

36.54%

No schooling completed

3

5.77%

Elementary School (K–5)

6

11.54%

Middle School (6–8)

14

26.92%

High school (9–12) or the equivalent
Some college credit, no degree

13
6

25.00%
11.54%

Associate degree or higher

7

13.46%

Unknown

3

5.77%

Childhood Household:
Single Parent—Mother
Single Parent—Other
Two Parent—Mother and Father

Highest Degree Earned:

Highest Degree Earned by Mother:
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Table 3.1 (Cont.)
n

%

No schooling completed

4

7.69%

Elementary School K–5)

6

11.54%

Middle School (6–8)

6

11.54%

12
6

23.08%
11.54%

4

7.69%

14

26.92%

Employed full-time

24

46.15%

Employed part-time

3

5.77%

11
8
6

21.15%
15.38%
11.54%

Under $25,000

30

57.69%

$25,000–$44,999

13

25.00%

$45,000–$64,999

3

5.77%

$65,000–$84,999

5

9.62%

$85,000–$99,999

1

1.92%

Highest Degree Earned by Father:

High school (9–12) or the equivalent
Some college credit, no degree
Associate degree or higher
Unknown
Employment Status:

Employed and attending school
Attending school and not working
Out of work and looking for work
Family Income While in School:

Note. N = 52.

Instruments Used in Data Collection
The primary tool of data collection for this study was in-depth one-on-one
interviews. Pre-interview questionnaires were employed to collect demographic data and
to serve as a selection tool. The demographic data is presented in Table 3.1.
Questionnaire. The first instrument employed for data collection was a preinterview questionnaire. The purpose of the instrument was to gather qualitative,
demographic data from potential participants. The data were not quantitative in nature
and no statistical analysis was performed. The questionnaire was designed for this study
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and included 10 questions (Appendix B). The questionnaire was mailed to Hispanic
females who graduated between Fall 2007 and Winter 2010. These women were
randomly selected using a computerized randomization program. A letter of introduction
and confidentiality accompanied the questionnaire. In addition to the demographic data,
the questionnaire asked the respondents if they would be willing to participate in an indepth, one-on-one interview. The researcher tested the questionnaire through field
experience. During fall 2010, the instrument was administered to three Hispanic female
associate degree graduates. Upon completion of the exercise, the women were asked if
the directions and questions were clear or was there any ambiguity. The questionnaire
was edited accordingly. Additionally, the researcher had three individuals that work in
higher education and deal with student demographic data review the instrument for
completeness and appropriateness. The questionnaire was distributed over the time period
starting early February 2011 and collection was completed mid-March 2011.
Interviews. The researcher conducted semi-structured interviews. These types of
interviews are widely used to collect data for qualitative research (Pattern, 2009). The
nature of a semi-structured interview allowed the interviewer not only to ask
predetermined questions but also ask additional questions based on the respondents’
answers. The researcher used this methodology to explore unexpected, unusual, or
especially relevant material revealed by a participant (Pattern, 2009). This emergent style
allowed the researcher to capture Hispanic female graduates’ insights and beliefs about
the factors that lead to their academic success. The interviews were tape-recorded and
transcribed. As with the questionnaire, the researcher ensured reliability and validity
through testing and expert review of the interview questions. The researcher had two
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individuals that work in a higher education institution that serves a minority student
population review the questions for completeness and appropriateness. The interviews
were conducted in a three week period from the end of March 2011 and were completed
mid–April 2011. Table 3.2 depicts the interview questions that were developed to capture
the graduates’ perceptions of the factors that played a part in achieving their graduation.
Table 3.3 maps the interview questions to the essential questions of the study.
Table 3.2
Interview Questions
1. What factor(s) do you think contributed the most to your graduation?
2. Why was it important for you to complete your degree?
3. Do you think being a Hispanic female played a part in this desire? Were there any
advantages or obstacles to completing your degree because you were a Hispanic
female?
4. Please describe what role your culture/upbringing played in your ability to
graduate?
5. How did being first in your family to go to college impact your ability to
graduate?
6. Did you receive any support from your family during the time you were pursuing
your degree? If so, what kind? If not, why do you think you did not?
7. What role did self-confidence play in your ability to graduate? Did you feel you
were self-confident when it came to academics?
8. Please rank the following factors in the order of importance to your graduation, 1
being the most important and 6 being the least important:
• Your determination and desire
• Your ability to earn good grades
• Your positive relationships and students, faculty, and staff
• Your feeling that you fit into the environment
• Your family and friends’ support
• Your ability to get financial aid
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Table 3.3
Interview Questions Mapped to Essential Questions
Research Questions
1. What factor(s) did the graduates
perceive as most important to their
success?
2. To what degree of importance did the
graduates perceive the impact of goal
commitment on their graduation from
an associate degree program?
3. What is the interaction or relationship, if
any, between goal commitment and
being a Hispanic, female student?
4. What past behaviors, normative values,
attitudes, and/or intentions, if any, do
Hispanic females identify as
contributing to their ability to be
academically successful?
5. Was the goal commitment to complete a
degree a departure from past behaviors,
normative values, attitudes, and/or
intentions, for the graduate?
6. What is the interaction or relationship, if
any, between goal commitment and
being a first-generation student?
7. As a first-generation student, did the
level of support of significant others or
the phenomena of validation, impact
goal commitment, and if so, how?
8. What role, if any, did the concept of
academic self-concept play in Hispanic
women’s development of goal
commitment?
9. To what extent, did factors such as:
academic integration, social integration,
institutional commitment, and financial
aid, impact the graduates’ goal
commitment to complete their two year
degree?

Interview Questions
1. What factor(s) do you think contributed the
most to your graduation?
2. Why was it important for you to complete your
degree?

3. Do you think being a Hispanic female played a
part in this desire? Were there any advantages
or obstacles to completing your degree because
you were a Hispanic female?
4. Please describe what role your
culture/upbringing played in your ability to
graduate?

5. How did being first in your family to go to
college impact your ability to graduate?
6. Did you receive any support from your family
during the time you were pursuing your
degree? If so, what kind? If not, why do you
think you did not?
7. What role did self-confidence play in your
ability to graduate? Did you feel you were
self-confident when it came to academics?
8. Please rank the following factors in the order of
importance to your graduation, 1 being the
most important and 6 being the least
important:
• Your determination and desire
• Your ability to earn good grades
• Your positive relationships and
students, faculty, and staff
• Your feeling that you fit into the
environment
• Your family and friends’ support
• Your ability to get financial aid
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Procedures for Data Collection and Analysis
The goal of the study is to examine personal experiences of Hispanic females that
have earned associate degrees. The researcher sought to hear in the participants own
words what factors lead to their academic success. The researcher employed in-depth
one-on-one interviews as the vehicle to yield the deep, rich data that was desired. Prior to
the interviews, the researcher administered a questionnaire to collect demographic data
and to serve as a selection tool.
The pre-interview questionnaire was the conduit to collect demographic data. The
advantages of using a questionnaire for background data was that it was easy to distribute
to a large group, it was time effective, and the data was easily arranged and displayed in
charts and tables. It served well as a tool for participant qualification and selection. The
researcher had a return rate of 32.5% which was higher than the desired return rate of
25%.
Interview participants had to be first-generation students with neither of their
parents having completed college. Additionally, the respondents had to be willing to
participate in the interview process. The questionnaire data was reviewed for the
selection criteria. The respondents who met the criteria were isolated and recorded in an
Excel file. Twelve interview candidates were randomly selected from the file. The
demographic data is represented in Table 3.1.
This study design allowed the investigator to delve deeply into factors that the
participants articulated as important for success. Interviews were the primary instrument
for data collection. Interviews provided rich detailed data describing the women’s
perceptions and beliefs of what lead to their academic success. This type of detailed data
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could not be collected through other data collection methods such as surveys. The
researcher used semi-structured interview questions. Employing an emergent design, the
researcher was able to reshape the interview questions and the direction of questioning as
the data was collected. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Results were
evaluated for patterns across stories, experiences, and perspectives for a deeper
understanding of how specific factors impacted the graduates’ academic pursuits. The
data were interpreted for meaning and organized into categories and themes.
The data analysis involved a full review of the text. The researcher read the
transcripts multiple times and the researcher placed notes in the margin indicating general
themes that were emerging. Next the text was coded. Significant statements were saved
to a quotation file. These statements were grouped into categories and themes. This
allowed the researcher to interpret the text for meaning. The results were written and are
presented in Chapter 4. Charts and tables to represent the questionnaire data were also
created. To ensure reliability and validity of the data analysis, the researcher employed
four independent evaluators to review the process of data collection, the resulting data
and conclusions to provide feedback to the researcher. An independent reviewer collected
and organized the input and shared it with the researcher. This was to guard against the
researcher interjecting her bias into the findings. The researcher employed Creswell’s
(2007) methodology for phenomenological data interpretation and representation. This
included developing textural and structural descriptions. The textural description included
what the Hispanic female graduates experienced during their journey to their academic
success. The structural descriptions highlighted how the graduates experienced academic
success. The narration is represented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Introduction
This study sought to describe Hispanic females associate degree graduates’
perceptions of the factors that contributed to their degree completion. The research
focused on the interrelation between goal commitment and specific factors that lead to
academic success. These factors included cultural, family and significant others support,
social integration, institutional commitment, economic, academic integration, and
financial aid.
The women that participated in the study graduated from an unnamed,
independent, urban college in the New York area between December 2007 and April
2010. The demographics of the college included a predominantly minority student body
with 49% of students classified as Hispanic. The research was a phenomenological study
carried out by employing qualitative methods. A qualitative method in the tradition of
phenomenology was used. The primary data collection tool was in-depth, semistructured, one-on-one interviews. A pre-interview questionnaire was conducted to
collect demographic data and served as a selection criteria tool. The eight research
questions investigated were:
1.

What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?

2.

To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal

commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
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3.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a Hispanic, female student?
4.

(a) What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, if any,

do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to be academically
successful?
(b) Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a departure from past
behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the graduate?
5.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a first generation student?
6.

As a first generation student, did the level of support of significant others or

the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so, how?
7.

What role, if any, did the concept of academic self-concept play in Hispanic

women’s development of goal commitment?
8.

To what extent, did factors such as academic integration, social integration,

institutional commitment, and financial aid, influence the graduates’ goal commitment to
complete their two-year degree?
The purpose of this study was to gain a deeper understanding of the factors
viewed by the women as instrumental in their successful completion of an associate
degree. The study was intended to increase institutional knowledge about the needs and
success factors of Hispanics enrolled in two-year programs with the intent to use this
knowledge to shape retention programs and interventions. Also, the study aimed to
increase research focusing on factors fostering academic success among Hispanic female
college students. This research can be used in the future to assist Hispanic females
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seeking a college degree. Specifically, administrators on the middle-school and high
school levels should use the research data to develop programs aimed at educating girls
on the process and protocols involved in pursuing a college degree and the importance of
a college education.
This chapter provides the findings of the study. This researcher used six factors
from two previous studies as a starting point for the research. Researchers Romano
(1999) and Johnson (2007) evaluated these factors and how they contributed to Hispanic
female retention and graduation from community college programs. The six factors found
to affect persistence in college were (a) goal commitment, (b) family and significant
others support, (c) academic and (d) social integration, (e) institutional commitment, and
(f) financial aid. Romano performed a quantitative study, and Johnson employed a mixedmethod approach. In both studies, the researchers found the Latinas focus on the goal of
completing college as their most important contributing factor to their academic success.
To further these findings, this study was structured to assess the phenomena
Latina women experienced during their pursuit of academic success and gain an
understanding of how goal commitment interrelated with other factors that lead to degree
completion. Consequently, two additional factors related to college persistence emerged
through this study: (a) cultural and (b) economic. The combination resulted in a total of
eight factors that were examined for this study.
The researcher organized the eight factors into three categories: (a) social, (b)
institutional, and (c) cognitive. Social factors are the locus for the majority of this study’s
findings. Social factors include attitudes and personal goal commitment, interpersonal
relationships with family and cultural history (including economic background), and
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students’ integration and interaction with other students, faculty, and staff. A secondary
finding of this study revealed the importance of institutional commitment and the college
culture in the participants’ academic pursuits. Institutional factors, encompassed by the
college’s culture and environment of support, had an impact on the women’s persistence.
Cognitive factors pertaining to students’ academic self-concept also emerged. This
category included the women’s degree of academic confidence and their focus on earning
good grades. While academic factors were noted as important, the data from this study
does not dwell heavily in this area.
This chapter is divided into five sections. First, major findings are highlighted.
Second, the qualitative methods employed by the researcher are presented. Third, the
findings as they relate to the research questions are reported. Fourth, study validity is
established through the findings presentation of four independent readers. Last, the
researcher summarizes the findings.
Major Findings
This study identified eight factors that are organized into three different
categories: social, institutional, and cognitive. The factors that the women perceived as
having the greatest impact on their pursuits of academic success were overwhelmingly
categorized as social factors. These factors included Goal Commitment, Cultural, Family
and Significant Others Support, Social Integration, and Economic. Personal goal
commitment was perceived as most important for their success. This desire to achieve
their personal goal of degree completion helped them overcome a multitude of obstacles.
The women described a burning desire for more. They explained their belief that
education would be the key to achieving a better life. The path to graduation was not
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easy, but they set goals, worked hard, and their desire and determination drove them to
succeed. All the women shared a great sense of accomplishment when they successfully
completed their degrees.
Cultural factors emerged as the second area of importance. All the women had a
desire to break cultural cycles. These cultural cycles included family expectations and the
perceived role of a woman. Their culture painted the women’s role as one of a mother
whose primary focus is to tend to her family. Education and careers are not part of the
expectations for a woman. These women sought to break this cycle through education.
They had a desire to serve as role models for their children and younger family members.
Their yearning to break the cycle of ignorance and start new traditions for their families
allowed them to overcome a myriad of obstacles. One said obstacle was social
integration. The women found that becoming socially integrated into the college
community was necessary for support and ultimate success. Several of the women
mentioned that they were not planning on integrating themselves into the college
community, however, almost immediately they realized that networking and socialization
was going to be instrumental to their success. Fitting into the college environment was
essential to the women. They all noted that they were very comfortable and that it was a
family-oriented environment. This finding was not surprising for women coming from a
cultural background that emphasizes the importance of family. What was surprising is
that some women perceived their family’s degree of support as the largest obstacle that
they needed to overcome.
Family and significant other’s support emerged as the third factor of importance.
Some women had the support of their families and they noted that as a crucial factor. The
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majority of the women, however, did not have the support of family and significant
others. Instead of being deterred by lack of familial support, the women used it as a
motivating force to endure to the end.
Along with the desire to stop cultural patterns and redirect the lives of their
children, these women wanted to break the cycle of poverty. Poverty was interrelated to
the cultural patterns that their families were living. They wanted to be the ones that
moved out of the projects. They saw education and a college degree as a vehicle to shed
the shackles of poverty.
Institutional factors, such as institutional commitment and the ability to receive
financial aid, were also noted to be important to the women. All of the women described
the positive relationships they had with their fellow students, faculty, and staff. It was
perceived as important for these relationships to be positive in nature. Additionally, the
women found solace in the support systems employed by the institution. Support
included not only academic support but also administrative, emotional, and moral support
from the institution. These varying forms of support were integral to the women’s degree
completion, especially for the women not receiving support from their loved ones.
Several women described their experiences at other institutions of higher education from
which they had departed. They were not committed to the institution. They described lack
of academic and administrative support and faculty and staff that were not approachable.
They did not experience a feeling of validation or academic encouragement. While the
ability to receive financial aid was critical for 10 of the 11 women, it was not a factor that
the women dwelled on when they told their stories.
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The women perceived academic integration as a factor, but they did not spend
much time discussing it. Academic integration was classified as a cognitive factor. The
women did describe their academic confidence level as playing a role in their degree
completion. However, even the women that entered school without academic confidence
felt that they would succeed. The women were determined to complete a degree. They
felt that their desire, dedication, and hard work would help them overcome any academic
obstacles.
Qualitative Research Methods
The researcher conducted this phenomenological study using traditional
qualitative research methods. Rich textural data was obtained through in-depth
interviews. The resulting data was used to address the research questions. Additionally, a
pre-interview questionnaire was employed to gather demographic data and was used to
set a context in which the interview data was interpreted.
Questionnaire data. Relevant to this study is the understanding of the
demographic background of the participants. The pre-interview questionnaire was used to
collect demographic data and serve as a selection tool. The descriptive statistical data
obtained from these instruments gave the researcher an understanding of who the
participants were and set the stage for the research. Some resulting data provided insight
and background information for specific research questions, however, this research was a
phenomenological study aimed at presenting textural and structural description of the
graduates’ experiences. Therefore, the data was assessed qualitatively and no quantitative
analysis was performed.
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The total population of Hispanic females that graduated from the institution
between December 2007 and April 2010 was 1,013. From the population, 400 potential
participants were selected through a stratified random sampling process. The researcher
made contact, either by phone or mail, with 160 (40%) of the pool of 400. The remaining
240 (60%) were not accessible via the available contact information. Fifty-two (32.5%),
graduates returned the questionnaire. Thirty-four (65.4%) respondents met the selection
criteria of being a first-generation college student from which twelve women were
randomly chosen for interviews. Eleven women completed the interview process.
Complete questionnaire results are represented in Table 3.1.
The respondents’ ages while attending school fell within ranges from 18 to 50.
The overwhelming majority (80.8%) of women were distributed between the age ranges
of 22–25 and 41–50, with the most (17; 32.7%) falling into the 31–40 range. Therefore,
less than 20% of the women would be classified as starting college at the traditional
college student’s age of 18–21. The interviewees’ statistics were similar. Table 4.1
Table 4.1
All Participants’ Age While Attending School
Age Range

All respondents (n)
Interviewees (n)

18–21

22–25

26–30

31–40

41–50 Total n

10

15

7

17

3

52

2

2

2

5

—

11

Note. N = 52.
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As can be seen in Table 4.2, the majority of women (29; 55.8%) were mothers
while attending college. The interviewees mirrored this, 6 (54.5%) had children while
attending school. Additionally, the majority of respondents and interviewees were raised
by single mothers, 27 (51.9%) and 7 (63.64%) respectively. These statistics illuminated
the cultural factors experienced by the study’s participants. The women noted that they
became mothers or were encouraged at an early age by their families to become a mother.
Additionally, many of the women spoke about the effect that growing up in a singlemother household had in their personal development and how it shaped their perception
of education.
Table 4.2
Participants’ Childhood Household Type
Childhood Household Type
Single Parent

Single Parent

Two Parent

Two Parent

(Mother)

(Other)

(Mother and Father)

(Other)

Other

27

1

17

3

4

7

1

1

1

1

All respondents (n)
Interviewees (n)

The educational background of the graduates and the value that the graduates’
families place on education played an important role in this study. Fifty percent of the
women’s mothers earned less than a high school education. Fifty-eight percent of the
women’s fathers earned less than a high school education. For all respondents their
mother’s highest level of education was: 13 (25%) earned more than a high school
degree, 13 (25%) earned a high school degree or the equivalent, 23 (44.2%) had a middle
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school education or less, and 3 (5.8%) education levels were unknown. For all
respondents their father’s highest level of education was: 10 (19.2%) earned more than a
high school degree, 12 (23.1%) earned a high school degree or the equivalent, 16 (30.8%)
had a middle school education or less, and 14 (26.9%) education levels were unknown.
The study focused on first-generation college students; therefore, none of the
interviewees’ parents had any college experience. The results reported support the
underachieving academic status that is represented in the Hispanic population. The
populations lack of understanding of the education system impact Hispanic youth’s
pursuit of education. This is especially true for the women in this study that identified as
being raised in a single mother household. Seventy-three percent of their mothers did not
earn a high school degree. These women lacked educational role models to help them
understand the importance of education or navigate the educational system. For all
interviewees their mother’s highest level of education identified that: 3 (27.3%) earned a
high school degree or the equivalent, 7 (63.6%) had a middle school education or less,
and 1 (9.1%) education level was unknown. For all interviewees their father’s highest
level of education identified that: 3 (27.3%) earned a high school degree or the
equivalent, 3 (27.3%) had a middle school education or less, and 5 (45.5%) education
levels were unknown.
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Table 4.3
Highest Level of Education of Participants’ Parents
None

Elementary

Middle

High

Some

Associate

completed

(K–5)

(6–8)

(9–12)

college

or higher

Unknown

3

6

14

13

6

7

3

2

3

2

3

fathers

4

6

6

12

Interviewees’ fathers

1

1

1

3

All respondent’s
mothers
Interviewees’
mothers

1

All respondents’
6

4

14
5

The respondents overwhelmingly came from low income backgrounds. The
family incomes of all the participants and those of the interviewees are compared in
Table 4.4 Fifty-seven percent of the participants’ families earned less than $25,000.
Research shows low income, minority, first-generation students are underrepresented in
high education.
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Table 4.4
Participants’ Total Family Income at Start of Study for Associate Degree
Total Family Income
< $25,000

$25,000–

$45,000– $65,000– $85,000–

44,999

64,999

84,999

99,999

All Respondents

30

13

3

5

1

Interviewees

6

3

0

2

0

Additional questionnaire data is presented later in this chapter. This data was
relevant to the study’s research questions and was used to provide insight into the
women’s point of reference. It is presented where appropriate in conjunction with
corresponding interview data.
Interview data. The primary conduit for data collection was interviews. These
individual interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and sorted. The researcher
reviewed, evaluated, interpreted, and coded the interview data. Word and Excel were
used to record recurring phrases and pertinent quotations. Through both inductive and
deductive processes, the data were categorized and sorted into themes by persistence
factors. Excel was used to generate charts and tables based on frequency of these factors
and themes throughout the text.
The in-depth, one-on-one interviews were conducted with women that were
randomly selected from the pool of candidates that met the selection criteria. The
criterion held that the women had to be a first-generation college student. For this study,
first generation was defined as “college students whose parents did not attend an
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institution of higher education.” Of the 52 questionnaire respondents, 34 (65.4%)
respondents met the selection criteria of being a first-generation college student. This
researcher had planned to conduct interviews with between 10 and 12 graduates. Twelve
potential interviewees were selected and contacted and 11 interviews were conducted.
From the transcriptions of the interviews, 634 individual statements were selected
to create the relevant themes and codes or were found to belong to one. Within these
comments, this researcher identified 46 individual themes and 15 subthemes. These
themes were mapped to eight persistence factors. The eight factors were then grouped
into three categories.
Identification of themes. The researcher identified themes through both
inductive and deductive processes. Six persistence factors were previously tested by
Johnson (2007) and Romano (1999). The researcher started with these factors: academic
integration, student integration, institutional commitment, goal commitment, support by
significant others, and campus-based financial aid. Through interviews the researcher
identified and labeled themes that emerged that were identified to two additional factors:
cultural and economic. The factors organize the interviewees’ comments as they address
the research questions of the study and effectively describe the phenomena that these
women experienced.
Themes were mapped to persistence factors. Some themes were broken down
further into subthemes. The quotations that were gleaned from the interviews were
isolated into quotation files. Each quotation was evaluated and coded accordingly.
Individual quotations with the corresponding coding are included and associated with the
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appropriate research question where relevant. Full quotations are presented in the
Appendix C.
Description and frequency of themes. Table 4.5 displays the three groupings of
persistence factors: social, institutional, and cognitive. Additionally, the table includes the
descriptions of the factors and their corresponding themes. Table 4.6 and Figure D.1 in
Appendix D depict the comment frequencies pertaining to each factor. Table 4.7 displays
the seven themes that were further broken down into subthemes. Additionally, tables and
charts surrounding comment frequency are found in the appendix.
The frequency of comments that focused on specific themes was extremely telling
of the factors that held the most significance in the women’s eyes. Goal commitment is
defined as the student’s planned commitment to completing college and graduating.
Overwhelmingly, personal goal commitment to degree completion emerged as the most
important force that led to the women’s persistence. Two hundred of the 634 comments
were mapped to goal commitment (GC). The recurring subthemes of desire and
determination (Dd), desire for more (Dm), sense of accomplishment (Sa), overcoming
obstacles (Oo), value of education (Pv), setting goals (Sg), and difficulty (Ne) of their
academic pursuits spoke to this factor of goal commitment (GC).
Cultural factors (CF) emerged as second in importance to the women’s degree
completion. These factors described the students past behaviors, normative values,
attitudes, and/or intentions, resulting from upbringing/cultural influences. One hundred
and fifty-two comments were linked to CF. The recurring themes of breaking the cycle
(Bc), serving as a role model (Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe),
perceived role of a female (Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first
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generation student (Fg), starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb) were
classified as CF.
Familial support played a critical role on the path to the graduates’ academic
success. The factors in this category described the support that the graduates received
from significant others while attending school. One hundred and two quotes were
classified in the factor of family or significant others support (FS). Family and significant
others supports (FS) included the recurring themes of degree of support (Ds), value of
education (Ve), families sense of pride (Fp), feelings of superiority (Pg), and sense of
jealousy (Sj).
Social Integration (SI) into the college environment was viewed as a necessity for
the women’s academic success. These factors referred to the graduates’ sense of
identification with an institution or their perception of a personal fit within the
environment. Sixty-three quotes were cataloged as factors related to social integration.
Social integration (SI) themes included: feeling of fitting in (Fi), confidence level (Cl), no
desire to integrate (Ni), realizing the need to socialize (Ns), and integration outside of
comfort zone (Cz).
The graduates’ revealed a strong commitment to their college. This phenomenon
positively influenced their goal to complete their degree. These factors referred to the
graduates’ sense of identification with their institution and their perception of a personal
fit within the environment. Forty three comments were associated with institutional
commitment (IC). Institutional commitment (IC) themes included: provided support
systems (Ss), and positive relationships with students, faculty, and staff (Pr).
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Economic factors (Ef) played a role in shaping the women’s desire of earning a
degree. These factors described the economic environment in which the graduates were
raised. Economic factors themes consisted of breaking the cycle of poverty (Cp) and
being raised poor (Rp).
Academic self-concept impacted graduates’ path to college graduation. Academic
integration (AI) focused on the women’s academic performance and included her level of
intellectual development and her perception of her ability to succeed within the academic
environment. Twenty-nine quotes were mapped to academic integration (Ai). These
themes included: academic confidence level (Ac), academic encouragement (Ae), and
focus on grades (Gd).
Financial concerns were prevalent for each graduate. The graduates ‘ability to
receive financial aid (Fa) was imperative. While the graduates’ deemed financial
assistance as extremely important, the data revealed little focus on the factor of financial
aid. The two themes linked to financial aid were the perception of the importance of
receiving financial aid (Wi) and the lack of importance of receiving financial aid (Wn).
The researcher grouped the eight factors into three categories. This was done to
better organize and bring clarity to the results and to assist the reader. The social category
consists of goal commitment, cultural, family and significant others support, social
integration and economic factors. The institutional category contains institutional
commitment and financial aid. The cognitive category reflects academic integration.
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Table 4.5
Descriptions of Themes
Category
Goal
Commitment
(GC)

Theme

Institutional
Commitment
(IC)
Economic
Factors
(EF)
Academic
Integration
(AE)

Dd—Desire and Determination
Sa—Sense of Accomplishment
Oo—Overcoming the Obstacles
Dm—Desire for More
Ne—Not Easy
Sg—Set Goals for life
Pv—Personal Value of Education/Importance
of Degree
Rm—Role Model
Bc—Breaking the cycle
Nt—Starting new traditions/ agent of change
Lb—Lacked confidence due to language
Fr—Female Role
Fe—Family expectations
Fe—First Generation
Lu—Family lacked understanding of education
Ds—Degree of Support
Sj—Sense of jealousy
Pg—Perception of the grads feeling they are
superior
Fp—Family Proud once graduated
Ve—Value of education
Fi—feeling like you fit in
Cz—out of comfort zone to socialize
Ni—sense of not wanting to integrate
Ns—Needed to integrate and socialize to succeed
Cl—Confidence level
Cp—Experience made them a changed person
Ss—provided a support system
Pr—Positive Relationships with students, faculty
and staff
Cp—breaking the cycle of poverty, they do not
want to struggle like their mothers
Rp—Raised Very Poor
Ac—Academic confidence level
Ae—Never had academic encouragement
Gd—Grades were not a focus

Financial Aid
(FA)

Wi—was important
Wn—was not important

Cultural
Factors
(CF)

Significant
Others’
Support
(FS)

Social
Integration
(SI)

Description of
Categories/Themes
The student’s planned
commitment to completing
college and graduating.

The Students past behaviors,
normative values, attitudes, and/or
intentions, resulting from
upbringing/cultural.

The support that the graduates
received from significant others
while attending school.

This term refers to a sense of
identification with an institution
or a perception of a personal fit
within the environment

The student’s ability to feel
comfortable and familiar with the
institution in which she is enrolled
The economic environment in
which the students were raised.
Academic integration is the
student’s academic performance
and his or her level of intellectual
development within an academic
environment
The ability to obtain any kind of
scholarship, grant, loan or
monetary gift students receive
from the government, private, or
academic institution for
educational purposes.
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Table 4.6
Frequencies of Factors/Themes
Category (Frequency)
Goal Commitment
(GC; 200)

Theme (Frequency)
Dd—Desire and Determination (75)
Sa—Sense of Accomplishment (26)
Oo—Overcoming the Obstacles (24)
Dm—Desire for More (35)
Ne—Not Easy (9)
Sg—Set Goals for life (11)
Pv—Personal Value of Education (19)

Cultural Factors
(CF; 152)

Rm — Role Model (35)
Bc—Breaking the cycle (50)
Nt—Starting new traditions/ agent of change (7)
Lb—Lacked confidence due to language (4)
Fr—Female Role (15)
Fe—Family/Cultural expectations (23)
Fe—First Generation (8)
Lu—Family lacked understanding of Education (10)

Significant Others Support
(FS; 102)

Ds—Degree of Support (54)
Sj—Sense of jealousy (6)
Pg—Perception of the grads feeling superiority(7)
Fp—Family Proud once graduated (8)
Ve—Value of education (27)

Social Integration
(SI; 63)

Fi—feeling like you fit in (20)
Cz—out of comfort zone to socialize (6)
Ni—sense of not wanting to integrate (8)
Ns—Needed to integrate and socialize to succeed (6)
Cl—Confidence level (14)
Cp—Experience made them a changed person (1)

Institutional Commitment
(IC; 43)

Ss—provided a support system (32)

Academic Integration
(AI;29)

Ac—Academic confidence level (17)

Pr—Positive Relationships with students, faculty and staff (10)

Ae—Never had academic encouragement (4)
Gd—Grades focus (6)

Financial Aid
(FA; 11)
Economic Factors
(EF; 34)

Wi—was important (10)
Wn—was not important (1)
Cp—breaking the cycle of poverty, they do not want to
struggle like their mothers (28)
Rp—Raised Very Poor (6)
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Table 4.7
Subtheme Frequencies
Themes
GC—Goal Commitment
Oo—Overcoming the obstacles

Subthemes

sp—Single parent (9)
wk—working (2)
jr—juggling responsibilities (9)
mn—money (4)

FS—Family/ Significant Other Support
Ds—Degree of support
ll—little or lack of support (35)
vs—much or very supportive (19)
Ve—Families value of education
lv—low value/ not a priority (20)
hv—high value (7)
IC—Institutional Commitment
Ss—Provided a support system
aa—administration/academic support (15)
em—emotional/moral support (17)
SI—Social Integration
Cl—Confidence level
gc—gained confidence (7)
lc—lacked confidence (8)
AI—Academic Integration
Ac—Academic confidence
gg—unsure of ability to get good grades (13)
ac—academically confident (6)
Gd—Grades
fc—grades were a focus (2)
nf—grades were not a focus (4)
Research Questions
The interviews provided the researcher with a wealth of rich data that addressed
phenomena that the women experienced. This section presents the results as they pertain
to the individual research questions of the study. Pertinent quotes from the graduates
were used to add depth to the analysis. Due to the length and number of quotes, the
researcher did not include the transcripts and quotations in their entirety. For reference,
tables representing full quotations were included in the appendices. The factors
associated with the findings were grouped into three categories: social, institutional, and
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cognitive. These identifications were used throughout this section to bring clarity to the
results.
Research Question 1. What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most
important to their success? All factors that the women deemed most important to their
success are classified as social. Social factors included attitudes and personal goal
commitment, interpersonal relationships with family and cultural history (including
economic background), and students’ integration and interaction with other students,
faculty, and staff. The prevalent themes mapped to goal commitment (GC) and cultural
factors (CF). The majority of the women expressed that their desire for more (Dm) fueled
commitment to the goal of degree completion. They wanted more for their children,
themselves, and their younger siblings. The interviewees cited their need to serve as a
role model (Rm) for family or significant others played a major role in their commitment
to graduate. The women had a desire to break the cycle (Bc) of ignorance they perceived
inherent to their culture.
A desire for more (Dm) was a prevalent theme. Within the Category of Goal
Commitment (GC), desire for more (Dm) had a comment frequency of 35. Graduate 6
said,
Well, the reason why I came back to school to finish my associates and to
continue studying is because I was not able to find a job . . . in a permanent
position. So I said, the only way that I’m going to do this and I’m going to be
successful is going back to school and learning as much as I can, so that way I can
have opportunities in different fields.
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Graduate 11 said, “I was always interested in educating myself. I was always. I knew
there was more out there for me.” The women saw education as their vehicle to wellpaying jobs and career opportunities. They yearned for occupations that could lead to a
career and security for their family.
Many of the graduates wanted more for their children, themselves, and their
younger siblings. The women set goals for their lives. They wanted to lead by example
and gain a sense of security. The need to serve as a role model (Rm) was a recurring
theme within Cultural factors (CF). Thirty-five comments were coded to the role model
theme. Graduate 2 said,
When I came back to [XXX] it’s like kind of motivated me to actually set goals in
my life. I’m one of the first ones to graduate from college. I’m the middle child,
my mom has three kids, my father, there’s what seven of us. I’m one of the oldest.
Let me not say the only one [to go to college], ’cause my little sister actually is
now attending [XXX]. So I kind of motivated her. . . . It feels good doing
something positive, but knowing that both parents didn’t go to college, only my
big brother didn’t graduate from high school either, kind of pushed me to do
something.
Graduate 7 said,
My children [were the reason I wanted a college degree]. They kind of boost me
up, because I’m the first out of all my family to actually have a degree. Now
everybody is following my steps. Well, it was very important, because now days
you cannot even find a decent payable job if you don’t have a degree. So I wanted
my kids to have at least decent home, you know, clothing and things like that and
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a good education. So I was like, “I need to get my Associates Degree.” I needed
to get it together.
The women became role models for their children and siblings. They grew up in an
environment of low academic achievement and understanding. The women sought to
replace the culture of ignorance with one that valued education.
The interviewees described the lack of education in the homes in which they were
raised. They had the desire to end this cycle. Breaking cultural cycles (Bc) emerged as a
strong force driving the women to academic success. Fifty comments linked to the theme
of breaking cultural cycles (Bc). Graduate 10 said:
Well the sense of emptiness. I lived my whole life, I accomplished a lot more
than the usual average Latino woman, but even if I accomplish a lot of the things by
having the kids, getting married, and owning a home or, you know, earning the money
that a lot of people can’t earn ’cause they don’t have an education. I still had that sense of
emptiness and it did not make me feel like a better person, because my kids were getting
older, I felt like I did not have the ability to help them with their school work, and it was
going to be just sort level that, it was beyond my control. So I felt like I was repeating my
mother’s, the whole legacy again. I mean, I grew up with my mom as a single parent, my
father died when I was really young, and up to my 5th grade level my father was the one
who used to help me with my homework. So after that I had nobody to help me. My
mother never went to school, neither did my father but my father spoke English and was
able to figure it out. My mother was illiterate, my mother was always working, never had
the time for me, so it reached a point that I did not want to go home and until I would
know how to do my homework. . . . The last thing in my head is that I don’t want my kids
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to go through the same situation that I went through. That’s one of the areas of growing
up in a Latino family where parents are not well educated and they can’t help you with
the homework, that’s very sad.
Graduate 3 said,
So, after high school I went to the real world and it’s brutal out there, and if you
don’t have, like, more education, more experience, so I decided to go to college.
Honestly, just to prove to myself and also my family that, yes, somebody can go
to college and actually graduate. My family was not very supportive, but they was
like, “Yeah, okay, you’re going to college. You’ll never make it.” And that was a
really big motivation, because I was, “Yes I will, and I will show you that
somebody can in this family, you know, somebody can do it.”
Other women needed to complete their education to achieve goals that they set.
The graduates were committed to accomplish their goal of earning a college degree. They
desired a better life. The women identified a college diploma as necessary for a career
that could provide security for their families. They were raised in an environment where
there was a low level of academic achievement and they sought to reverse this trend.
Research Question 2. To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive
the impact of goal commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
Goal commitment was the social factor that described the women’s personal commitment
to earn their degree. The data supported goal commitment as the most important factor
among the female graduates interviewed. Two hundred of the 634 quotes were related to
goal commitment (GC). Each graduate made multiple comments that pointed to their
commitment to achieving their goal of earning a college degree. The degree of
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importance is evident based on the frequency of comments describing the strength of this
commitment. This personal drive enabled these women to overcome obstacles that could
have derailed their dreams.
The graduates desire and determination (Dd) helped them complete their degree
despite obstacles that could have prevented success. They desired more (Dm) for
themselves and their children. Their desire for an education and anticipation of the
opportunities that education provides helped the women overcome obstacles (Oo) such as
competing responsibilities, lack of family support, and a lack of self-confidence.
Completing their degree was not easy (Ne), but they set goals (Sg) and were determined
to accomplish them. Their ability to achieve their goals brought them a sense of
accomplishment (Sa). The women placed a high value on education (Pv) and the
importance of earning a college degree.
The women’s comments describe how goal commitment and their desire and
determination (Dd) were paramount. Seventy-five comments were coded as Desire and
Determination (Dd) within Goal Commitment (GC). Graduate 4 said, “The second thing
would have to be the desire and determination. No matter what, I have to finish. I have to
do it.” Graduate 5 said, “I was determined to make it. I was determined to prove to
myself and everyone that I could do this, and I’m going to do it.” Graduate 6 said,
Well, I feel like my determination and desire . . . has been the most important
factor [for my success], ’cause, . . . if I don’t make the decision and I feel
confident about getting my degree, nothing else mattered. That has to be the
number one factor; you need to want to be successful regardless of anything else.
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Graduate 7 said, “When I put my mind to do something I do it. . . . I was devoted, I had to
accomplish what I have put my mind set up to do. So no matter what obstacle, I
finished.” The women were determined to earn a college degree. They set their goal for
degree completion and nothing was going to stand in their way of achieving it. This
desire and determination let them conquer obstacles and preserve to the end.
Graduates noted they had a desire for more (Dm). The women wanted to live a
better life. Thirty-five statements described the desire for more. Graduate 1 said,
I felt like I have to do it, I have to do it for me and for my child. If I’m not going
to do it for me and my child, no one else is going to do it for you.
Graduate 11 said, “And I was determined, I knew that I could do better. I knew that I was
smarter than that. I just, yeah, I just kept on telling myself that.” The graduates desired
more for themselves and their children. They knew that they had to be the change agent
to achieve their goals.
The path to college graduation was not easy (Ne) for these graduates. In addition,
to attending classes and completing homework, the women held jobs and many had
children. If not for their sense of commitment to their education, these responsibilities
could have become insurmountable obstacles (Oo) for the women, preventing them from
achieving their goal. Graduate 1 said, “I know it’s difficult, we all have to work, but it’s
just a matter of you making that time and making that sacrifice.” Graduate 2 said,
With me it was a little bit harder, ’cause I live alone, bills get tough. I have to
attain that full time job, and going to school at night, going to bed, I want to say
12:00, and wake up the next day at 5:00 in the morning. So, it was really hard for
me.
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Graduate 8 said: “I’m a single parent, I did everything. You know, night school, work,
and going to school full time.” Graduate 11 said, “I knew that even though I was
Hispanic, and I have an accent, and there was nothing could have stopped me from
getting my education.” The women were willing to sacrifice and struggle because they
understood the importance of a degree. They viewed a college diploma as their ticket to a
better life.
The women understood the value an education (Pv). Graduate 1 said, “If you
don’t have that college degree, you don’t have nothing.” Graduate 9 said, “Get up and go
to school, go to school. . . . Your dreams become possible when you attend class, when
you get that degree in your hand.” In order to obtain their goal of earning a degree, the
graduates set goals (Sg). They meticulously planned to ensure that they could meet their
obligations and graduate. Graduate 7 said, “I had my mind and goal set up.” Graduate 5
said, “I had a set of goals.” When their goal of graduation was realized, the women
experienced a strong sense of accomplishment (Sa). Graduate 3 said, “I was very proud,
my mother was very proud, my brother and sister were very proud.” Graduate 5 said, “It
was a big deal for me, mostly because my struggles and my endeavors that I’ve
accomplished, I’ve accomplished on my own.” Graduate 6 said, “I’m really proud of
myself.” Graduate 7 said, “I was happy because I was like, ‘I achieved something, I
completed something, I didn’t leave it at the middle, I finished it.’ ” Graduate 10 said, “I
never thought that I would reach that level, and it’s a great feeling.” There was a
universal sense of accomplishment among the graduates. Success was a new experience
for the women.
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The women’s personal goal commitment to earn a college degree emerged as the
number one factor that enabled the women to succeed. The graduates’ desire and
determination assisted them in overcoming obstacles. Their desire for more helped them
find solutions to life issues and organize competing responsibilities that was necessary to
complete their degree programs. The women valued education and saw it as a conduit to
a better life. They set goals that would allow them to accomplish their educational
aspirations while balancing their other responsibilities. Realizing their educational goals
served as a milestone to the graduates. They all shared a strong sense of accomplishment
when they received their diplomas.
Research Question 3. What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between
goal commitment and being a Hispanic, female student? Interpersonal relationships with
family and cultural history are social factors that impacted the graduate’s ability to
achieve their personal goal of becoming a college graduate. Cultural factors (CF)
emerged as the second most prevalent factor for the graduates’ success. One hundred and
fifty-two comments were coded as cultural factors (CF). Family/cultural expectations
(Fe) and the role of females (Fr) were two themes within the cultural category that spoke
to the interrelationship between the Hispanic females and their goal commitment.
Twenty-three quotes were coded as family/cultural expectations (Fe) and fifteen quotes
were coded as the role of females (Fr). Family expectations did not include an education
for the majority of females participating in this study. Cultural norms included caregiver
and homemaker as primary roles for females. These cultural factors had an impact on
degree of support the women received from their families (FS). The degree of family
support (Ds) in turn had a direct impact on the women’s goal commitment (GC). A theme
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that emerged in regard to family and significant others support (FS) is family’s value of
education (Ve). Family and significant others’ support (FS) surfaced as the third factor of
significant to the women’s success. One hundred and two comments mapped to family
support (FS). The value that families placed on education (Ve) correlated to the degree
of support (Ds) the families gave to the graduates. Twenty-seven quotes were linked to
family value of education (Ve) and fifty-four quotes were mapped to degree of support
(Ds).
Several women indicated that there were cultural implications associated with
Hispanic women seeking education. These women’s families have expectations (Fe) for
them that focus on family and working. Hispanic females are expected to shoulder many
responsibilities. One of these expectations is work, but not in a position that would
require a college degree. Many of their families did not place a high value on education
(lv). Graduate 1 said,
Yes, in certain ways it plays a part because there is a lot of Hispanic women that
don’t take advantage of the opportunity. I know it’s difficult, we all have to work,
but it’s just a matter of you making that time and making that sacrifice. You
know, to move out there in this world, in the field that you want to get a job, you
just don’t want to be a receptionist, you want to be better than the receptionist,
you know.
Graduate 2 said,
Well, seeing in my family we really wasn’t, I don’t want to say motivated, but I
want to say, didn’t have the advantage to succeed in life, even though they’re
doing okay as years went by. But, knowing that I had my little sisters, I kind of
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want to do something different. Not, say, like, “Oh, mommy didn’t finish, why
should I finish.” Like, for instance, I graduated from high school, my little sister
is younger than me, she didn’t graduate from high school, but I got her to do her
GED. So I was like her backbone because, it’s like, it’s different when you have
a mother that didn’t succeed in life. You feel like, “Oh, why should I do it?”
Graduate 7 said: “Yes, as a female, a lot of even our parents, even our friends, they
expect a lot from us. They expect, sometimes, a lot of us. They give us a lot of
responsibility.” Graduate 8 said,
I feel like, as an Hispanic woman we got to work harder, and, also, because we’re
minorities, and even as a woman, women got to work twice as hard than a man.
So we have two roles, being a woman and also an Hispanic woman play out,
’cause they look at us, we’re loud, we’re crazy, we don’t succeed, that’s not true.
I feel like, you know, it can be Hispanics, Blacks, it can be any kind, but I look at
it like, “Okay, you know, women got to work twice harder, just women, okay?”
Graduate 11 said,
I would have to say, not exactly that I needed to prove a point, but I needed to
prove a point because I was, I fall under two categories which I’m female and I’m
Hispanic. So those are like, right then and there, pretty much I’m like, “That’s it.”
I really can’t go anywhere, but stay at home with my kids, and whatever little
education I got, that’s how my mother was raised. And I noticed at a very young
age that it was a chain. That everyone just kept on just having the kids and they
would stay home, and I didn’t want that for myself. I knew that even though I
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was Hispanic and I have an accent. And there was nothing could have stopped me
from getting my education. Yes there were struggles, but it was all worth it.
Cultural expectations include woman tending to their children, working low-level jobs,
and not seeking higher education.
Family and cultural expectations created obstacles for many of the women. There
was a feeling that there were interrelated obstacles that accompanied being a Hispanic
female. Associated obstacles included working, raising children, heading the household,
and family obligations. The graduates had to find strategies to overcome these deterrents.
Graduate 1 said,
There were obstacles. I have to go to work, and then I did accounts payable.
There’s no time to come out of there, so I had to make time for that and go to
school, get home, cook, get ready for that next day. . . .Yeah, it was very difficult,
it wasn’t easy, but you know, you have to focus and within all of that, you still
have your projects to do, you still have your lessons to do. Everything is time.
Graduate 3 said,
I don’t know how to explain this. Yes, because you know you have people not
really there for you. They’re just expecting you to fail, or not succeed, not like
you can’t do, you got to give up when it gets hard, and for a moment it was, I feel
like I was, you know, like, “This is hard. I don’t know if I can do it.” But you
know, I was like, “You know what, let me just speak to people here talking about
I need some help, can you help me with this or help me with that?” Or, you know,
or “I want to wake up early and go to the library and study.” I was motivated
because I did not want to give up.
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Graduate 5 said,
Well obstacle, I think that if I’m correct I’m sure you hear more times than not
that there’s a lot of single mothers who are Latinas, and I fall in that category. On
top of which, you know, I’m doing it by myself and I don’t really have the
helping hand, you know, which is somebody to watch my kids while I’m working
or going to school. So another reason why I had to wait later in time to actually go
back to school, when my kids were a little older, where they can leave them with
one another and say, “Okay, I’m going to go and if anything you call me.” My
son was of age, and he could look after my younger one. Bottom lines was, it’s
like you asking me that you don’t find too many Latina women who actually
excel to a higher education at the time when I started.
Graduate 7 said:
A little bit, yes, because it was kind of tough. Even though I had a twin sister, I
was like, kind of like, the more mature one. I always was taking care of the other
ones and that, you know, my culture being Hispanic, I’m from the Dominican
Republic, it’s very different from here. Usually by the age of 10, I already knew
how to cook, cook a whole meal, so it was kind of a little bit difficult, but then I
kind of like snapped out it. I was like “No, I’m grown and I need to do this, I
have to do this.” Just not for me, but also for my kids.
The women set goals, planned and developed strategies that allowed them to earn a
degree, handle their obligations, and satisfy family expectations. Cultural factors such as
family expectations and the perceived role of a woman with the graduate’s family were
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interrelated to the degree of support the families gave the women during their studies.
The degree of support played a significant role as a motivating factor for the women.
Family support significantly influenced the women on the road to their academic
success. Some women received a strong degree of support (Ds) from their significant
others. However, the majority of women achieved their academic success despite the lack
of support from their families and significant others. Graduate 2 said,
I don’t know if [my mom] was doing it purposely, because she knows the type of
person I am, but to me it was like at that moment she wasn’t supportive. You
know, I’d tell her “I’m tired,” then “go to sleep,” and I’m, like, “No, I got to
study. I got to do this.” She’s like, “Ugh, then do it in the morning.” But I did
what I had to do.
Graduate 3 said,
[My family] wasn’t . . . very supportive, but they was like, “Yeah, okay, you’re
going to college. You’ll never make it.” And that was a really big motivation,
because I was “Yes I will and I will show you that somebody can in this family,
you know, somebody can do it.”
Graduate 9 said, “You know, I wanted to be the one to say I want education. I’m going to
get it, and no one is going to stand in my way. I don’t care who it is. I want it.” Graduate
10 said,
I don’t feel like I was really, you know, feeling any support [from my husband],
and, as far as taking care of the kids and while I’m in school and everything else,
he had no other choice. I told him “Look, I took care of the kids for 16 years, I
went to all the parent/teacher meetings, I did all the PTA stuff, I did a lot of
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cleaning, now it’s your turn, ’cause it’s my time. Your time is over, my time is
now”
The women would not let lack of support from their families stand in the way of their
goal to complete a degree. Family support was a key influence on the women’s goal
commitment and will be addressed further in Research Questions 4a and 4b.
While all women discussed the obstacles related to being a Hispanic female and
the pursuit of higher education, two women described the benefits of being a Hispanic
female. One woman felt that her ethnicity helped her meld with the culture of her
institution. Another graduate perceived that being bilingual was a benefit in her
environment. Graduate 4 said,
In terms of [Name of ] College it’s actually, it’s like a benefit to be Hispanic,
because the majority of the population is also Hispanic, so you kind of relate to
everybody. Some of the professors are also, you know, the same. They
understand your culture, they understand the background, and they kind of got
you through college when it comes to that. There were some obstacles when you
come into looking for jobs outside, where it’s not so known to be Hispanics have
successful careers. I would have to say there’s a lot of competition as well as to
get into another [college] program, where majority of the students are Caucasians
or some other very much competitive, you know, ethnicity.
Another graduate felt that the fact that she was bilingual gave her an advantage. Graduate
6 said,
Not at all, maybe back in the days that could have been an obstacle, but not no
more. Actually I see it as an opportunity and advantage to be a female, an
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Hispanic female. I speak both languages and that’s great, it’s better than speaking
just one.
While all of the women noted obstacles that were associated with them being a Hispanic
female, a few women highlighted benefits that came with this status. Being a Hispanic
female helped them fit and integrate into the college culture.
One woman felt that being a Latina played no role at all. Graduate 9 said,
For me, personally, I don’t think so. I don’t think so. I didn’t consider the fact
that I was Latina, you know, a factor. I didn’t say, “Oh, it’s an obstacle.” I just
said, “An education is an education and I think anyone can have it.”
This graduate felt that education is available to anyone that seeks it.
The findings illuminate a strong relationship between being a Hispanic female
and their personal goal commitment. All the women described social factors, such as
cultural (CF) and family and significant others support (FS) as they related to being a
Hispanic female as impacting the ability to achieve their personal goal of becoming a
college graduate. These factors included family expectations (Fe), role of females (Fr),
family and significant other support (FS), and family’s value of education (Ve). Despite
education being outside of cultural norms associated with Hispanic females, the women
were determined in their quest. The experiences with lack of family support served as a
motivating factor that strengthened the women’s commitment to their educational goals.
The graduates’ personal goal commitment allowed them to rise above these deterrents
that could have prevented them from completing their degree.
Research Questions 4a & 4b. What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes,
and/or intentions, if any, do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to
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be academically successful? and Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a
departure from past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the
graduate? The women were asked to describe if they thought their cultural background
and upbringing played any part in their having pursued an education. This question
elicited responses that pointed to socioeconomic and cultural influences that impacted
their road to academic pursuits. Cultural factors (CF) had a significant impact on the
women. The significance is exemplified by the number of comments (152) that were
classified in this category. This category placed second in frequency after Goal
Commitment (GC). The participants viewed cultural and economic influences as being
intertwined and establishing the familial pattern which shaped their lives. Economic
Factors (EF), the women’s impoverished upbringing (Rp), and desire to break the cycle
of poverty (Cp) had a comment frequency of 34. The women voiced their desire to break
both cultural and economic cycles and to establish new traditions for their children and
younger siblings to follow.
The graduates saw their upbringing as a cycle repeating itself. Women married
young, had children, and were not educated. They did not want to repeat their mothers’
struggles (Bc). Graduate 1 said,
Our mothers growing up didn’t go to school; some, they didn’t make it to high
school. So you see them suffering, you see them, you know, struggling to get a
little job here and there, to save every little penny, and you don’t want to go
through that. You don’t want your child to go through that. You don’t want to
keep the same pattern, and it’s a pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to
stop it, somebody has to stop it.
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Graduate 2 said, “I was the opposite from the family. I want to do better than my mother,
which is kind of selfish thing, but to me [it] was . . . to be different and not to follow the
same pattern.” Graduate 5 said,
I’m sure it has a lot to do with being cultural, because I could give you a perfect
example. My mom’s whole attitude was, “you have a child, go on welfare,” you
know. Do what you have to do. And I, the difference between the typical
upbringing for a Latina and their mom or their father telling them no, you know,
just go to welfare, I did the opposite. I said, “No, I got two good legs, two good
hands, and I’m going to do what I can to better myself.” And here I am.
Graduate 6 said,
Yes, because back like my parents didn’t have an education, also, and only we’re
six in the family, and just my brother and I decided to go back to school and finish
it, out of the six of us. So I said, you know, wanted to start getting Hispanic
females to be successful and otherwise, you know, it’s going to stay the same way
so we have to like make the culture grow in a different way.
Graduate 8 said,
Yeah. Well my mom was, you know, what I saw in my household was my mom
she worked, she worked in a clothing factory, there’s three of us, I have a brother
and a sister and I’m the youngest. Then my father was there, my parents divorced
when I was seven years old. So I always saw my mother struggle with three kids,
and I saw her working in a factory, and, she’s also, you know, went to school for
doing hair. So I always saw her struggle. And I said to myself like, you know, I
see my mother struggling and see her doing this and what I saw in my culture is
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like women cook, clean, and, you know, serve the husband. That’s what I saw.
That’s what I saw, and take care of the kids. That’s what I saw. I said I have to, I
can’t do, I mean it’s okay to do those things, I grew up doing those things, but I
need to be more than that. I need to be independent; I don’t want to be depending
on a man.
Graduate 9 said,
For some Puerto Rican families, yes it is. It’s very, very cultural. School is
something that you don’t, at the dinner table, you don’t talk about that. You talk
about your neighbor, you know, you talk about your work, you talk about who’s
disrespecting who, but you don’t touch school. School is something that, I think
it’s me being, I think it’s because I’m first generation in my family so my mom
had her traditions and all of her, how do you say that in English, like mommy has,
like all of her habits from my grandmother, so it’s like, it’s a trickledown
traditions, you know, and it stops with me. So it’s kind of hard, it’s just like
pickles at the table, you know, I’m trying to enforce education, they’re trying to
enforce working.
Graduate 11 said,
Like I said, to me it seemed like it was a chain. My great grandmother, my
grandmother, my mother, they were all getting married at a very young age,
which I did, getting married at a very young age and staying home, having two,
three, four kids, their education, elementary, if they would get to the fifth grade it
was amazing. But I would see they didn’t have, they’ve been in the United States
for years and years, 30/40, years and they did not know a word of, they could not
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say a word in English. They always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for
themselves, and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I knew
that I was better than that. I knew that it was a culture thing, but it wasn’t
mandatory. It wasn’t like it was part of our religion. It was like okay, this is how
I’m raising you, you stay home, we are the females, we do not go further than
this, we just have the kids, we stay here, we cook, we clean and that’s it. And
that’s how we were all raised. But my brother, he was pushed to go to high
school and he just chose not to. He was pushed to go to college because he was
the man of the house, and he just chose not to. I just, there overall in my entire
family, there’s like three or four of us that have attended, that have a college
degree, but my immediate family, I’m the first one and to me it was exactly
proving a point. But it was because I knew that even though we weren’t taught
that you have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion you wasn’t a discussion, you
just stay home you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the whole
thing.
The women strove to break cultural cycles (Bc) that kept women poor and uneducated.
They saw education as a key necessary to end this cycle.
Many of these women grew up poor and were raised by a single mother. They
strove not only to break cultural cycles (Bc) that kept women at home, raising children,
and undereducated, but also they desired breaking the cycle of poverty (Cp). Table 4.4
represents the total family income of the graduates at the start of their associate degree.
Two of the women’s (18.2%) families, earned over $44, 999. Three women (27.3%) were
in a household earning between $25,000 and $44, 999. The majority, 6 (54.6%), came
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from households earning under $25,000. Most of the graduates, 7 (51.9%) were raised by
single mothers. Complete household types are presented in Table 4.2. Graduate 3 said,
Well, as a child, you know, I grew up very poor, very poor. We had like not a lot
of money, it was almost like there’d be a time when there was really no food in
the house and my mother was like, “You know what, I’m going to go get myself a
job.” you know, ’cause one day she told me that I came up to mommy, “I’m
hungry.” She hated that, it kind of made her pile up, and she was like “I shouldn’t
have my child hungry.” So you know, . . . I never want my child to be like come
to me and say I’m hungry and stuff. So that kind of motivated me a little bit to be
like you know I want to do the same thing too.
Graduate 4 said:
I would have to say that my culture plays a major role. First of all, because I was
brought up in a very poor environment and for us to go to school it was a
privilege. So it was really I will think that the one thing that I was really scared
was to disappoint my family, ’cause not only did my mother help me out in my
youth, but during my childhood years my grandparents. So it’s definitely
cultural-wise we’re very much pushed into school, into achieving goals and to
help others while you’re at it. So our culture is very much we’re poor but we
want to be very much educated.
Graduate 11 said,
Even though my parents they didn’t set themselves for failure, they just went with
the cycle, they just went with the flow, they just went with what then was what we
as Hispanics had to do. We either had to have the kids and stay home, stay in
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their system, that horrible system. . . . Public assistance and whatever other help
the government tends to give, but it doesn’t usually happen that way. Yeah, so I
knew that I could not go through those horrible, horrible stages that my mother
went through just because my grandmother went through that. And I was
determined; I knew that I could do better. I knew that I was smarter than that. I
just, yeah, I just kept on telling myself that, that’s why I’m kind of like repeating
it now every time I had like a circling moment.
The women wanted to break the cycle of poverty (Cp) and live a better life. They did not
want to continue carry the burdens of their mothers. The graduates wanted their children
to have a decent home, food, clothing, and they say education as a means to bring
security to their families.
The women described how many of their parents and siblings accepted the
patterns that had been repeated from generation to generation, these women wanted to
break the cycle (Bc). They felt that they could establish new traditions (Nt) that include
earning a college degree. They developed into role models (Rm) for the next generation.
Graduate 9 said,
I didn’t want my nieces and nephew to think that that’s how it is, you know, that’s
how our family structure is, it’s not like that. You can break away from that link
and start your own link, you know, and I tell this to my nieces and nephew all the
time in front of my siblings. If we go out to [XXX], if we go to Applebee’s, no
matter where we go, I always tell them listen, you know, you don’t have to stick
to these family traditions, make your own traditions. You know, this is not, our
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tradition is not carved in stone, you can go off and do your own stuff, ’cause my
brothers are very old school, all my brothers. I come from a family of 12.
Graduate 3 said,
I want to show look, okay, yes ’cause you have problems in the past doesn’t mean
you can’t, you know, move something forward. So just show that somebody can
do it. And it was really nice to have one of my young cousins say, “You know,
[Graduate 3’s name], you know what, you’re my hero . . . because you know, you
went to high school and you graduated and you went to college, oh my God. Like
you are my hero.”
Graduate 4 said,
Yes, definitely, because at one point my sister, she just turned 17, at the age of 15
she was like “I do not want to go to college, I want to stop here, I just want to get
something quick. . . . Just work in something that it can just give me money.” But
I guess as soon as she realizes, look it didn’t take me too long to get an associates,
might as well just try something in a short career into a little bit of a longer
degree. So it actually did impact her a lot.
Graduate 7 said,
Now you broke the chain, now because of you other of the family members are
going to come to school. They’re not going to drop out, even if they do, they’re
going to come back, [Graduate 7’s name] did it, if she did it, I can do it.
The graduates’ strong commitment to their educational goals allowed them to break the
cultural cycle (Bc) that left Hispanic females undereducated. Their determination
produced more than personal benefits. The women became role models (Rm) for their
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children and younger family members and began to shape new family traditions (Nt) that
included education.
Family expectations (Fe) of the graduates and the perceived role of females (Fr)
in their culture had an impact on the women’s path toward a college degree. Comments
mapped to family/cultural expectations equaled 23. Comments mapped to cultural roles
of females were 15. Many of the women felt that their families expected them to have
children, focus on their families, and work. Education was not part of these expectations.
Thus, for many of the women, this delayed starting their college degree. This is apparent
in the age that the women started their associate degrees. Only 2 (18.2%) were traditional
college age (18–21) when they pursued a degree. Most of the women, 9 (81.8%) were
over the age of 22 when they started college with the majority 5 (45.4%) starting their
degree program between 31–40 years old. Full details of the graduates’ ages while
attending school are found on Table 4.1. The women described cultural factors as a
reason for delaying their entry into college. Graduate 2 said, “In my family you’re 15,
you’re supposed to already have a kid by then, because most of the females, that’s what it
was. They just had tons of kids.” Graduate 1 said, “I just went straight to work. I felt like
I needed to work, not knowing that you could do both things at once.” Graduate 6 said,
They were okay with me just having a steady job, staying home, maybe getting
married, have a child. That’s about it. As long as they see me happy, they think
happiness is all about a home and a family, nothing to do with being out there and
having a career and being successful.
Graduate 9 said,
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So when I decided to pursue my education it was like, almost like a shocker to
them. I don’t know why but it was a shock, because all my brothers, now they
just work, they tend to their family, their kids, their wife, and they work, that’s all
they do.
Cultural expectations prevented the women from realizing that college was an option
upon high school graduation. Their families valued work over education. The women’s
home environments did not foster educational aspirations (Fe). The familial environment
was a significant factor in many of the women’s delayed entry into a degree program
(CF).
Most of the interviewees were raised to believe that a Hispanic women’s role (Fr)
was that of a mother and a homemaker. Those who chose a different path were viewed
with suspicion. Their choice to continue their education and aspire for a career was
breaking with the cultural norm (Bc). Graduate 9 said,
Latina women we’re trained to stay at home, make babies and become a baby
making machine, sitting at home watching novellas, which is soap operas, we’re
trained, we’re bred into that. So when you step outside of that, forget it. You’re
like what they say, and I’m sure some people will relate to this, you’re the demon,
you know, you’re like a demon, you’re like the outcast, “How dare you, we’re all
walking in a straight line and you want to be the one to step out.” That’s how the
Latina culture is, you know, and it’s sad, but it is what it is. We stay at home, we
tend to the babies, we tend to the husband, and that’s it. That’s the extent of your
education, you know; your education is what you learn when you leave your
house and go to the corner store, whatever you pick up during that route that’s
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what you learn, it’s sad, but it is what it is. I grew up all my life in the projects
and I’ve seen them come and go.
Graduate 5 said,
It’s always been said “Oh, the man takes care of the house and the woman stays
home.” you know, but those days are gone, you know, it’s things are different.
This is a new era and we need to show that we can do the same thing anyone else
can, you know. We too can be educated, we too can get the good job and fine
now today a lot of women in general tend to have better jobs than men. And some
of the men aren’t too comfortable with that. So wait a minute, her salary is a lot
more than me, get intimidated. I for one have intimidated many courtships, shall I
say, merely because of the salary that I make or the type of work that I make and
now I can say with my pride, I’m an educated woman too.
Graduate 11 said:
[Mother, Grandmother] always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for
themselves and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I knew
that I was better than that. I knew that it was a culture thing, but it wasn’t
mandatory. It wasn’t like it was part of our religion, it was like, “Okay, this is
how I’m raising you, you stay home.” We are the females, we do not go further
than this, we just have the kids, we stay here, we cook, we clean and that’s it and
that’s how we were all raised. But my brother, he was pushed to go to high
school and he just chose not to. He was pushed to go to college because he was
the man of the house, and he just chose not to. I just, there overall in my entire
family, there’s like three or four of us that have attended, that have a college
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degree. But my immediate family, I’m the first one and to me it was exactly
proving a point. But it was because I knew that even though we weren’t taught
that you have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion, you wasn’t a discussion, you
just stay home, you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the whole
thing.
The graduates’ had an inherent desire to earn a college degree (GC). This personal goal
was in contrast to cultural expectations by which they were raised. Many of the women’s
families did not understand or support this departure from cultural norms.
The break from cultural norms and expectations in some instances conjured up
jealousy (Sj) and a perception that the graduates felt like they were superior (Pg) to their
families. Jealousy and perception of superiority were classified in the theme category of
family and significant others’ support (FS). A sense of jealousy (Sj) comments equaled 6.
The perception that the graduates felt superior (Pg) comments equaled 7. The graduates’
relationships and place within the family changed. These views have caused difficulties
for the graduates to navigate in their familial communities. Graduate 7 said, “A lot of
some of my cousins they were like, ‘Oh, now you think that because you have a degree,
you think that you’re better than us.’ And that was the down side.” Graduate 3 said,
But all the family members, they was just like “Oh,” it’s kind of like, “Oh, you
think you better than us now,” . . . And I’m like, really kind of like the jealousy,
like looking at you like you’re very, “You think you’re better than us.” And I was
like “No,”. . . apparently, they felt like, you know, like I was making fun of them
or something and I was like “No, I’m not. It’s just very simple [to go to school].
It’s not hard.” If you want it, just go for it. It’s not hard and to this day, yes, they
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still look at me like with jealousy thinking like I’m actually better than them. And
I’m not better than nobody, I’m just [Graduate 7’s name].
Graduate 9 said,
No, no, no. My mom in the beginning was very supportive. She’s like “Oh, Nana
you’re going,” which was like term of endearment, like “my sweetie” or
something like that. “You’re going to school, that’s so good, I’m happy for you.”
And she started seeing me change and you know, going to school more often. And
just “Mom, I can’t do this, I have to study, Mom I have a final, Mom I have a
midterm.” And then she started, just, “Oh, you and that f’ing school, and you
think you know everything.” And blah, blah, blah, she would just hang up the
phone on me and forget about it. And then my brothers will call me, what’s wrong
with you, that’s your mother, you know, get over there do this, mommy needs
this, mommy needs that. Well “hello,” aren’t you her child also, can’t you do
that. So in the three, almost four, years I’ve been here, I’ve been juggling my
mother, school, work, my personal life, my social life.
As the women progress in school, they began to change. Many of the women’s families
were suspicious and unaccepting of these changes (FS). The women had to devise a
balance to successfully live in their two worlds. The women developed strategies to be
overcome the lack of family support and understanding that could stand in the way of
their degree completion.
These cultural norms and expectations impacted the degree of support from the
graduates’ family and significant others. Family and significant others’ support (FS)
ranked third in comment frequency (102). Degree of support (Ds) was coded to 54
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statements. Thirty-five of these statements denoted a lack of support (ll) from family
members and nineteen statements noted strong family (vs) support. Some graduates cited
very little support from their families. For these graduates, their personal goal
commitment helped them overcome the lack of familial support. Much of this lack of
support, stemmed from the lack of understanding and/or the priority of education by their
family. This lack of understanding may result for the educational accomplishments of the
graduates’ parents. Education level of the graduates parents is depicted in Table 4.3. The
majority of the interviewees mothers, 7 (63.6%), had less than a high school education
and 1 mother’s education level was unknown. Three (27.3%) of the graduate fathers were
known to have earned a high school degree, 3 (27.3%) earned a middle school degree and
5 (45.5%) of the fathers education levels were unknown. This statistic is indicative of the
majority of the graduates having grown up in single-mother households. Another cultural
implication was noted by some women who revealed that their brothers were encouraged
to complete high school degrees and go on to college; they were not (Fe).
These women described the impact of the lack of family support (ll). Many used
the negativity as a motivating factor to achieve their academic goal. The lack of familial
support made the women’s academic pursuits more difficult; however, their goal
commitment was strong enough to overcome this obstacle. To the question, Did you have
family support?, Graduate 11 answered,
Not at the beginning. No, because they thought that I was neglecting my kids,
they thought that I needed to be a mother more than why would I be thinking
about a career. Why would I be taking my kids to daycare when they had their
mother? So I worked my way without them. I knew that I found other daycares, I
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found other ways, and I never neglected my kids though. I was there 98% of the
time except for the 2% that I had to do homework, but I never neglected my kids,
and I don’t regret a bit.
Graduate 10 said, “I think the biggest obstacles were my, it was my family, my mom.”
Graduate 9 said, “I did it anyway, exactly. I mean, my family really didn’t support me.
They still don’t support me, but I’m so passed over that stage. That tsunami passed me a
long time ago.” Graduate 5 said, “On top of which, you know, I’m doing it by myself and
I don’t really have the helping hand, you know. whereas somebody to watch my kids
while I’m working or going to school.” Lack of familial support (ll) added an element of
difficulty to the women’s academic pursuits. However, the women devised strategies that
allowed them to employ alternative support systems that were necessary for them to
succeed.
For many of the graduates’ families education was not a priority. There appeared
to be an interrelationship between family value of education and the support given to the
graduate. Within the family and significant support theme category, 27 comments were
coded as family’s value of education (Ve). Twenty comments pointed to families who did
not value education (lv). Seven comments highlighted families that placed a high value
on education (hv). Graduate 9 said,
I come from a family where education is not the number one priority, you know.
You drop out of school, you go find a job, you get married, and that’s your life.
So when I decided to just pursue my education, my family was like “What?
School? What are you going to do with school?”
Graduate 9 also said,
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Both my parents, my dad, you know. He was always hard working, and he held
all kinds of jobs. My mom always worked at a factory since the age of 11 or 9,
something like that. So education was not something that was instilled in them.
And my grandmother was illiterate. My grandmother didn’t know how to read or
write, so they never pushed education in my family. So when I decided to pursue
my education it was like, almost like a shocker to them. I don’t know why, but it
was a shock, because all my brothers, now they just work, they tend to their
family, their kids, their wife, and they work. That’s all they do.
Graduate 1 said. “Yeah, education is not a big deal, you know. They don’t see it that
way.” Graduate 11 said, “It was okay if you would achieve it [high school degree], but
it’s not major either.” Graduate 2 said, “Both parents didn’t go to college and my big
brother didn’t graduate from high school.” The majority of the families were not
educated. They did not prioritize education (Ve) and therefore they did not understand or
support the women’s decision to pursue a college degree.
Some women felt that their families, due to their lack of education, did not
understand education or the educational system (Lu). Ignorance contributed to their lack
of support (ll) or inability to advise their children in the process of pursuing a degree.
Graduate 9 said,
To be honest with you, I don’t think my siblings understand the extent of a
college education. You know, I don’t think they understand like the process, the
whole process you have to undergo. It’s like they know about college and I don’t
want to say this, I know this is your interview and everything like that, but I don’t
want to say that they’re a little bit ignorant, but they don’t understand that whole
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college foundation thing, you know, because they never finished high school, they
don’t know what college credits are, they don’t know about semesters and stuff,
so I have to constantly break it down to them.
Graduate 11 explains her experience,
Only because they are great people, they are, they are, but they didn’t know
passed what they were taught, they didn’t know the world of college. They didn’t
know that there was more out there; they were completely ignorant to the fact that
you can work in an office to them where it was like too, I was a mission
impossible. It was like no one can ever get there.
Her determination helped her overcome her lack of understanding. Graduate 11 said,
I came in because I wanted to start. I took the information and I read and I was
like I cannot do this. I mean this is, I didn’t even understand what was in these
booklets. I didn’t understand what it was they were offering. I came back I think
it was like two years later and I said I don’t know, I am going to act like an idiot.
Every time I ask a question I’m going to feel really stupid asking any question,
but I have to do this. I asked every single question on the planet, and I was
determined that I will succeed at that point.
The graduates’ families were unable to help them through the educational process due to
a lack of understanding (Lu). Goal commitment helped the women preserve despite lack
of foundational knowledge in regards to pursuing a degree.
On the other hand, some of the women had strong family support (vs). While their
parents did not have an education, they encouraged their daughters to pursue one. For
these women their parents recognized the importance of an education (hv). They may not
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have had firsthand experience of the benefits of an education, but they understood it
necessary for their daughters to have a better life. Graduate 4 said,
First of all, because I was brought up in a very poor environment, and for us to go
to school it was a privilege. So it was really I will think that the one thing that I
was really scared was to disappoint my family. Because, not only did my mother
help me out in my youth but during my childhood years, my grandparents. So it’s
definitely cultural-wise we’re very much pushed into school, into achieving goals
and to help others while you’re at it. So our culture is very much, we’re poor, but
we want to be very much educated.
Graduate 5 said: “Most definitely [my family was supportive]. Most definitely, they
were always [saying] ‘Go to school, go to school, go to school.’ I did it the hard way but
I did it.” Graduate 7 said,
One of the things my mother always encouraged me and my sisters and my
brother to get something, you know, get at least a certification; get a degree as
soon as you have something. That is a value. She was always telling us that and
that’s one of the influences I always had from my mother, and I have kept that on.
Graduate 8 said,
You know, they told me not to give up. They told me, you know, my mom
always took care of my daughter, to be able to help, and my dad he was always
pushing me, there was times I wanted to give up, and he would tell me, “No,” you
got to get up, you got to do this, you got to, you know, you don’t want to, you just
don’t want to be in a dead end job. . . . “You don’t want to be like me,” he says.
“Struggling and struggling and struggling.” So I was like, “Oh no, I’m so tired.”
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I’m like, “I don’t want to do this no more.” There were times I wanted to give up
but they pushed me.
Some of the graduate benefitted from a high degree of support from their families (vs).
Their families were not educated; however they valued education (hv) and viewed it as a
necessity to advance in life. This strong family support helped to bolster graduates’
commitment to completing their associate’s degree.
Past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and intentions contributed to the
graduates’ ability to be academically successful and their goal commitment to complete a
college degree. Despite that pursuing a degree was a departure from cultural norms and
expectations the women’s personal determination was paramount and enabled them to
succeed. The women grew up impoverished. Their families were undereducated and they
grew up lacking educational role models. Cultural norms placed women at home with
children and domestic responsibilities. For most of the graduates, education and careers
were not prioritized. In many instances, this break from cultural norms caused difficulty
for the women. However, they were fueled by their personal goal commitment to pursue
and complete a degree. They had to navigate the educational system without prior
understanding or the ability for the families to assist them in the process. The graduates’
intention to pursue and persist until degree completion was the most significant factor
that allowed them to accomplish their educational goal.
Research Question 5. What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between
goal commitment and being a first generation student? The women found that their
personal goal commitment (GC) was important in regards to being one of the first in their
family to graduate from college (Fg). The women were first in their families to pursue a
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college degree and they lacked educational role models. They came from backgrounds
that did not include and understanding of the educational process (Lu). Due to the lack of
understanding, many of the women’s families did not value education (Ve). Therefore,
the families did not encourage continued education; the drive had to come from within.
Graduate 1 said, “Yes. It does give you an impact, because nobody forces you to do it.
That’s not an issue in our family. It’s like, ‘Okay, finish high school.’ That’s it.”
Graduate 8 said,
Well, they were proud of [me], ’cause my mom and my father, they had a fifthgrade-level education. And in their country, which is Dominican Republic, and
they were proud of [me]. I was in shock, ’cause I thought I was never going to
make it.
The women’s families did not understand education and its benefits. Many of the
graduates were not encouraged to pursue a college degree. Although they lacked
academic encouragement, the women desired to become educational role models for
younger family members.
These women made a conscious decision to become role models (Rm) for future
generations. They had no one to look to for educational guidance. This situation
motivated several of these women to earn their degrees. Graduate 2 said,
So, I kind of motivated her [my sister], so it feels good doing something positive.
But knowing that both parents didn’t go to college, and my big brother didn’t
graduate from high school either, [it] kind of pushed me to do something.
Graduate 7 said,
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Now you broke the chain, now, because of you, other of the family members are
going to come to school. They’re not going to drop out. Even if they do, they’re
going to come back. [Graduate 7’s name] did it. If she did it, I can do it.
Graduate 9 said,
As a Latina, you know, as a Latina it’s important, it’s very, very important for the
Latina and the Latino community to get an education, you know. Because that’s
something that’s not instilled in us and it’s very sad. And just not the Latina, you
know, it’s not just the Latina culture, but African American cultures as well, you
know. So it’s something that education to us is not important, but it has to
become important, you know, especially this generation now.
The graduates’ decision to earn a college degree has set their families on a new course
(Nt). Their children and younger family members view them as role models (Rm). They
now serve as a source of educational guidance that they did not have growing up.
Demographically, first generation students are more likely to be female, older,
minority, have dependent children, and come from low-income families than students
whose parents have college degrees (Engle & Tinto, 2008). These characteristics
accurately describe my participants. Therefore, they had obligations to shoulder and
struggle to overcome while pursuing their degrees. With or without support of their
families they preserved and completed their degrees. Due to these socioeconomic factors,
goal commitment was extremely important for successful degree completion. Graduate
11 said,
I only had, I think it was, four tickets, and they all wanted to go [to graduation],
’cause they’ve never experienced such a thing. It’s amazing now, they’re, and I
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am not upset at them because no one helped me, because it was my choice, so it
was my responsibility, my kids, I had to take up on everything. I wanted to do
this, fine, I had to figure it out. I couldn’t feel upset, because, for example, my
mother wouldn’t take care of my kids. No, she doesn’t have to, they’re mine. It
may sound weird, but it was my decision, and now I have to struggle myself with
my kids.
The women were first in their families to earn a college degree (Fg). As with all pioneers,
the journey was not easy (Ne), but the women’s commitment led them to their desired
destination as a college graduate.
Research Question 6. As a first generation student, did the level of support of
significant others or the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so,
how? The support of family and significant others (FS) had a significant impact on the
goal commitment of the study’s participants. The degree of support (Ds) varied from little
or lack of support (ll) to a high level of support (vs). All the participants felt that they had
a high level of support from their college (Ss). This strong support system (Ss) validated
the women’s belief that they were capable of completing their degree.
The social factor of family and significant others support (FS), ranked third in
frequency of comments (102). Degree of support (Ds) had 54 comments associated with
the theme. Thirty-five comments referenced the lack of family support (ll) that the
graduates experienced. Nineteen comments referenced the high level of family support
(vs) that they experienced.
The women who had supportive families (vs) cited it as an important factor in
their successful completion of their academic pursuits. Surprisingly, the women who did
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not have supportive families (ll) found the lack of support motivating. Many found that
the more their families told them that they could not or should not attend and complete
college, the more they were motivated to accomplish their goal. Several wanted to prove
to both themselves and their families that they could be successful in higher education.
They wanted to show their parents and other family members that college degrees were
attainable.
All of the women described a commitment to the institution (IC) that they
attended. The women that had a lack of familial support (ll) found the support from the
institution important for their success. The Institutional factor of institutional
commitment (IC) had 43 comments coded within it. Thirty-two comments related to the
support system (Ss) that the institution provided the students. Fifteen of these comments
referenced administrative and academic support (aa) and 17 of these comments
references emotional and moral support (em).
Several women received encouragement (vs) from their families. For those
women the support was crucial to their success. Graduate 4 said,
Yes, I had a lot of support, my mom is a single mom. She was actually going to
college and she was going to start college, but she got pregnant, so she couldn’t
do it anymore. It’s just very, very much of a push and encouragement, and I really
want to do something very, very good for them, you know. I want to help my
family too. Keep them going to school.
Graduate 7 said, “Family and friends support. That helped me a lot. Having my mother
by my side, my kids and some of the other relatives, that kind of motivated me even more
to finish what I already had determined for myself.” Supportive families provided more
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than just moral support they also provided help with responsibilities like childcare for the
single mothers. Graduate 8 said,
You know, they told me not to give up. They told me, you know, my mom
always take care of my daughter, to be able to help, and my dad he was always
pushing me. There was times I wanted to give up, and he would tell me “No,” you
got to get up, you got to do this, you got to, you know. “You just don’t want to be
in a dead end job. . . . You don’t want to be like me,” he says, “Struggling and
struggling and struggling.” So I was like, “Oh no, I’m so tired.” I’m like, “I don’t
want to do this no more.” There were times I wanted to give up but they pushed
me.
The emotional support and help with children and their other responsibilities were
important for the graduates. This assistance helped the women continue when the
pressures of juggling their obligations became daunting.
Even though the women viewed family support (FS) as important; they perceived
personal goal commitment (GC) as a more significant driver for their success. Graduate 6
said, “family and friends support. I mean it’s important that my family support me but
even if they didn’t, I was still going to come to school.” When the graduates were asked
to rank six success factors in order of importance to their degree completion, only one
woman ranked family support (FS) as number 1. Eight women ranked goal commitment
(GC) as their number one success factor.
Many of the women did not have the support of their family and significant others
(ll). While they cited that they would have liked the support of their family, the lack of
support was not going to deter them. Some of the families felt that going to school would
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prevent the graduates from fulfilling their obligations and taking care of their
responsibilities. Many of the families valued work more than education (Ve). The women
were told that their focus should be on work and taking care of their families (Fe).
Seeking a career was not something that was encouraged by the families.
Desire and determination (Dd) helped these women overcome lack of support.
They wanted to pursue a degree and graduate. They did not allow their families lack of
support to deter them. Many of the graduates used the lack of support as a motivation to
succeed and prove that a college degree can be achieved. Graduate 9 said, “I did it
anyway, exactly. I mean, my family really didn’t support me, They still don’t support
me, but I’m so passed over that stage that that tsunami passed me a long time ago.”
Graduate 10 said,
But then, you know, like I said, you know, I also started thinking if I’m going to
do this I have to surround myself by people that are motivated and, you know,
that are positive in my life. I can’t be around people that think negatively. So I
did avoid my mom as much as I could during that whole period that I was in
school.
Graduate 2 said,
When I used to get frustrated I would call my mom, she’d be like “Oh, then give
up,” and that kind of pushed me not to give up because I always did the opposite
of what they’d tell me to do. You tell me to give up, not a problem, I’ll just push
myself.
The women wanted their families support (FS), but in its absence they devised strategies
to succeed without their encouragement.
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Families believed that if the women went to school they would shirk their
obligations and responsibilities. School did not play a part in their families expectations
(Fe). Graduate 1 said,
I actually didn’t [have family support], because they felt like “Oh, what if you
have to go to work,” you know, “Don’t take the day off.” But I felt like I have to
do it, I have to do it for me and for my child. If I’m not going to do it for me and
my child, no one else is going to do it for you.
Graduate 11 said,
[My family did not support me], not at the beginning. Not because they thought
that I was neglecting my kids. They thought that I needed to be a mother more
than why would I be thinking about a career. Why would I be taking my kids to
daycare when they had their mother? So I worked my way without them. I knew
that I found other daycares, I found other ways, and I never neglected my kids
though. I was there 98% of the time except for the 2% that I had to do homework,
but I never neglected my kids, and I don’t regret a bit.
The women’s families felt that they should focus on work and family, not an education or
a career. Graduate 6 said:
The reason why I put family support as my number 6 is because my family
although they support me now cause they saw that I really took the change to
come back to school and that I was really determined. They said okay, so she’s
really doing this, so you know, we’re proud of her, she really did it, we got to
support her, you know, continue do as much as you can. But before that they
wasn’t the ones who actually make me do this decision, I made it on my own.
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They were okay with me just having a steady job, staying home, maybe getting
married, have a child. That’s about it. As long as they see me happy they think
happiness is all about a home and a family, nothing to do with being out there and
having a career and being successful.
The families did not believe the women could fulfill their family obligations and also,
pursue a college degree. The Hispanic culture is family focused and the graduates’
families did not believe that the women could successfully complete a degree, have a
career, and manage their family responsibilities at the same time.
All of the women indicated that they received much support (Ss) from their
institution. Some women perceived the college environment as family oriented. They
received encouragement and support from administration, faculty, and staff. Support
came in the form of administrative, academic, emotional, and moral (aa, em). Support, in
these varying forms, was crucial to their success. The importance of a warm, family-like
environment that provided support was noted as important by all the women. A familylike environment was important to women that were raised in a culture that puts a high
value on the family.
Administrative and academic support (aa) was important, but equally, if not
more, important was support that addressed noncognitive factors such as emotional and
moral support (ea). This especially held true for the women that lack familial support and
encouragement. Graduate 10 said,
I mean, the most important factor would be, I mean I believe that every school,
every college out there should have a support system like, I can’t say like they do
here at [name of college]. Well [name of college] is unique as it is. . . . But, they
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should have a special support system for like people like me, you know, like
minority women who need that extra help. You know, like not in a sense of, I
can’t say it’s canceling, I can’t say is organizing their lives, but you know, maybe
allowing them to have the opportunity, you know, like make it more of a lenient
way of obtaining the education. It could be flexibility with their schedule, more
like they do here but encouragement. You know, like encouragement because the
problem with Latino women is that they have to have the attitude that if it doesn’t
work on the first try they will just give up and not come back. And in order for
them to do something, you have to call them constantly, look for them, motivate
them to come in. And if school, if a Latino woman was to come out and look for
that support, I believe that every educational institution should have that open
door and accept them as they are. And, you know, make it easier for them and
encourage them to come into the school. And not make the whole process a whole
difficult process to the point of ‘Oh, you should just go home and come back.’
And you know if they go home they’re not going to come back.
When asked “what was important to your success?” Graduate 7 said,
The college that I went to it was like a family oriented environment. Everybody
knew everybody, it’s not a number, they know you by your face and your name,
so you get used to that and you want to come back again. So yeah, that was one
of the things I loved most.
Graduate 9 said:
I wanted a place where I can feel both comfortable and yet feel supported but not
coddled, you know, not oh let me walk you here, and you know, I wanted to know
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that if I was going under some sort of crisis I could speak to a faculty member and
they’re there, and that what [name of college] provides. So that was, yeah, the
environment was very important to me also.
The graduates came from a culture that valued family. Finding an institution of higher
education that understands their needs and feels like a nurturing family
The women perceived that having a positive relationship with the faculty, staff,
and other students was important to their goal commitment and degree completion. When
ranking the factors that were most important to her success, Graduate 10 said, “Positive
relationship with students, faculty and staff, yes. That, well, that should be two Number
1s for me because [that was more important for me to be able to succeed] . . . than my
family.” Graduate 5 said,
Finally, when I found my place, I decided to come back and enroll. And it’s been
like awesome because the classes are smaller setting, there’s more of a one-onone, and as far as what the administrators and professors and so forth. So that
helped me a lot as far as achieving my Associates.
One woman noted that she left another institution because she perceived the environment
as impersonal. Graduate 8 said, “I started at [name of college different from study]
College. I didn’t like the program, I didn’t like the way the teachers were.” She continued
by saying that “the teachers were cold and classes were so big. . . . If I wanted help, I
didn’t even know who to talk to. Like there was always an attitude, so it’s like, ‘Oh, I got
to leave.’ ” The women sought an institutional where they felt accepted. The graduates’
found a place where their dream of academic success was validated and they formed
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positive interpersonal relationships that gave the emotional support necessary to persist to
degree completion.
The women indicated that their institution had an open environment that offered
varied types of support (Ss). The college fostered a culture that offered administrative,
academic, emotional, and moral support (aa, em). The graduates described the
importance of administrative and academic support (aa). Graduate 5 also said,
I like the diversity and, like I said before, the one-on-one. It’s awesome because I
went to a [name of college not under study] college and, oh my God. I recall those
long lines at registration and the drastic difference between the one-on-one with
[name of college] and the long lines at a community college. That, not for
nothing, that kind of like deters you from wanting to go back because of the
frustration behind, you know, all the running back and forth, you got to go here,
you got to go there, and it worked for me here.
Graduate 8 compared the support she received at the institution where she completed her
degree to the lack of support from the school where she started a degree.
I failed the math [placement test]. And I was just like, “Oh my God, now I’m not
going to go to this school.” They said well we’re going to give you some classes
for a couple of weeks and I was like, oh, okay, [name of college] never did that.
You know, they never did that, you fail, you fail, that’s it. You have to find a way
how to, so [name of college] was, you know, they helped me out. Once I passed
the test, I mean I hugged the what is it, he’s with the college counselor, the
admissions office, the counselor who admitted me to the school and did my
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paperwork. I hugged him. I’m like, “Oh my God, I’m in college, I’m in college.”
He’s like, “Yeah, congratulations.” I said, “Yeah, because of you.”
Students that have a lack of understanding of the educational system and its practices and
procedures may find the administrative protocol unfamiliar and frustrating. This may
deter first generation college students from navigating the administrative component of
the college process. Additionally, academic interventions to help student that have been
out of the educational system for a time or need remediation in an academic discipline.
The women found more than administrative and academic support. The
institution’s culture provided emotional and moral support (em) for the women. They
found people who became their champions. These people embraced the whole person,
their cognitive and noncognitive needs. The graduates explained how the nurturing
environment validated their quest for a degree and was important to their success.
Graduate 1 said. “[The institution] had to feel family oriented to me. . . . But it had to feel
like home. I had to feel like I was at home, and I was comfortable enough to do what I
had to do.” Graduate 3 said, “When you do go to school there are people here that will
support you and will keep you going and help you.” Graduate 4 said, “They understand
your culture, they understand the background, and they kind of got you through college
when it comes to that.” Graduate 8 said,
[Name of college] is, I can’t complain, they’re very good. They’re very
understanding and they’ll always help. That’s one thing I know, like the deans
here, you know, the administrators. They always say, “Anything, come to our
office and we’ll speak.” I always, they always said that to us.
Graduate 10 noted that she found a mentor who was crucial. She said,
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Yes, I was, tremendously [getting support from my institution]. And it’s like she
made my life a lot easier than I expected. Like anything that had to do with
organizing my schedule, with the kids, or even finding a part-time job to have
extra money. It’s like she made my life so much easier than if I didn’t have that
support, because if I didn’t have that support then I would have the excuse of
finding myself a part-time job. And that part-time job would not fit in with my
schedule. And if I didn’t have the classes that I needed to graduate, you know,
like she would find a way just to make my whole process, my college experience
process a lot easier, and I’m really grateful for that.
The women earned their degree from an institution that provided them with emotional
and moral support. This was important for the retention and graduation. The
administration, faculty and staff were warm, welcoming, and fostered an environment of
acceptance and encouragement. The women were able to find mentors and champions
that encouraged them during their degree program.
Goal commitment (GC) plays an instrumental role in the academic success of first
generation students. The women did not have educational role models in their lives to
emulate. Education was not a priority (lv) for many of the women’s families which can
be attributed to a lack of understanding of education (Lu) and its benefits. Therefore, the
women needed a strong sense of desire and determination (Dd) to earn a degree and
persist to completion. On their own, they needed to learn how to navigate the unknown of
the educational system. Being the first in their family that graduated from college, they
served as role models for their younger family members. Others in their family are now
following in the women’s footsteps and are pursuing a college degree.
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Research Question 7. What role, if any, did the concept of academic selfconcept play in Hispanic women’s development of goal commitment? Social and
cognitive factors were influential in the women’s academic self-concept. In turn, their
academic self-concept was interrelated with their goal commitment (GC). Academic selfconcept was found to be directly related to the women’s academic and personal selfconfidence. As the women academically integrated (AI) into the college environment,
their commitment to completing their degree was strengthened. Twenty-nine comments
were classified as academic integration (AI). Nineteen of the comments spoke to their
level of academic confidence (AC). Six comments referenced the women’s focus on
grades (Gd) and four described lack of academic encouragement (Ae). Several of the
women had low self-images and lacked confidence (lc); even going as far as describing
themselves as “failures.” Much of this resulted from the environment in which they were
raised and educated. Additionally, their negative past educational experiences shaped
their perception of their ability to achieve academically (Ac). Many of the women lacked
previous academic encouragement (Ae). Therefore, the women were surprised when they
earned good grades. They were unaware and doubtful of their academic ability. In spite
of these insecurities, they were adamant that their determination would propel them to
success. Many were not concerned about their overall grade point average (Gd). Goal
commitment grew as they progressed through the program and trumped academic
confidence.
In contrast, some of the women did start with academic confidence (ac). They
knew if they started they had the ability to graduate. One thing all of the women had in
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common was a strong sense of goal commitment; while they had a desire to do well and
earn good grades, their greater concern and focus was program completion.
The women found that fitting in to the environment was critical to their success.
Many started the program with the belief that it was not necessary to integrate into the
college community, however, they found that social integration was crucial. The women
needed to venture out of their comfort zone (Cz) and network with fellow students,
faculty, and staff (Ns). This connection with the community allowed them to gain selfconfidence. In turn, their newly gained self-confidence (gc) enabled them to achieve
academically and thus realize their goal of degree completion.
Self-image was a factor that impacted some women’s academic self-concept.
Graduate 4 said, “At the beginning I would have to say that I didn’t have enough
confidence.” Graduate 8 said, “I was a single parent, I was pregnant at 18, and I thought I
was never going to [graduate from college]. I was in shock, you know. So when I got my
degree I was like, ‘Oh my God, I did this!’ ” Graduate 10 said, “Oh God. My selfconfidence. Dean, to be honest with you, I don’t think I had any self-confidence ’cause
I’m the type of person that I’m always doubting myself.” Graduate 2 said, “They told me,
‘Yes, you can graduate; you passed all your classes.’ But it still didn’t register. I was like,
‘No, I’m a failure.’ ” Graduate 4 said, “In terms of academics, not so much [confidence].
I did struggle with a couple of classes, and not because I wasn’t able to do it, but because
I thought I couldn’t do it.” Many of the women had a low self-image when they started
their degree program. This lack of confidence (lc) in themselves shaped their academic
concept of their abilities. These women gained confidence as they progressed in their
degree.
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Lack of academic encouragement (Ae) in the past impacted the women’s
academic self-concept and confidence. Graduate 11 said,
At times. At times I would not tell anyone at all, I would just keep it within
myself, I would not tell anyone but yes, I felt like, “Oh God, I am going to prove
them right, I am going to fail this. I won’t accomplish a thing. I will have to go
back to my store manager even though I told her I won’t come back. I’m going to
get a college education.” And even though I never left anyone in bad terms, it
feels like, but then again I would think, “No, I can do this.” I mean I wasn’t, I
would think I’ve never been told that I’m smart though. How am I even going to
get this. And then I enrolled, and as soon as I enrolled the first semester and I
started getting A’s, and I’m like, “Wait a minute, like I’m getting this.”
Graduate 8 said,
But [my family] were very proud of me, and I was very like surprised with that,
because I always thought I would be a failure to them. Yeah, ’cause what they
used to say. You know, when I was in grammar school and middle school and
high school. They used to tell my mother that I’m not going to make it through
college, that I’m never succeed like that cause my mind wasn’t into focusing. So
when I graduated, my mother had a big smile and my dad and my daughter. So
like I was in shock.
She continued to say “I always thought of myself as a failure. That’s what I always
thought of myself. ” Many of the women lacked academic confidence. They had never
had academic encouragement in the past and were unsure that they would succeed.
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Some of the interviewees started school academically confident (Ac). They had
no doubt in their overall ability to earn good grades (ac). Graduate 7 said.
Yes. There were some issues, I’m not a math person, but as [far as] academics,
my mother used to say like when I was in school all my report cards were
excellent. So when I came back to school it was like a refresher. Coming back to
school, I didn’t have that much difficulty.
Graduate 10 said,
I knew that if I would put in the time and be around the environment that would
help me a lot to earn the good grades…I knew that if I would focus I would have
the ability, the intelligence, to have the good grades. It’s not like something that I
would doubt myself that I’m not going to retain anything or have a problem
learning or anything like that. I didn’t see that as an issue.
While the women had some academic success during high school, no one encouraged
them to pursue their college degrees.
Social integration (SI) played a role in the women’s success. Sixty-three
comments were coded in the theme category Social Integration. The majority of the
graduates felt like they fit into (Fi) the college environment. Twenty comments spoke to
the women’s sense of belonging. The women found fitting into the environment and
networking with the faculty, staff, and other students (Ns) was important to achieve their
goal of degree completion. This sense of belonging helped them gain confidence (gc) in
their abilities. The graduates cited that it was necessary to reach out for tutoring or
consult other students if they were unsure how to complete assignments, study for tests,
etc. Graduate 2 said:
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I had to talk to my counselor, I saw them once a week but it’s okay; I didn’t
understand something we’d meet up after class or we would exchange numbers.
So it was a good thing because I didn’t feel alone, ’cause there was always
somebody frustrated just like me when we didn’t understand the material.
She continued to say: “You need the students, you need the faculty, and you need the
staff.” Graduate 11 said:
I would have to say [it is important to have] a positive relationship with students,
faculty and staff. Reason why I mentioned is that when I came in I didn’t know
what a credit was, I didn’t know the difference between Associates, Bachelors,
and a graduate degree. I didn’t know how to prepare a schedule. I didn’t know
what requirements were. . . . I didn’t know a thing, and I went to different offices.
I went to my professors; I went to the students, the word in the hallway. Those
are like very important too. And everyone was always there, no one ever told me
you know what, just figure it out or go somewhere else. It’s like we were all on
the same page, we were all trying to, we were all for the same goal.
The women’s academic integration (AI) occurred through continued experiences
over the life of their degree programs. There were social and cognitive factors were
influenced the women’s self-concept at the start of their degrees. The majority of the
women lacked academic confidence (Ac) when they entered college. However, some
women started their academic programs with confidence in their academic abilities. All
of the women found that their self and academic confidence increased as they integrated
into the college environment. The strong sense of goal commitment (GC) grew allowing
them to conquer their academic doubts.
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Research Question 8. To what extent, did factors such as: academic integration,
social commitment to complete their two year degree? The graduates were requested to
rank 6 persistence and success factors. These factors were (1) determination and desire to
graduate, (2) ability to earn good grades, (3) positive relationships with students, faculty,
and staff, (4) feeling that you fit in, (5) family support of your academic pursuit, and (6)
ability to obtain financial aid. They were asked to number the factors in the degree of
importance of impact that they perceived the factors had on their academic success. The
most important factor was awarded a rating of one and the least important factor was
awarded a six. The women had trouble with this activity. Accept for the statement that
mapped to goal commitment, they had difficulty placing the items in order of importance.
The women maintained that each of the six factors played a role in their ability to
graduate.
The factors that the graduates were asked to rank mapped to goal commitment,
academic integration, social integration, institutional commitment, family and significant
others support, and financial aid, respectively. The researcher started with these six
factors as the basis of the study. The two factors that emerged from the study, cultural
and economic were not represented. The researcher, through interview analysis and
comment frequency determined the following order of significance for the six original
factors: (1) goal commitment, (2) family and significant others support, (3) social
integration, (4) institutional commitment, (5) academic integration, and (6) financial aid.
In keeping with the interview data, goal commitment emerged as the number one
factor of importance for the women’s success. Eight (73%) graduates’ perceived
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determination and desire, which represented goal commitment, as the number one factor
of importance for their success and all eleven (100%) ranked it first, second, or third.
The interview analysis revealed family and significant support (FS) as the second
of the six factors in significance to the women’s degree completion. The rankings
revealed family support (FS) as the fourth factor of importance. In the rankings, four
(36%) of the graduates rated family support as the least important factor in relationship to
their success. Furthermore, seven (63%) women ranked family support (FS) fourth, fifth
or sixth in order of importance. Although this may appear to be a contradiction to the
interview results, the researcher linked the low ranking to the majority of women’s
feelings of lack of familial support. While it played an important role in their ability to
reach their academic goal, the women’s low rating is indicative of the negative
connotation the factor held for a majority of the women. The graduates described using
the lack of support as a motivating factor for persistence and increased goal commitment.
An unexpected result in the rankings was the importance of the women’s ability
to earn good grades (gg). The women ranked their ability to earn good rates as the second
most important factor impacting their academic success. Through the interviews,
academic integration (AI) emerged as the fifth factor in order of importance for the
graduates. In this exercise, six (54%) ranked good grades as first, second, or third in
importance. These results were unexpected since, through the interviews the women
expressed that while they wanted to earn good grades, the desire was not a major focus of
theirs.
The other three factors (ability to obtain financial aid, feeling that you fit it, and
positive relationships with students, faculty and staff) were very close in the rankings.
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Four (36%) of the women ranked the three factors as first, second, or third in importance.
Seven (64%) of the women ranked the three factors as fourth, fifth, or sixth. Financial aid
was third in significance, fitting in was fifth, and positive relationships was sixth. Based
on the interview analysis, social integration (SI) was third in order of importance, while
institutional commitment (IC) was fourth and financial aid was sixth.
The researcher concluded that the one clear and confirming result is that the
women perceived goal commitment (GC) as the number one factor influencing their
persistence and degree completion. During the interviews cognitive factors emerged as
the fifth factor as it relates to the degree of importance for the women’s success.
However, in the rankings, ability to earn good grades was ranked second by the women.
During the interviews the women did describe earning good grades as a concern and a
desire of theirs, however, this was not a primary focus and they did not dwell on grades
during the interviews. Ten of the eleven graduates stated that without financial aid (FA),
attending and completing college would have been impossible. However, neither through
interviews or the ranking exercise did the women perceive it as the most important factor.
Except in the case of determination and desire, the women conveyed their
difficulty in placing a degree of importance to each factor. Many of the women placed
ones and twos next to several of the factors. The researcher forced them to rank them in
order. The results are presented in Table 4.8 below. The women were hard-pressed to
choose the appropriate rankings, indicating they were all important. The qualitative
methodology of interviews was an effective tool of uncovering the factors and their
corresponding degree of importance in the women’s pursuit of a college degree.
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Table 4.8
Ranking of Importance of Persistence and Success Factors
Ranking:

1

2

3

4

5

6

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Determination
and Desire

8

73

2

18

1

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

Good Grades

1

9

3

27

2

18

3

27

2

18

0

0

Financial Aid

1

9

2

18

1

9

4

36

2

18

1

9

Family Support

1

9

1

9

2

18

1

9

2

18

4

36

Fit in

0

0

2

18

2

18

2

18

2

18

3

27

Positive
Relationships

0

0

1

9

3

27

1

9

3

27

3

27

Validation and Independent Readers.
The researcher employed the use of independent readers for validation. The
transcripts were divided among the readers. The four readers were asked to review the
data independently to identify three overarching themes and categories. A fifth
independent reviewer compiled and organized the readers’ input. After the data analysis
was complete, the researcher compared her results with that of the independent readers to
ensure accuracy, inclusion of all major themes, and any discrepancies in meaning. All of
the independent results were directly in line with the researchers findings.
The readers highlighted a variety of social factors that led to the graduates’
successful degree completion. These factors included: goal commitment (GC), cultural
(CF), family support (FS), and social integration (SI). Economic factors (EF) were not
cited. Goal commitment was a common factor noted by all readers. Themes mapped to
goal commitment that emerged were: desire and determination (Dd), Desire for more
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(Dm), not easy (Ne), and personal value of education (Pv). The readers pointed to
cultural factors as an overarching theme across women. Breaking cultural cycles in which
they were raised was noted by three readers. The other cultural factors identified were:
role model (Rm), new traditions (Nt), family expectations (Fe), and female role (Fr).
Family and significant others support (FS) was another factor that was revealed by all
readers. The themes that the readers linked to family support (FS) were: degree of
support (Ds), and family’s value of education (Ve). Two of the readers highlighted the
women’s desire (Dd) helped them overcome the families lack of support (ll). Reader
three revealed the theme of success being fostered by the college environment which is
mapped to social integration (SI) factors. The women had a strong sense of fitting in (Fi)
the college environment.
Two institutional factors, institutional commitment (IC) and financial aid (FA)
were noted by the readers. Institutional commitment (IC) was a factor that reader three
highlighted. The reader noted the importance of the support system (Ss) playing a
significant role in the women’s success. It was also noted that success was gradual.
Gradual progression points to the women’s continual experiences and interactions within
the college environment that allowed them to integrate both socially and academically.
Reader two reported that financial aid (FA) was a consistent theme across the three
transcripts reviewed.
The two factors not reported by the readers were the social factor of economic
(EF) and the cognitive factor of academic integration (AI). The readers were asked to
highlight the three most prevalent themes and therefore it is not surprising that neither of
these factors were listed. Economic factors mapped to a comment frequency of 34 and
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academic integration mapped to 29 comments. This data is represented on the
Frequencies of Themes Table 4.2. The two factors ranked sixth and seventh in
significance as it relates to the eight persistence factors presented in the study. The results
of the individual readers is summarized and presented below.
Reader one: The overarching themes noted by reader one are: (1) the women
wanted to be role models (GC, Rm), (2) The women had the desire to complete a degree
(GC, Dd) despite lack of family support (FS, Ds, ll). (3) The women needed to break with
their upbringing understanding the importance of an education (CF, Bc).
Reader two: The overarching themes noted by reader two are: (1) the women had
self-determination (GC, Dd) that drove them; (2) The women spoke of family support
(FS), but it was not as important as their determination (GC, Dd). (3) Financial aid (FA)
was a consistent theme.
Reader three: Five overarching themes were noted by reader three. These themes
are: (1) Families played a significant role (FS); (2) The women had a need to show their
children that they can “break tradition (CF, Bc),” value education (FS, Ve), and
accomplish an academic goal (CF, Nt); (3) It was not easy (GC, Ne), pursuing a degree,
but with desire and determination (GC, Dd) it can be done; (4) They viewed the degree as
something of great value (GC, Pv); and (5) Success was gradual and was influenced in
large part by the support of the faculty (IC, Ss) and the college environment (SI, Fi).
Reader four: The overarching themes noted by reader four are: (1) The decision to
go to college seems to be to better their lives (GC, Dm) and that of their children. They
wanted to break the cycle (CF, Bc) that their peers were in and had considerable selfmotivation (GC, Dd); (2) The women’s families did not support (FS, Ds, ll).their decision
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to go to school; (3) Family expectations (CF, Fe) for girls were to get married, have
children and stay home (CF, Fr) . They were not expected to go to college (CF, Fe), while
the males in the family were expected to work and maybe go to school.
Summary of Results
The findings described Hispanic females associate degree graduates’ perceptions
of the factors that contributed to their degree completion. The research highlighted the
interrelation between goal commitment and specific factors that lead to academic success.
The women described in their own words how social, institutional, and cognitive factors
influenced their progression, persistence, and graduation from an associate degree
program. Social factors emerged as having the most significance in their success. These
factors included: goal commitment (GC), cultural (CF), family and significant others
support (FS), social integration (SI) and economic (EF). Institutional factors that
influenced the women’s degree completion were institutional commitment (IC) and
financial aid (FS). Cognitive factors in the form of academic integration (AI) was
important to the women, however, did not rank high in frequency of comments as
compared to the other factors.
Personal Goal Commitment drove these Hispanic female graduates in their efforts
to break cultural cycles that left their families improvised. A college degree was an
important step in their journey. They navigated the educational system while bridging
two worlds. Many of the women’s families did not understand their desires to seek an
education and career. Their families were satisfied with repeating the cycles. Family
expectations encouraged women to stay focused on the family, function within the
cultural norms, and not pursue an education.
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All of the women desired more for themselves, their children, and future
generations. The women placed a high value on education; seeing it as their vehicle for
breaking the cycle of poverty and ignorance. They did not want to repeat the struggles of
their mothers. In the eyes of family members, seeking this education called for the
women to neglect their obligations and responsibilities and function outside cultural
norms. Some graduates faced jealousy and a perception of superiority. The graduates
desire and perseverance gave them the strength to negotiate both worlds to reach their
dreams.
Cultural norms and expectations shaped the level of the women’s family support.
This support had a major impact on the road to the women’s academic success. The
women that lacked their families support used the negativity as a motivation. Many
pointed that the lack of family support drove them to prove to their families that they
could succeed academically and made them more determined. Some noted that they and
their families were ignorant in regards to education and the educational process. This
deficit of understanding may be the cause of unsupportive families and Hispanic women
not attempting or delaying the pursuit of a degree. The graduates who had positive family
support acknowledged that the support and encouragement was extremely helpful when
they found themselves doubting their ability to complete their degree.
All the women had the belief that they needed to serve as role models for their
children and younger siblings. They had no one from their community to look toward for
educational guidance. The women were determined to earn their degree and serve as a
model that could be emulated.
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Institutional support was important to the women’s success. The graduates felt
like they fit into the college culture. Many described it as a family-like environment.
Culturally family is an integral focus of the Hispanic community therefore, attending an
institution that made the women feel like the fit into the environment like a family was
influential in their success. This sense of belonging aided the women in their process to
socially integrate into the college community. Critical to the graduates’ graduation was
the support provided by the institution in the areas of: administration, academic,
emotional, and moral. Support that addressed the whole student was counted as an
important factor in the women’s graduation. This support aided them to achieve
academically. The institution, administration, faculty, and staff provided the necessary
support to assist the women that had negative self-concepts to overcome their doubt and
succeed. Additionally, the college culture provided those women that had started with
academic confidence the encouragement to overcome life obstacles that could have
blocked their degree completion.
This academic confidence assisted the women to academically integrate into the
college community. The cognitive factor of academic integration, like social integration,
occurred gradually. The continual experiences resulting from interactions between the
women and the institution shaped the women’s level of integration both academically and
socially. The collective experiences strengthened the women’s already strong goal
commitment and played a significant role in the women’s ability to complete their
degree.
The women of this study were strong, determined individuals that had a desire for
more in life. They set out to break the cycle of poverty and ignorance through education.
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The graduates broke with cultural norms and past experiences to start new traditions and
serve as role models for their children and other relatives. Desire and determination
allowed them to overcome a myriad of obstacles that could have prevented their degree
completion. The women were encouraged in a college environment that supported them
on varied levels. The administrative, academic, emotional and moral support received by
the members of the college community assisted the women in their academic and social
integration into the institution. The college environment and support system was crucial
to their academic success.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Introduction
The retention, persistence, and graduation rates, of students are areas of interest
and concern for institutions of higher education. This is especially true when these
phenomena are associated with first-generation minority students. First-generation
students are disproportionately overrepresented in the most disadvantaged groups relative
to participation and success in higher education. The Hispanic population is the fastestgrowing racial, ethnic minority group in the United States (Llagas & Synder, 2003).
Unfortunately, Hispanic students’ academic achievement rates are among the lowest in
the country both on the high school level and the postsecondary level. Latino youths have
much higher dropout rates than other youths. In March 2009, some 17.2% of Latino youths
had not received a high school diploma or equivalent and were not enrolled in school,
compared with only 8.3% of all youths. Correspondingly, the high school completion rate
among Latino youths ages 18 to 24 was much lower than average—77.2% compared with
89.7% for all youths. And among those who have graduated from high school, only 38.8% of
Latinos ages 16 to 24 were enrolled in college. That was lower than the rates for all youths
(45.6%), Whites (46.4%), Blacks (43.1%) and Asians (66.0%; U. S. Census Bureau, 2010).

With the United States’ Hispanic population increasing significantly, this low level of
academic achievement among Hispanic youth is troubling. With the advancement in
technology and the shift to an information based economy many occupations require
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higher levels of education. Thus it is important to the future of the United States’ global
competitiveness to increase the education levels of Hispanic youth.
Engle and Tinto (2008) note that demographically, first-generation students are
more likely to be female, older, minority, have dependent children, and come from lowincome families than students whose parents have college degrees. All of these
characteristics are independently associated with lower rates of college attendance and
degree attainment (Engle & Tinto, 2008). If an effort is going to be made to increase
college graduation rates of these students, their unique needs must be considered when
developing programs aimed at their persistence. Thus it is important to gain a deeper
understanding of what factors impact low income, minority, first-generation students’
ability to succeed in college. With this knowledge, institutional retention efforts can
incorporate the full range of factors influencing these students persistence, including
cognitive, social, and institutional factors.
The research for this phenomenological, qualitative study was designed to provide
information to help institutions of higher education better assist female Hispanic students
persist through degree completion. The rich textural and structural descriptions of the
graduates’ experiences that were collected should prove beneficial for institutions that are
concerned with developing effective retention programs for first-generation minority
students. The study’s findings support and extend student retention theories and research.
The findings increase the knowledge base concerning factors that contribute to the
academic success of Hispanic female college graduates. Additionally, the results provide
a practical application for college personnel that are responsible for the development and
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implementation of programs focused on minority students’ college retention. The results
of the study provide answers to the research questions introduced in Chapter 1:
1.

What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?

2.

To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal

commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
3.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a Hispanic, female student?
4.

(a) What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, if

any, do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to be academically
successful?
(b) Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a departure from past
behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the graduate?
5.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a first generation student?
6.

As a first generation student, did the level of support of significant others or

the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so, how?
7.

What role, if any, did the concept of academic self-concept play in Hispanic

women’s development of goal commitment?
8.

To what extent, did factors such as: academic integration, social integration,

institutional commitment, and financial aid, impact the graduates’ goal commitment to
complete their two year degree?
The eight factors that emerged from the study were described in Chapter 4. These
factors, (a) goal commitment, (b) cultural, (c) family and significant other support, (d)
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social integration, (e) institutional commitment, (f) economic, (g) academic integration,
and (h) financial aid, addressed and answered the study’s research questions. For clarity,
the factors were organized into three categories: social, institutional, and cognitive. The
identification and understanding of these factors provide college administrators with the
insight to shape programs that assist this population to persist until graduation by addressing
their unique needs. By incorporating social, institutional, and cognitive aspects the programs
should address the whole student.

This chapter discusses the findings of the study. This narrative includes the
implications for findings as they relate to factors and themes. In addition, limitations of
the study are presented. Also, the researcher lists the recommendations for practical
applications and future studies. Lastly, conclusions drawn from the study are explained.
Implications of Findings
The study augments the existing literature that explores factors that impact the
persistence and academic success of low-income, minority, and first-generation college
students. This study expands the limited literature focused on factors that foster success
among Hispanic female college students. The findings serve to increase institutional
knowledge about the needs and success factors of Hispanics females enrolled in two-year
programs. This knowledge can be used by colleges as the basis of programs and
initiatives that assist Hispanic females to persist and graduate from associate degree
programs. Additionally, the findings can be used to develop informational programs
focused on the benefits and process of pursuing a college degree for middle-school and
high school Hispanic females. Programs designed for both the females and their parents
should focus on increasing awareness of the education system, realistic college options,
and the benefits of a college degree.
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It is important for the interpretation of the findings to understand the setting that
served as the backdrop for the research. The unnamed independent college resides in the
poorest congressional district within the country. Forty-nine percent of the student body
is classified as Hispanic; 44% are considered Black, non-Hispanic; and 7% consist of all
other ethnic categories. Seventy-two percent of the Hispanic population is female. The
overall graduation rate, as reported to the National Center for Education Statistics
(IPEDS Data Center) in October 2009, was 50%. Forty-eight percent of Hispanic students
graduated. Fifty-eight percent of the women that completed the questionnaire for the
study lived in a household that earned $25,000 or less when they began their degree
program. Despite the socioeconomic environment in which the women were raised the
women’s goal commitment to earn a college degree allowed them to rise above a myriad
obstacles that could have prevented them from achieving their academic goals.
The researcher began the study with six persistence factors to be explored: (a)
goal commitment, (b) academic integration, (c) student integration, (d) institutional
commitment, (e) support by significant others, and (f) financial aid. Romano (1999) and
Johnson (2007) evaluated these factors and how they contributed to Hispanic female
retention and graduation from community college programs. An additional two factors,
cultural and economic emerged from the study. These eight factors were found to be
paramount to the women’s academic success.
An unanticipated result of the study was the discovery of the significance of
cultural and economic factors to the women’s academic journey. Of particular interest
was the importance of cultural factors and their influence on the women’s pursuit of a
college degree. The women expressed their strong desire to break cultural and economic
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cycles that keep Hispanic women ignorant and poor. The intensity of this desire drove the
graduates’ intent and commitment to complete their associate degree. One graduate
describes this desire, “Our mothers growing up didn’t go to school, some they didn’t
make it to high school. So you see them suffering, you see them, you know, struggling to
get a little job here and there to save every little penny, and you don’t want to go through
that. You don’t want your child to go through that. You don’t want to keep the same
pattern, and it’s a pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to stop it, somebody has to
stop it.” The graduates felt a college education was the conduit to achieve this goal. One
graduate explained the importance of a college degree: “Now days you cannot even find a
decent payable job if you don’t have a degree, so I wanted my kids to have at least decent
home, you know, clothing and things like that and a good education. So I was like I need
to get my associates degree.” Cultural and economic are factors are characterized as
social and significantly influenced the graduates’ commitment to their goal of graduation.
The study’s eight factors were classified into three different categories: social,
institutional, and cognitive. This categorization supports Swail et al.’s (2003) geometric
model of student persistence and achievement as discussed in Chapter 2. Swail et al.
maintained that “in terms of college persistence and achievement, three particular forces
account for the entire spectrum of student outcomes: cognitive, social, and institutional.
(p. 77)” The researchers’ findings point to social factors having the greatest impact on the
women’s ability to succeed. Five of the eight factors: (a) goal commitment, (b) cultural,
(c) family and significant others support, (d) social integration, and (e) economic were
mapped to the social category. Two factors, institutional commitment and financial aid,
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were linked to institutional factors. Academic integration was the only factor categorized
as cognitive.
The social factor of goal commitment emerged as the most significant factor
instrumental in the women’s academic success. The study shows the interrelationship
between goal commitment and the other factors that influenced the women’s persistence
and graduation. The majority of these factors were either social or institutional. Therefore
college support programs that focus solely on academic remediation and support may not
address the factors that influence Hispanic females to persist in college degree programs.
The findings indicate that retention programs and interventions should be designed to
address the whole student incorporating: social, institutional and cognitive factors. This
finding reaffirms the literature. Lowkowski and her colleagues (2004) found that
“students who master course content but fail to develop adequate academic selfconfidence, academic goals, institutional commitment, and social support and
involvement may still be at risk of dropping out” (p. number required). Support programs
must provide continued experiences between Hispanic female college students’ and the
college environment that are aimed at fostering and increasing their commitment to
complete a college degree.
Social factors. The factors that the women perceived as the most important to
their degree completion can be classified as social factors. These factors include both
external and internal factors that shaped the graduates’ attitudes, intents, and goals to
graduate from an associate degree program. The social factors that affected the women’s
academic success included three of the original persistent factors under study, goal
commitment, familial support, and social integration; two additional factors emerged
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from the study: cultural and economic. Goal commitment surfaced as the most significant
factor influencing the women’s success. The women entered college with a strong degree
of commitment to their goal of earning a college degree. The study linked the
interrelationship between the women’s goal commitment and the other factors that
impacted their academic goal.
The findings point to the necessity of retention programs and interventions on the
college level to be designed to address these social factors that significantly affect
Hispanic females’ ability to successfully complete their associate degree. These programs
need to focus on fostering positive experiences of social interactions between the women
and their colleges. These experiences will strengthen their commitment to persist and
should have a positive impact of the women’s academic integration.
Goal commitment. The literature defines goal commitment as the student’s
planned commitment to completing college and graduating (Tinto, 1975).
Overwhelmingly, the women’s goal commitment emerged as the most significant force in
their ability to complete their college degree. Of 634 quotes, 200 were related to goal
commitment. Each graduate made multiple comments that pointed to their commitment
to achieving their goal of earning a college degree. The frequency of comments
describing the strength of this commitment underscored the degree of importance it held
for the women. This strong personal drive enabled these women to overcome obstacles
that could have derailed their dreams.
The finding that goal commitment was the most important factor leading to the
women’s success was not surprising. Many researchers and studies cite goal commitment
as one of the most important factor in a student’s persistence and graduation (Johnson,
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2007; Pascarella &Terenzini, 1983; Rendon, 1982; Romano, 1999; Tinto, 1975; Tinto,
1993). Student’s goal commitment was a key component to Tinto’s model of student
retention. Tinto explains that a higher degree of integration into the social and academic
environments contributes to a greater degree of institutional and goal commitment and
therefore to lower dropout and higher completion rates (Tinto, 1975). Researchers linked
goal commitment to Hispanic graduates’ success in their studies. Nora (1987) tested a
modified version of Tinto’s student attrition model on a Chicano student population in
two-year colleges and found the largest effect on Hispanic retention is their institutional
and goal commitment.
The women described their goal commitment through seven themes. Their goal
commitment was characterized through their (a) desire and determination (Dd); (b) desire
for more (Dm); (c) sense of accomplishment (Sa); (d) ability to overcome obstacles; (e)
personal value of education (Pv), setting goals for life (Sg), and pursuing degree was not
easy (Ne). Through these themes the women described their development and strength of
their commitment to their academic goals. The graduates’ desire and determination and
desire for more allowed them to devise strategies to overcome obstacles that could have
derailed their goal of earning a degree. The women set goals that kept them on course and
helped them organize their competing responsibilities. Their pursuit was not easy, but
they had a strong sense of commitment driving them. The women shared a strong sense
of accomplishment upon graduation.
This strong sense of goal commitment has implications for college programs that
are developed to sustain Hispanic women’s persistence until degree completion. The
interventions must incorporate methodologies for continued development that deepens
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women’s commitment that start with a strong degree of commitment and develop and
foster women’s commitment that enter their degree program with a low level of goal
commitment. The support programs should serve as a conduit to bolster the women’s
personal goal commitment to persist to the completion of their associates degree.
Family support. The women’s goal commitment was significantly influenced by
the support that they received from family and significant others. Their desire for family
support is rooted in their cultural norms where family plays a central role. The
significance was evident, familial support ranked third in comment frequency (102).
Cultural norms and expectations of Hispanic women influenced the degree of familial
support the graduates’ received. These norms and expectations involved family and
attachment to their community. Accordingly, the findings highlight the lack of familial
support the majority of women experienced in regard to their decision to pursue higher
education. Therefore, the graduates had to depend on their strong sense of goal
commitment to succeed without the support and encouragement of their families. There
was a correlation between the degree of support and the value the family placed on
education. Degree of support (Ds) was coded to 54 statements. Thirty-five of these
statements denoted a lack of support (ll) from family members, and 19 statements noted
strong family (vs) support. Twenty comments highlighted family’s low valuation (lv) and
prioritization of education, while only seven quotes mapped to families placing a high
value (hv) on education.
In the absence of family support and encouragement, the women found validation
of their academic quest from the college community. Many of the graduates filled the
void that their families lack or support and/or understanding created with support from
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their “academic family.” They women thrived in an environment that resembled a familylike community, which is in keeping with their cultural heritage. One of the graduates
noted, “The college that I went to it was like a family-oriented environment. Everybody
knew everybody, it’s not a number, they know you by your face and your name, so you
get used to that and you want to come back again. So yeah, that was one of the things I
loved most.” The graduates’ described the environment as consisting of a strong support
system with a variety of components. The institution offered not only academic and
administrative support to the women but also emotional and moral support providing the
women with a sense of comfort and belonging.
The depth and breadth of support was important both to the women that had family
support and those that did not. Being first in the family to pursue a higher education, it
was not surprising that none of the women had academic role models that could help
them navigate the educational processes and protocols. For this type of support, the
women had to look to the members of the college community. One graduate explains the
relationships in which she engaged,
I would have to say [I had] a positive relationship with students, faculty and staff.
Reason why I mentioned is that when I came in I didn’t know what a credit was, I
didn’t know the difference between associates, bachelor’s, and a graduate degree.
I didn’t know how to prepare a schedule. I didn’t know what requirements
were. . . . I didn’t know a thing, and I went to different offices. I went to my
professors; I went to the students, the word in the hallway. Those are like very
important too. And everyone was always there, no one ever told me, “You know
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what, just figure it out or go somewhere else.” It’s like we were all on the same
page, we were all trying too, we were all aiming for the same goal.
This support and encouragement led the women to believe that they could and would
succeed. These findings are in keeping with the literature.
The study highlights that in keeping with the Hispanic culture the women placed
great importance in family. Through their educational pursuits the women were seeking
to better the lives of their children and serve as a role model to family members. The
women desired the support and encouragement of their families, but in its absence they
sought a family-like environment to pursue their studies. The women were able to
succeed in part due to the support, encouragement, and validation of their academic
pursuits that they received from their “academic families.” This phenomenon supports
Castellanos and Gloria’s (2007) research that posits that core Hispanic values, such as
family and validation, are important to the retention of Hispanic college students. The
researchers maintain that if colleges build family-like systems, Latina/o students can
garner and maintain academic momentum. Other researchers suggest the idea of
developing academic families that support students by fostering siblinglike relationships
in which information, emotional, and academic supports are exchanged (Gloria, 1997;
Segura-Herrera, 2006). Supportive relationships, which the graduates attributed as a
factor in their success, are an echo of Rendón’s (1998) validation theory. Rendón’s
validation theory explains that someone in the college community took an interest in the
nontraditional students she studied. This support took place either inside or outside of the
classroom. Members of the college community gave the students a helping hand and
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encouraged and supported them both socially and academically. In turn, this support
fostered them to believe that they were able to achieve academically (Rendón, 1998).
The study unveiled that a key component to the graduates’ success lied in their
social integration (SI) into the college environment. This integration included positive
social experiences in and out of the classroom. The women felt like they fit in (fi), as if it
were a “family.” The women benefitted from positive relationships with other students,
faculty, and staff. These experiences and relationships fostered a commitment to their
institution and an increase in their commitment to completing a degree. This phenomenon
provides implications for colleges attempting to provide a pathway that leads to success
for Hispanic women. The college community must foster an environment that is
nonthreatening, culturally sensitive, and provides support and encouragement to address
the noncognitive and cognitive needs of the women. The college from which these
women graduated provided experiences that allowed the women to find a sense of
belonging. The sense of fitting into the college environment increased their comfort in
navigating the administrative and academic systems. Their feeling of acceptance,
understanding, and the resulting control assisted in their persistence through graduation.
When initiatives are developed to retain and support Hispanic females, college
administration must integrate the understanding of the cultural importance of family.
Efforts should be made to develop programs for both the students and their families that
address family academic awareness and understanding of the educational process. These
programs should be aimed at family and significant others whose support is important to
the women for success.
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Social integration. The women of the study developed a strong connection and
identification with the institution where they earned their degree. Several of the women
had started their academic pursuits at other institutions but did not persist to graduation.
The women’s reasons for breaking from their other institutions pointed to college
environments that did not give them a sense of belonging. The graduates described a lack
of administrative help, unapproachable faculty, and an inability to find avenues for both
academic and noncognitive support. The college culture placed the women at ease. The
women had a strong sense that they fit in (fi) to the college community. The members of
the college community were open, approachable, and student centered. While some
women were hesitant at first (Ni), they all found that integrating into the social aspect
(Ns) of the college environment was important to their success. This social integration
(SI) included fostering positive relationships (Pr) with other students, faculty, and staff.
Additionally, the women found the varied support (Ss) mechanisms that they needed to
succeed. These interactions validated their goal of academic success. These positive
relationships and the experiences that went with them resulted in the women gaining
confidence (Cl) in their academic ability to complete their degree.
While several of the women did fully integrate into social clubs and events, many
of the women were juggling multiple responsibilities that did not afford them the time
necessary to participate in clubs and social events. However, the women did make an
effort and the time for networking with other students for academic purposes and moral
support. Also, they maintained positive relationships and communication with the faculty
in and out of the classroom. They sought out and took advantage of the critical resources
that the college provided for support. While these women did not pursue paths that
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traditional students may have pursued for social integration, through the avenues of
interaction that they chose, the women described a strong sense of identification and
integration into the college community.
The degree of fit between the college student and the institutional environment
was the basis for Tinto’s (1975) model of student retention. The study’s finding supports
this tenet of Tinto’s model. The stronger the degree of fit, the more likely a student will
persist through graduation. The study’s findings that the women had more positive
academic results when they involve themselves in the college environment maps back to
Astin’s (1999) involvement theory. Astin maintained that students learn more the more
they are involved in both the academic and social aspect of the collegiate experience.
Previous research also pointed to the campus climate mediating students’ academic and
social experience in college (Astin, 1993; Kuh, 1993; Tinto, 1988). The campus climate
is a key component to fostering the students feeling of a sense of belonging and fit. In
keeping with those findings, the study’s data revealed that a diverse, warm, accepting,
supportive environment that incorporated the graduates’ cultural values was provided by
the institution and played an important factor in their graduation. In the words of one
graduate, “They understand your culture, they understand the background and they kind
of got you through college when it comes to that.” In turn, the environment fostered
positive relationships with other students, faculty and staff. This supports Astin (2003),
who posits that the establishment of peer relationships and the development of role
models and mentors, among the staff and faculty, are important factors to students
integrated both academically and socially into the college community. Also, the study’s
findings support Johnson (2007), who found that when students feel comfortable and
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familiar (integrated) within an institution, they are better able to navigate and find their
way to important institutional resources that subsequently assist them in achieving their
education goals.
Social integration that is derived from an understanding, nurturing, and studentcentered college environment must be incorporated into retention initiatives. These
programs, aimed at persistence, need to be employed to assist the women’s social
integration into the college community. An institution’s college climate must make the
women feel like they are accepted and that they fit in to the environment. Incorporating
cultural values, such as family and validation, are key to address persistence and
graduation of Hispanic students. These findings echo researchers Castellanos and Gloria
(2007). These efforts must aim at increasing the desire and comfort level for networking
with administration, staff, faculty, and fellow students in an accepting environment that
allows Hispanic students to understand the importance of social integration into the
college environment. A sense of belonging to and identifying with the college community
will assist in the development of a bond and commitment to the institution. This social
integration and institutional commitment will bolster the students’ confidence. An
increased confidence level will increase their belief in their academic ability and their
commitment to complete their degree.
Institutional factors. The study found institutional factors played an
instrumental role in the women’s academic success. These factors included the college’s
practices, programs and culture, and how these elements came together to create an
environment that fostered the women’s persistence and academic success. Two factors of
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importance surfaced within this category: institutional commitment and the ability to
obtain financial aid.
Institutional commitment. The graduates’ commitment to their academic
institution emerged as an important persistence factor shared by all of the women. Fortythree comments linked to institutional commitment (IC). The women described a college
community that understood their culture and provided a family-like setting where they
felt accepted. The institution was a continual conduit of positive experiences, both social
and academic. Over time, these recurring interactions developed the women’s sense of
belonging to the college community and formed a strong sense of commitment to the
college and its community. Additionally, respondents explained that this feeling that they
fit in increased their confidence both socially and academically. The graduates’
highlighted the varied type of support practices and programs (Ss) that the college offered
as an important factor in their ability to achieve their academic goals. The institution’s
support programs addressed both the cognitive and noncognitive needs of the graduates.
Also, the women described positive, encouraging relationships (Pr) with members of the
college community as serving as a factor that helped them succeed.
The women told of individuals such as counselors, faculty, and/or staff members
that took a personal interest in them and their academic success. The graduates developed
relationships that validated their ability to succeed in college. This phenomenon was
especially important to the women who lacked familial support. Additionally, they
engaged in relationships with fellow students that they could relate to culturally. They
met and networked with Hispanic females with similar upbringings, values, and life
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challenges. Positive relationships directly relate to the women’s ability to accomplish
their academic goals.
Many of these findings, as they relate to institutional commitment, supported
previous research. Colleges that are successful in graduating low-income, minority, and
first-generation students have support programs that take the students full range of needs
into account. Muraskin and Lee’s (2004) study for the Pell Institute for Study of
Opportunity in Higher Education, Raising the graduation rates of low-income college
students, shows that institutions that have a high graduation rate for low-income,
minority, and first-generation students, employ practices and programs that are student
centered and encompass cognitive as well as noncognitive needs of the students. The
findings also support Kevin Carey’s (2008) study, which indicates that institutions with
higher minority graduation rates evaluate every aspect of the students’ needs. They
identify any obstacles that arise from these needs, and they implement programs to
address these issues accordingly (Carey, 2008). The findings also support Swail’s (2003)
work on minority retention. In his research, Swail indicates similar institutional factors,
such as varied forms of support and financial aid, as being one of the three categories of
factors affecting minority student retention in higher education.
The impact that institutional commitment has on Hispanic females’ academic
success must be taken into consideration when developing support programs that address
this population’s college persistence. A culture of acceptance and understanding must be
fostered within the college environment. The institutions must design programs that focus
on the whole student and not just the cognitive skills necessary to succeed in school.
Institutions of higher education that seek to successfully graduate Hispanic females must
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incorporate the goal of academic success for all students into the mission of the college.
The mission must serve as a guide for the college community. The faculty, staff, and
administration must embrace and be held accountable for the goal. Such a mission that is
fully accepted will foster an environment where Hispanic women will feel a strong
degree of fit and will increase the likelihood of persistence until graduation.
Financial aid. Another institutional factor that was important for the women’s
degree completion was their ability to obtain financial assistance (FA). The women noted
that they were able to receive financial aid, school-based grants and scholarships, and
institutional loans. All forms of financial assistance were important to the women. This is
not surprising given their institution is located in the poorest congressional district of the
country.
The graduates explained that without financial assistance, college completion
would have been impossible. The women were asked if financial aid played a role in their
ability to attend college. One graduate said, “If I don’t get financial aid then I won’t be
able to do anything because I don’t have any money and if I don’t get any help then I
can’t do it.” Another explained, “I had no means of attending college, I had absolutely no
means.” A third women described her situation, “When I came into admissions I told
them I have zero, I have nothing, I want to do this, I don’t know how, I’m completely
ignorant to what is financial aid like, I knew nothing.” While, it was clear through the
interviews that financial aid was important none of the women spent much time
elaborating on the significance of the factor.
Research has been done on the availability of financial aid and how it impacts
low-income, minority, and first-generation students. Swail’s (2003) research discusses
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different loans versus grants and the impact they have on this student population. Thayer
(2000) also comments on a shift in availability from grants to loans and from need-based
to merit-based programs and the affect this situation has on low income, minority, and
first-generation students. This study does not address these aspects of financial
assistance.
The need for financial assistance that surfaced during the interviews was not
surprising. Institutions must take the financial needs of this population into account if
they would like Hispanic women to attend and graduate from their institution. However,
the women of this study did not spend much time describing or explaining the
phenomenon of their financial need. Therefore, the researcher makes no
recommendations except that it is a necessity to shape appropriate financial programs to
meet the students’ needs.
Cognitive factors. Cognitive factors pertaining to the graduates’ academic selfconcept also influenced the women’s ability to achieve their academic goal. Cognitive
factors constitute academic ability. Academic preparedness, proficiency in subjects such
as English and Math, and academic aptitude are typical factors within this category.
Academic integration (AI) emerged as a factor of importance.
Academic integration. Academic integration (AI) is characterized by how a
student interacts and becomes integrated into the academic environment of their college.
The degree of integration is usually determined by students’ academic performance,
grade point average, and academic development as they progress through their program.
The women’s academic confidence (Ac) played a role in their academic integration.
Some women entered school with a strong level of academic confidence (ac). Many
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however, held a negative concept of their academic abilities (gg). This low level of
academic confidence resulted from a lack of academic encouragement (Ae). The women
did not perceive themselves as academically capable because no one ever had told them
that they were smart or could achieve in higher education. Through positive academic
experiences at their institution, the women’s academic confidence increased and they
were able to realize their goal of graduation. A college culture that included
encouragement and the myriad of support resources fostered this phenomenon.
Many studies have cited a multitude of contributing factors for low levels of
Hispanics graduating with a college degree (Fry, 2002; Lopez, 2009; Oseguera et al.,
2009; Swail et al., 2004). These reasons include academic, social, economic, and cultural
factors. The majority of the women had poor academic preparation. This included a lack
of encouragement by their teachers during their K–12 education and lack of support and
encouragement from their families. The research found that due to these forces the
women developed a negative academic self-concept. Given the environment in which the
women were raised a negative sense of their academic ability is understandable. This
supports previous studies outlined in Chapter 2, such as Osegura et al.’s (2009) research.
The researcher was surprised to find that three of the graduates were academically
confident from the start of their degree program. Each of the three women cited a degree
of academic success during their formative years. However, despite earlier success in
school, they were never encouraged to pursue a college degree. This lack of academic
encouragement links directly to cultural factors, such as family expectations, the role of a
female, and the family’s value of an education.
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College support programs must be instituted to develop Hispanics academic selfconcept. The efforts must be longitudinal in nature providing the students with continual
experiences that allow the students to achieve academic successes. This gradual process
is necessary to mitigate negative academic messages, lack of academic support and
encouragement from the students’ past. Academic support programs must be designed
and administered in a nonjudgmental, encouraging environment that not only provides
cognitive interventions, but also helps develop the women’s self-confidence, academic
confidence, and validates their ability to earn a college degree. While academic related
factors were noted as important, the data from this study does not dwell heavily in the
area of specific academic interventions. The study’s findings, rather, point to the need of
a nurturing college culture and appropriate support programs that will aid in students’
academic integration.
Emerging factors for success. The six persistence factors that the researcher
started with all proved to influence the Hispanic females that were studied. These factors,
(a) goal commitment, (b) academic integration, (c) student integration, (d) institutional
commitment, (f) support by significant others, and (g) financial aid, had a direct
correlation to the women’s success. However, two unanticipated social factors, cultural
and economic, surfaced as having significant importance in the graduation of the women.
Both factors have implications for college retention programs and future studies.
Cultural For this study, cultural factors (CF) are defined as factors that
encompass the graduates’ set of beliefs, norms, and traditions determined by the
community in which they were raised. These factors include family expectations (Fs),
gender roles (Fr), and educational concepts (Lu). Cultural factors (CF) had a significant
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impact on the women’s ability to complete their associate degree. The women described
the necessity to break with cultural norms and accepted behaviors to achieve their
educational goals. Their personal goal commitment was the force that fueled them to
break cultural cycles and pursue a college degree.
Cultural factors emerged as the second most significant set of factors that
influenced the women’s journey to graduation. The desire to break cultural cycles that
left women undereducated and unable to provide security for their families held
importance and significantly influenced the graduates’ goal commitment. One third (50)
of comments classified as cultural linked to the women’s desire to break this cycle (Bc).
They illuminated a strong need to serve as role models for their children and family
members. This need was important because the women wanted to establish new traditions
that include education and the life it affords as an attainable goal. This strength in desire
had many of the women forsake their families’ expectations and step outside of their
communities’ perceived role of a woman. Being first-generation college students, several
of the women attributed family resistance to their academic pursuits to a lack of
understanding of education and its benefits.
The study’s finding that the women needed to break with family tradition to
attend college is in keeping with the literature. Terenzini et al.’s (1996) research notes
that first-generation college students’ families wonder why their children think it
necessary to go to college. They believe that their child’s future was at home with the
family, continuing the tradition established by past generations. The women’s families’
lack of understanding of the educational system that influenced the degree of familial
support and encouragement reinforces the literature. Engel and Tinto (2008) posit that
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one reason first-generation students have less encouragement and support to attend
college, particularly from parents, is due to less knowledge about the college application
process. One graduate described this predicament,
I come from a family where education is not the number one priority, you know,
you drop out of school, you go find a job, you get married and that’s your life. So
when I decided to just pursue my education my family was like what, school,
what are you going to do with school?
A significant finding of the study was the women’s determination to become role
models (Rm) for family members. The women explained that their lack of educational
role models made them determined to become a role model for others within their
community. In the words of one graduate, “First I needed to lead by example; I could not
tell my kids you have to go to college when I had nothing to base myself on.” The
women felt a personal mission to inform and educate the younger generation of the
benefits of a college degree. Another graduate described how her family views her new
role, “Now you broke the chain, now because of you other of the family members are
going to come to school. They’re not going to drop out, even if they do, they’re going to
come back, [Name of graduate] did it, if she did it, I can do it.” Additionally, the women
provided others in their community with practical information on the process of enrolling
in college and helped navigate the college administrative system. Developing Hispanic
female role models through education is an area for further study.
The graduates’ necessity to break cultural cycles and to seek education has
significant relevance for future college awareness programs such as those aimed at
middle-school and high school girls and their parents. These programs should be
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designed to address cultural norms and traditions that prevent the girls from seeking a
college degree. Additionally, the programs should inform the parents of the educational
system and processes in a nonthreatening way. Cultural sensitivities should be taken in
account and connection should be drawn to cultural norms. Institutions of higher
education should partner with K–12 education systems to design and implement these
programs. Hispanic females, like those from this study, who have graduated from a
college degree program and have a desire to serve as a role model to younger generations
should be employed in the development and delivery of these programs.
Economic. Economic factors encompass the environment in which the women
were raised. The women were raised in impoverished households (Rp). Fifty-eight
percent of the women lived in a home that had a family income of below $25,000 when
they began their college degree program. The breakdown of household income is
represented on Table 3.1. The women recounted a childhood marked by family struggles.
The desire to break the cycle of poverty (Cp) was a recurring theme among the women.
Much of the literature on first-generation college students describes the
population as minority and poor. References to this literature are reviewed in Chapter 2.
The participants in the study support this characterization. What emerged from this study
which warrants further investigation is the impact that an impoverished upbringing had
on Hispanic women’s desire to earn a college degree. The women of this study viewed a
college degree as the conduit to break the shackles of poverty that plagued their families’
lives.
The women chose to pursue a degree despite the fact that it was a departure from
family expectations and in some cases caused alienation from the family to ensure that
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they and their children would have a sense of security. They did not want to repeat the
struggles of their mothers. One graduate described this phenomenon,
So you see them suffering, you see them, you know, struggling to get a little job
here and there to save every little penny, and you don’t want to go through that.
You don’t want your child to go through that. You don’t want to keep the same
pattern, and it’s a pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to stop it,
somebody has to stop it.
This desire fueled the women’s commitment to earn a college degree, in spite of
competing obstacles that could have preventing them from doing so.
The women wanted a college degree so that they could obtain a job that would
provide them with the necessary means to support their families. However, the women
voiced a lack of financial understanding. The women lacked financial understanding
because of their poor upbringing. They had no one to turn to for financial advice and for
some this delayed their enrollment in an academic program. One woman explained this
lack of understanding,
I went to admissions and I told them whenever I am set to meet with someone
from financial aid I need to know the day I graduate how much am I going to
owe, what are my options, like I know nothing about money.
Support programs for Hispanic females should contain a financial literacy component.
Programs developed for this population, should include financial literacy. These
programs should address not only college funding options but also money concepts such
as loans, rent vs. buying, savings, and investing. The women need more than academic
preparation to ready them for what comes after college graduation. An institution that
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focuses on the whole student needs should take this into account when designing support
programs.
Limitations of Study
The research was conducted and evaluated through the lens of a non-Hispanic
female. The participants were not from a single country of origin but from a variety of
backgrounds that can be classified as Hispanic. The study evaluated associate degree
programs only and did not assess the academic success of Hispanic females pursuing
bachelor’s level or other degree programs.
Recommendations
The following section highlights the researcher’s recommendations that arose
from the study. The recommendations are divided between two categories. The first
outlines recommendations that have implications for practical use by colleges that grant
associate degrees. The second illuminates recommendations for future research.
Practical implications. Through their narratives, the Hispanic females of this
study provided rich data and a unique insight to the factors that led to their academic
success. Their stories painted a picture of social, institutional, and cognitive elements that
assisted in their pursuit of an associate degree. Other Hispanic women and college
administrators will benefit from the graduates shared academic journey. The data that
was unearthed should be used by college administration, staff, and faculty for a variety of
programs and initiatives aimed at increasing the number of Hispanic female associate
degree graduates. Multifaceted college retention programs should be designed for
Hispanic females and their families and aimed at different level audiences starting with
girls as young as middle-school.
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Bridge to success programs. On the college level, programs and initiatives need
to be designed to address the whole student incorporating cognitive and noncognitive
skills. These efforts should include a cadre of initiatives that are components of an
overarching, college wide retention program specifically designed for the persistence of
Hispanic females. College Administration, Academics, Student Services, Career
Services, and Financial Services should work together to develop, design, and deploy the
various elements of the program. Social, institutional, and cognitive factors should be
incorporated throughout the program and individual initiatives need to be interrelated and
should cross departments and disciplines.
College-wide retention programs should serve as a conduit to bolster the goal
commitment of Hispanic females to persist to the completion of their associate degree.
The architects of the programs must be sensitive to cultural factors when designing the
initiatives. Initiatives must incorporate cultural values such as family and validation.
Institutional practices, strategies, and programs should create a culture that the women
can identify with and find a sense of belonging. The efforts need to include creation of
academic families and communities that link the women with other students, faculty, and
staff. It is necessary to provide ample opportunities for the women to develop positive
relationships with administrative, faculty, staff, and other students inside and outside of
the classroom. The faculty and staff must provide experiences that validate the women’s
aspirations and ability to achieve their academic pursuits.
Success and support programs need to incorporate administrative, moral, and
emotional support as well as academic initiatives. The women need more than academic
preparation to help them graduate and ready them for what comes after college. Bridge to
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success programs must include initiatives that target four skill areas: social, academic,
financial, and career.
Initiatives that address social factors that influence Hispanic women’s ability to
complete their degrees, such as self-confidence, lack of family support, validation, and
scheduling to address family responsibilities need to be a key element of success
programs. The study shows that social factors have the greatest impact on the women’s
ability to graduate. Academic support and remediation initiatives must be incorporated to
address the cognitive needs of the students. Academic support must be designed to
develop, nurture, and promote a positive academic self-concept within the women.
Success programs should include modules that teach financial literacy. The financial
objectives will help them manage their finances while in school and cover important
financial concepts that will assist them after graduation. Financial concepts should
include: college funding options, and money concepts such as loans, rent vs. buying,
savings, and investing. Due to their improvised upbringings, many Hispanic females are
not financially literate. Guidance and education in regards to money matters will be
beneficial post-graduation. Career awareness and career planning are key elements to
success programs. Hispanic women need to understand what careers academic programs
lead to and the responsibilities, ability for growth, and earning potential for those careers.
Will their chosen academic paths lead to job opportunities that will allow them to break
the cycle of poverty?
An institution truly concerned with the success of Hispanic females must think
beyond the classroom doors. Institutional efforts must remediate precollege academic
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preparation, address social and cognitive needs of the students within the context of their
area of study, and prepare them to succeed in an unfamiliar world when they graduate.
Family and friends programs. An institution that is committed to the academic
success of Hispanic females acknowledges the cultural value of family. The women of
the study voiced the importance of family support for their academic goals. However, the
majority of the women did not have familial support and encouragement. Fortunately, the
institution provided support programs that alleviated the adverse effect that lack of
support and encouragement could have had on the women’s degree completion.
Institutions must be proactive and develop college awareness programs for
Hispanic female students’ families. Content of the programs must address several
elements and be available in both Spanish and English. First, efforts must present a
description of institutional processes and protocols in a non-intimidating manner. Second,
initiatives must incorporate social events that invite and welcome family into the college
environment. Third, activities must include education and career awareness seminars and
functions that are delivered in a culturally acceptable way and stress that education,
career, and family do not have to be mutually exclusive.
Precollege programs. College personnel must work in concert with K–12
administration and community groups to develop precollege educational awareness
programs for Hispanic girls and their families. These programs should be designed for
girls as young as middle school age. The initiatives should be delivered at K–12 venues,
community centers, and college campuses.
Programs of education, college, and career awareness for Hispanic girls must be
designed with cultural values in mind. There should be several key objectives to the
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program. All programs should be designed with cultural sensitivities and presented in
English and Spanish. One objective is to present the tenets of the education system and
the processes and protocols that accompany them. The families must understand the
importance of education and where education can lead. A second objective is to present
college options, highlighting ones that will keep them closer to home and connected to
the family. A third objective is that of career education and an explanation that career and
family does not have to be mutually exclusive.
Additionally components of the programs should introduce the Hispanic girls and
their families to college campuses. Events should be held on various college campuses in
and close to their home community. This should be a longitudinal effort that will provide
the families multiple opportunities of interaction with college communities over an
extended period of time. This should result in a gradual acceptance by parents that
college can be a part of their daughters’ future.
Future studies. The study’s findings had implications for future research
surrounding Hispanic females and the factors that led to their academic success. Further
research must focus on cultural and institutional factors affecting Hispanic females’
ability to earn an associate degree. Below five topics for future studies are highlighted.
1.

Future studies should explore Hispanic women’s need to serve as role models

for their children and younger family members. All of the women of this study indicated
a strong need to serve as a role model. How can this desire be supported and encouraged,
so more women can achieve their academic goals and earn associate degrees?
2.

Future studies should explore the cultural norms and expectations that would

prevent Hispanic females from seeking a college degree. There was a strong indication
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that cultural factors had a significant impact on the women of this study. Many of these
factors could have deterred them from completing their degree, if it were not for their
strong degree of goal commitment. Future studies in this area would provide data for
development of culturally sensitive programs that would inform Hispanic parents of the
educational system and processes in a nonthreatening way. If the families obtain a better
understanding about the educational system and its merits it would open the door for
more Hispanic women to pursue an associate degree.
3.

Future studies should explore how Hispanic communities from specific

countries of origin value education and how this valuation affects the support and
encouragement that they give to their daughters for academic goals. Some of the women
said that their culture encouraged education. However, despite some of the women’s
families valuing education, they were still the first in their families to earn a college
degree. Therefore, what barriers and factors prevented other family members from
pursuing a degree? This information could help college administrators develop college
awareness programs that target specific cultural communities.
4.

Future studies should explore how the degree of family support impacts

Hispanic women’s pursuit of academic degrees. Family support was extremely
significant to the women of the study and their academic pursuits. Family support and its
positive and negative affects warrant further investigation. The data from such a study
could benefit college administrators, staff, and faculty in the development of support
programs aimed at retaining Hispanic females.
5.

Future studies should evaluate support programs at institutions that have a

high graduation rate for Hispanic female women. The women of the study indicated the
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avenues of support that their institution provided was extremely important to their ability
to graduate. Sharing the initiatives and components that comprise successful support
programs and how they map to the women’s needs would be useful for other college
communities trying to increase the number of Hispanic female graduates.
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Conclusion
Hispanic students earn bachelor’s degrees at nearly less than a third the rate of
White students (Seymour, 2007). This statistic is alarming on its own, however, it is
especially alarming coupled with the fact that the Hispanic population is the fastest
growing racial, ethnic minority group in the United States (Llagas & Synder, 2003).The
United States no longer leads the world in the proportion of citizenry with a two- or fouryear degree (OECD, 2007). Gaps created by these trends threaten the health of both our
democracy and economy (Seymour, 2007).
This research explores the interrelation between goal commitment and the social,
institutional, and cognitive factors that lead to female Hispanic’s academic success. The
research for this phenomenological, qualitative study is designed to provide information
to help institutions of higher education better assist female Hispanic students persist
through degree completion.
On a positive note, a new study sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute
determined that Hispanic women graduate at consistently higher rates than Hispanic men
and often graduate at the same rate as White men in their schools (Kelly, Schneider, &
Carey, 2010). While there is much literature on what factors prevent first-generation and
minority students from entering college or cause them to drop out before completion,
there is not enough literature focusing on factors leading to academic success of these
students. While that is an important perspective, the researcher would like to contribute to
the scarce literature focused on factors that foster success among Hispanic female
students (Hurtado & Carter, 1997; Rendón & Nora, 1989; Rendón et al., 2000).This study
aims to address this deficit.
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Literature regarding models and theories assessing persistence and student
departure from college can be traced back to Tinto’s 1975 student departure model.
Tinto’s model focused on the “degree of fit” between the college student and institutional
environment. According to the model, retention is heavily dependent on students’
background traits (e.g., race, high school experiences, academic aptitude, and family
dynamic); goal and institutional commitment; and the degree of academic as well as
social integration. In Tinto’s model, the process of dropping out from college can be
viewed as a longitudinal process of interactions between the individual and the academic
and social systems of the college. A process during which a person’s experiences in those
systems continually modify his goal and institutional commitments in ways which lead to
persistence and/or to varying forms of dropout (Tinto, 1975).
Recent theorists argue that although Tinto’s original and subsequent updated
premises can be used as a foundation, these models must be modified or completely
changed to be applicable to the changing face of the United States college student
(Lotkowski et al., 2004, Carey, 2008, Thayer, 2000, Rendon, et al, 2000, Hurtado and
Carter, 1997). With the United States becoming increasingly less White, it is imperative
that we address the issue of low college persistence and academic success among
nontraditional and minority students. If we are unable to establish effective programs,
both retention and diversity problems will grow (Swail et al., 2003).
The literature shows that in spite of efforts made at institutions of higher
education, Hispanic females and other minorities do not have a high rate of degree
completion (Carey, 2008). In Retaining Minority Students in Higher Education, Swail
and his colleagues (2003) noted a number of factors related to retention, and researchers
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have found differences, as well as similarities, between White students and students of
color. Swail et al.’s (2003) established the geometric model of student persistence. The
researchers found, in terms of college persistence and achievement that three forces
account for the entire spectrum of student outcomes: cognitive, social, and institutional
factors.
The literature indicates that the social factor of goal commitment is one of the
most important factors in a student’s persistence and graduation (Johnson, 2007;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 1983; Rendón, 1982; Romano, 1999; Tinto, 1975; Tinto, 1993).
In past studies focusing on Hispanic students’ goal commitment was found as a key
factor for their success. In her study of 227 Hispanic first-time students at three
community colleges in South Texas, Rendón (1982) found that included in the factors
that made students successful are strong and clearly defined goal commitments and
encouragement from family, friends, and college/high school staff. A study by Nora
(1987) that tested a modified version of Tinto’s student attrition model on a Chicano
student population in two-year colleges found the largest effect on Hispanic retention is
institutional and goal commitment.
Previous studies have examined six key persistence factors and how they
contributed to Hispanic female retention and graduation from community college
programs (Johnson, 2007; Romano, 1999). These factors were academic integration,
student integration, institutional commitment, goal commitment, support by significant
others, and campus-based financial aid. Romano reported that the two most important
factors identified by community college Latinas as contributing to their academic success
were (a) their focus on the goal of completing college and (b) the support they received
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throughout their educational journey from significant others. In Johnson’s replication
study, the two most important factors identified by community college Latinas as
contributing to their academic success were: (a) their focus on the goal of completing
college and (b) the campus based financial aid they received. The support of significant
others was rated third most important by her study participants.
This study used Romano and Johnson’s six factors of persistence as a starting
point for the research. Additionally, this researcher explored how and to what extent the
factors of goal commitment impacts the academic success of Hispanic female students.
Also, the study examined the interrelationship between goal commitment and other
social, institutional, and cognitive persistence factors affecting the women’s ability to
achieve their academic goal.
The research questions that guided this study were:
1.

What factor(s) did the graduates perceive as most important to their success?

2.

To what degree of importance did the graduates perceive the impact of goal

commitment on their graduation from an associate degree program?
3.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a Hispanic, female student?
4.

(a) What past behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, if any,

do Hispanic females identify as contributing to their ability to be academically
successful?
(b) Was the goal commitment to complete a degree a departure from past
behaviors, normative values, attitudes, and/or intentions, for the graduate?
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5.

What is the interaction or relationship, if any, between goal commitment and

being a first generation student?
6.

As a first generation student, did the level of support of significant others or

the phenomena of validation, impact goal commitment, and if so, how?
7.

What role, if any, did the concept of academic self-concept play in Hispanic

women’s development of goal commitment?
8.

To what extent, did factors such as academic integration, social integration,

institutional commitment, and financial aid, influence the graduates’ goal commitment to
complete their two-year degree?
A qualitative phenomenological research design was used for this study.
According to Glatthorn and Joyner (2005), the qualitative perspective emphasizes a
phenomenological view in which reality inheres in the perception of individuals. It relies
on direct experience of human beings to explain the “why” rather than the “what” of
social phenomena. Qualitative research is used to gain insight into people’s attitudes,
behaviors, value systems, concerns, motivations, aspirations, culture, or lifestyles. It is
important to capture Hispanic female graduates’ insights and beliefs about the factors that
lead them to academic success. According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2009), “in
qualitative inquiry, phenomenology is a term that points to an interest in understanding
social phenomena from the actors’ own perspectives and describing the world as
experienced by the subjects, with the assumption that the important reality is what people
perceive it to be” (p. 26). In order to obtain unprejudiced descriptions of the graduate’s
lived experience with respect to the factors that lead to their academic success; this
researcher employed a pre-interview questionnaire and in-depth, one-on-one interviews.
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The women of this study were strong, determined individuals that had a desire for
more in life. They set out to break the cycle of poverty and ignorance through education.
The graduates broke with cultural norms and past experiences to start new traditions and
serve as role models for their children and other relatives. Desire and determination
allowed them to overcome a myriad of obstacles that could have prevented their degree
completion. The women were encouraged in a college environment that supported them
on varied levels. The administrative, academic, emotional and moral support received by
the members of the college community assisted the women in their academic and social
integration into the institution. The college environment and support system was crucial
to their academic success. The findings should prove useful as a basis for retention
programs aimed at increasing the academic success rate of Hispanic females. However,
more research is necessary if institutions of higher education in this country want to
eradicate the inequities that exist in an educational system that underserves certain
segments of our society.
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Dear Graduate:
I am Janice Girardi, the Dean of the School of Information Technology at Monroe
College. I am also a doctoral candidate at St. John Fisher College at the College of New
Rochelle. I am in pursuit of the Ed.D. in Executive Leadership. My study will focus on
Hispanic females whom have successfully completed an Associate degree. You are
being asked to participate in this study because are a graduate that completed an associate
degree between Fall 2007 and Winter 2010. There is no penalty for not participating in
this study.
Purpose: This study will focus on factors that contribute to persistence and academic
success of Hispanic females graduating from an associate degree program. A particular
focus will be goal commitment. It is the intention of the study to assist future Hispanic
females with data that will help them persist and graduate from college. In addition, the
study intends to increase institutional knowledge about the needs and success factors of
Hispanics enrolled in two year programs. To begin to undo the inequities of degree
completion and academic success for Hispanic students, colleges must evaluate
institutional factors that impact such success.
Participation: If you decide to participate, you will be asked to complete the attached
survey. Additionally, you will disclose your willingness to participate in an in-depth
interview. These interviews will be approximately one hour in length and will take place
on or near the college campus. Ten to twelve women will be interviewed. These
interviewees will be selected randomly from the pool of survey respondents that indicate
their willingness to participate in an interview. Interviews will start the end of late Fall
2010 and continue through the Winter 2011.
Compensation: You will not receive compensation for participating in this research.
Risks and Benefits: The potential risks associated with this study are minor
inconveniences due to time required to complete the survey and the time necessary to
participate in an interview, if selected.
Confidentiality: Your identity will be kept confidential. The records of this study will be
kept private. In any report made public I will not include any information that will make
it possible to identify you. Research records will be kept in a locked file; only the
researcher will have access to the records. Your tape-recorded interview, will be
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destroyed after it has been transcribed. All qualitative data, including actual names, will
be destroyed once data analysis has been exhausted.
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Your rights: As a research participant, you have the right to:
1.

Have the purpose of the study, and the expected risks and benefits fully
explained to you before you choose to participate.

2.

Withdraw from participation at any time without penalty.

3.

Refuse to answer a particular question without penalty.

4.

Be informed of the results of the study.

Should you have any questions or would like additional information about this research,
please contact me at 914-882-8947 or JanicePGirardi@gmail.com. Please know the St.
John Fisher College Institutional Review Board has approved this study and its
procedures. The Board, itself, is responsible for ensuring the protection of research
participants.
Your consent below indicates your willingness to participate in this study and comply to
all requirements. A signed copy of this consent will be given to you.

Signature of Participant__________________________________ Date______________
Printed Name of Participant_________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher__________________________________Date______________

Thank you kindly!

Respondent #___________
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Appendix B: Questionnaire
Pre-Interview Questionnaire
Respondent #___________
1. What is your age?
o 18-21
o 22-25
o 26-30
o 31-40
o 41-50
o 51 or over
2. What was your marital status when attending school? Circle all that apply.
o Married
o Widowed
o Divorced
o Separated
o Not married
3. Were you a parent when attending school?
o Yes
o No
4. What best describes your childhood household?
o Single Parent - Mother
o Single Parent – Father
o Single Parent – Other
o Two Parent – Mother and Father
o Two Parent – Other
o Other____________________
5. What is the highest degree or level of school that you have completed? If currently
enrolled, mark the previous grade or highest degree received.
o Associate degree
o Bachelor’s degree
o Master’s degree
o Professional degree
o Doctorate degree
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6. What is the highest degree or level of school that your mother has completed?
o No schooling completed
o Elementary School (Kindergarten-5)
o Middle School (6-8)
o High school (9-12) or the equivalent (for example: GED)
o Some college credit, no degree
o Associate degree or higher
o Unknown
7. What is the highest degree or level of school that your father has completed? If
currently enrolled, mark the previous grade or highest degree received.
o No schooling completed
o Elementary School (Kindergarten-5)
o Middle School (6-8)
o High school (9-12) or the equivalent (for example: GED)
o Some college credit, no degree
o Associate degree or higher
o Unknown
8. Are you currently...?
o Employed full-time
o Employed part-time
o Employed and attending school
o Attending school and not working
o Out of work and looking for work
o Out of work but not currently looking for work
9. What best describes your total family income when you began your associate degree?
o Under $25,000
o $25,000 - $44,999
o $45,000 - $64,999
o $65,000 - $84,999
o $85,000 - $99,999
o Over $100,000
10. Would you be interested in participating in an in-depth interview?
o Yes
o No
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ID
2

6
16
26
28
35
1

2

7
10
20
43

9

41

Category: Goal Commitment. Themes (T): desire and determination (Dd),
desire for more (Dm), sense of accomplishment (Sa), overcoming obstacles
(Oo), value of education (Pv), setting goals (Sg), and difficulty (Ne) of their
academic pursuits (Cp).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I had to, I just had to. You know, I didn’t want him to graduate and I didn’t
graduate, so I’m here pushing him to go to school and stay in school. I
even tell him don’t even get yourself a part time job, just finish school,
that’s what I want you to do. So why am I pushing him, why can’t I push
myself.
It teaches you that you could accomplish anything, that nothing is
impossible.
but I felt like I have to do it, I have to do it for me and for my child. If I’m
not going to do it for me and my child no one else is going to do it for you.
I’m a hardheaded person and I’m strong and I’m going to do it, and I’m
going to finish it.
Not really, they just know I’m a hardheaded person so I’m going to do it
whether they stand in my way or not, I’m going to go.
[Q So your determination you felt was your number one?] Yes.
You know, to move out there in this world, in the field of you want to get a
job, you just don’t want to be a receptionist, you want to be better than the
receptionist, you know.
It does because our mothers growing up didn’t go to school, some they
didn’t make it to high school. So you see them suffering, you see them,
you know, struggling to get a little job here and there to save every little
penny, and you don’t want to go through that. You don’t want your child
to go through that. You don’t want to keep the same pattern, and it’s a
pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to stop it, somebody has to
stop it.
I know it’s difficult, we all have to work, but it’s just a matter of you
making that time and making that sacrifice.
Yeah, it was very difficult, it wasn’t easy, but you know, you have to focus
It’s a little difficult, it’s not easy, nobody’s going to, it’s not easy, but you
have to do it.
So it was difficult, that became like another challenge, so I ended up
paying for two classes and then I worked my way up to four classes and
then it was like okay. But it wasn’t easy, it wasn’t, cause you’re a single
parent, you know, you have to do for him, he’s going to college, I’m paying
for his college. So it was like stretching it, but I did it.
There were obstacles. I have to go to work, ...There’s no time to come out
of there, so I had to make time for that and go to school, get home, cook,
get ready for that next day.
That was difficult because when I first came back, I don’t get financial aid,
I actually had to pay.
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ID
42

15
18

44

1
3
4
23

30
5
31
32

33
36

45
52

3
4

Category: Goal Commitment. Themes (T): desire and determination (Dd),
desire for more (Dm), sense of accomplishment (Sa), overcoming obstacles
(Oo), value of education (Pv), setting goals (Sg), and difficulty (Ne) of their
academic pursuits (Cp).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
So it was difficult, that became like another challenge, so I ended up paying
for two classes and then I worked my way up to four classes and then it was
like okay. But it wasn’t easy, it wasn’t, cause you’re a single parent, you
know, you have to do for him, he’s going to college, I’m paying for his
college. So it was like stretching it, but I did it.
but I felt like I have to do it, I have to do it for me and for my child. If I’m
not going to do it for me and my child no one else is going to do it for you.
You know, I had a son, I felt like I can’t do it, I didn’t want to do it, I
became lazy and then I just went straight to work. I felt like I needed to
work, not knowing that you could do both things at once. You can.
So it was difficult, that became like another challenge, so I ended up paying
for two classes and then I worked my way up to four classes and then it was
like okay. But it wasn’t easy, it wasn’t, cause you’re a single parent, you
know, you have to do for him, he’s going to college, I’m paying for his
college. So it was like stretching it, but I did it.
If you don’t have a degree, the paper, you can have a high school degree,
but if you don’t have that college degree, you don’t have nothing, honestly.
It was just an honor to get that little piece of paper.
It’s just a paper, people just think it’s just a paper, but it’s not. It means a
whole lot.
For me when my son graduated high school education was a big deal.
Dennis knows, I’m not giving you a choice, you don’t have a choice, I
don’t care how old you are, you don’t have a choice, you’re going to go to
college and you’re going to finish it.
but I feel I’m not secure and with that piece of paper you could go
anywhere, you need it, you need the piece of paper.
It teaches you that you could accomplish anything, that nothing is
impossible.
It was an exciting thing for me. ... I was so happy, everybody was so proud
of me.
Just getting up and just walking up those stairs. At one moment when we
were in the graduation you listen to the people talking, I sort of toned out
and just went back all the way from where I started,
I started thinking of everything, all my teachers, like wow, it’s been a long
time but I did it.
I don’t know if she was doing it purposely because she knows the type of
person I am, but to me it was like at that moment she wasn’t supportive.
You know, I’d tell her I’m tired, then go to sleep, and I’m like no I got to
study, I got to do this, she’s like ugh, then do it in the morning. But I did
what I had to do.
[Q What was your number one factor for your success?] I put determination
and desire that’s what I wanted for myself.
[Family Support] It was important but then again, it’s not important
because I’m the only one. So I knew that I had to do this on my own, it
was a challenge of my own.
So I felt that I deserved more than just that, working that way, so that’s
when I decided to go to school and do something with myself.
it feels good doing something positive, but knowing that both parents
didn’t go to college only my big brother didn’t graduate from high school
either kind of pushed me to do something.
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33

18
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26
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38
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Category: Goal Commitment. Themes (T): desire and determination (Dd),
desire for more (Dm), sense of accomplishment (Sa), overcoming obstacles
(Oo), value of education (Pv), setting goals (Sg), and difficulty (Ne) of their
academic pursuits (Cp).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I was the opposite from the family, I want to do better than my mother
which is kind of selfish thing, but to me was … to be different and not to
follow the same pattern
I want to be something different than just a plain old person and not having
any goals for her life.
I told myself this is not it for me, and I’m coming back actually at the end
of this April I’m coming back to start my Bachelor’s.
I put number 4 your feeling that you fit into the environment. I felt that I
needed to improve myself because I saw everybody with these nice jobs,
nice cars and everything and I felt I belong there. I’m not a lazy person, I
work very hard, I could get there just like them.
the good thing is that my youngest sister, she’s 14 and she always says I
want to be like you ... because she knows that it’s hard, but you can do it,
it’s not like you can’t. Got to set your mind.
With me it was a little bit harder cause I live alone, bills get tough, I have
to attain that full time job, and going to school at night, going to bed I want
to say 12:00 and wake up the next day at 5:00 in the morning. So it was
really hard for me.
It has because when I was going to LIU I was a full time student, I still had
to pay bills living with my mom, so I didn’t have no help, nobody wanted
to co-sign any loan, I had to pay for certain classes, books, everything came
out of pocket. I didn’t have no help so it kind of was an obstacle
continuing LIU. It’s a very expensive school and I didn’t have the help that
I needed. So that kind of set me back, but I worked very hard during the
years and so I finally came back and I got financial aid.
the job felt like you got to do what they do, you have no peace of mind,
you have no knowledge no nothing, and the next day was my day off and I
decided to come to Monroe.
Because I told myself until I get my Bachelors I ain’t having no kids.
That was kind of awesome. I thought that I was never going to reach that.
I remember I graduated in April last year and I remember crying cause I
was like all I want to do is graduate,
I was like oh my God, like I accomplished it, and it was cool, it was
exciting and when I was sitting down before I went up to get the diploma I
told myself this is not it for me, and I’m coming back actually at the end of
this April I’m coming back to start my Bachelor’s.
cause it took more than two years to accomplish it because I was full time,
then I had to drop to part-time, then it took longer than two years but I
accomplished it.
Yeah because it felt good sitting there when I was in college.
Everybody did oh what you doing with yourself besides working. Oh I go
to school. Really what you go to school for … accounting. Oh really that’s
a good field. They make me feel good because I wasn’t just another
teenager ... I was at least doing something, didn’t have a family but at least
I was doing something.
when I came back to Monroe it’s like kind of motivated me to actually set
goals in my life.
I want to be something different than just a plain old person and not having
any goals for her life.
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Category: Goal Commitment. Themes (T): desire and determination (Dd),
desire for more (Dm), sense of accomplishment (Sa), overcoming obstacles
(Oo), value of education (Pv), setting goals (Sg), and difficulty (Ne) of their
academic pursuits (Cp).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
the good thing is that my youngest sister, she’s 14 and she always says I
want to be like you ... because she knows that it’s hard, but you can do it,
it’s not like you can’t. Got to set your mind.
They say that it’s time for me to have a family already cause I’m already
too old, but to me I think that school is more important.
[My family wasn't ... very supportive, but they was like yeah okay you’re
going to college you’ll never make it and that was a really big motivation
because I was yes I will and I will show you that somebody can in this
family, you know, somebody can do it.
I was motivated because I did not want to give up.
You know, it is possible you can get it, you just got to work for it, it’s not
going to be handed to you like here you go.
like I can do it, I can do whatever I want if I set my mind to it. Success,
you know,
Oh I cannot forget that just because I have never got a grade point average
like that before, and I was so happy and I worked, after that I decided I
wanted to keep working, I want like, I want to get an A...
I never had a good grade before, like a good report card, and I was like I
want this, ... I kept it up and then the classes got harder, but I kept trying, I
kept trying, I had to do it just because I want good grades. Just because I
never done it before in the past and I want it,
I was, I was very determined just because I had to prove to myself that I
can do this and I can get good grades and go to school every single day and
go to all the classes, come to school early and stay to school late. I was
never late in the past, but I was very motivated, just because I want it. I
wanted to get like my Associates Degree, I want to show people when
people ask me like in the street you want to go to school get your GED, I’ll
say no I went to high school I did my time, I even got my Associates
Degree, so thank you very much.
Okay, the most important was your determination and desire I put number
1.
You have to motivate yourself, you have to be your own support.
when they see that you’re trying to get out, drag yourself out and be
something more better,
I’m like how come we can’t get that. You know, it is possible you can get
it, you just got to work for it, it’s not going to be handed to you like here
you go. So I was like, cause I notice from a small child like I don’t want to
do this, I want something better, I want more, I want more.
It was like you know I think I see myself going to college and doing
something with myself
So after high school I went to the real world and it’s brutal out there and if
you don’t have like more education, more experience, so I decided to go to
college.
I was very proud, my mother was very proud, my brother and sister were
very proud.
I wanted to get like my Associates Degree, I want to show people when
people ask me like in the street you want to go to school get your GED, I’ll
say no I went to high school I did my time, I even got my Associates
Degree, so thank you very much.
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The second thing would have to be the desire and determination. I was like
you know what, not matter what I have to finish. I have to do it.
Yeah I was very determined to do it.
I guess I reached to the point where I say well I have graduated, but looking
forward to keep moving on.
It actually is very, very crucial for me. My family is actually very
professional. We have doctors in the family, we have nurses in the family,
so it’s kind of a pressure that you actually have to go to school in my
family,
but at the end of the day I mean of course, you know, I did what I had to do
and I got the grade that I was looking for, that was a great feeling.
like I get it, like you said, they were close but determination because this is
going to be for my future and along with desire. Also because it’s
something I’ve always wanted and, you know, I set my goals so this is
something I feel I must accomplish.
Determination. It’s no other way to put it, you know. If you set your mind
to something and you do it and you go for it, you’re going to make it.
That’s not, I say this about anything, not just school. You know, I wanted
to become a police officer, I did it, and it wasn’t easy.
Again, I was determined to make it. I was determined to prove to myself
and everyone that I could do this and I’m going to do it and it was a good
feeling in graduation, you know, it’s like yeah I’m a single mom, I’m here
and I could do anything.
Nothing stands in the way, it’s determination.
I did the opposite, I said no, I got two good legs, two good hands and I’m
going to do what I can to better myself and here I am.
[Q Did you come to college right from high school? No ma’am. I’m 42
years old, I’m a single mom to 23 and 15 and, you know, I started to go
back to school but then I had my second son and I stopped and it was just a
matter of getting myself situated, work, being a mom, you know, raising
two boys on my own. Finally when I found my place I decided to come
back and enroll and it’s been like awesome because the classes are smaller
setting, there’s more of a one-on-one and as far as what the administrators
and professors and so forth, so that helped me a lot as far as achieving my
Associates.
Well obstacles, I think that if I’m correct I’m sure you hear more times than
not that there’s a lot of single mothers who are Latinas and I fall in that
category. On top of which, you know, I’m doing it by myself and I don’t
really have the helping hand, you know, whereas somebody to watch my
kids while I’m working or going to school, so another reason why I had to
wait later in time to actually go back to school when my kids were a little
older where they can leave them with one another and say okay I’m going
to go and if anything you call me. My son was of age and he could look
after my younger one. Bottom lines was it’s like you asking me that you
don’t find too many Latina women who actual excel to a higher education
at the time when I started. Now you see it a little more and I want to be a
part of that status.
Single parent and priorities have to come into play.
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And you know, I didn’t have a higher education, I did complete my high
school diploma but I needed a degree of some sort to fulfill an
accomplishment for myself educational wise, so that’s why I went back to
school,
I did it the hard way but I did it.
[Q How is it being first generation college student] Hmm, it was a big deal
for me, mostly because my struggles and my endeavors that I’ve
accomplished I’ve accomplished on my own regardless of having all these
siblings and everyone went their separate ways and did what they had to
do. But for me it was like, it was big, it was major, you know.
but at the end of the day I mean of course, you know, I did what I had to do
and I got the grade that I was looking for, that was a great feeling.
Second I put my ability to earn good grades. Good grades, good GPA, you
know, it helps to get the financial aid also and besides, you know, I’m not
coming to school to play, I’m coming to school to earn good grades and it’s
an accomplishment for me.
Again, I was determined to make it. I was determined to prove to myself
and everyone that I could do this and I’m going to do it and it was a good
feeling in graduation, you know, it’s like yeah I’m a single mom, I’m here
and I could do anything.
I had a set of goals.
And again, I was a single mom, but I said, my sister told me and my
parents if that’s what you want then go for it. My mother wasn’t too happy
about it, but you know, at the end she supported me and they told me write
a list of your goals, not to get religious but put it in the Bible and then later
on in time, a year, two years, three years, however long you want to wait,
go back and look at your list and check off what you’ve accomplished.
Also because it’s something I’ve always wanted and, you know, I set my
goals so this is something I feel I must accomplish.
And you know, I didn’t have a higher education, I did complete my high
school diploma but I needed a degree of some sort to fulfill an
accomplishment for myself educational wise, so that’s why I went back to
school,
I said I have to do this, I have to go back to school.
I said I’m going to do it no matter what and that’s exactly what happened.
Yeah. I told myself I can do it
Well I feel like my determination and desire is definitely has been the most
important factor, cause if I, you know, if I don’t make the decision and I
feel confident about getting my degree nothing else mattered. That has to
be the number one factor, you need to want to be successful regardless of
anything else.
[Q So even if you didn’t feel like you fit into the college …] I was still
going to do it.
I’m not here for the grades. Like I came here because of my determination
and my desire to learn, so the grades automatically, if I get good grades
okay, good, but it’s not like I’m here because I want an A or you know. So
that’s not important.
family and friends support. I mean it’s important that my family support
me but even if they didn’t, I was still going to come to school.
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Exactly. I’m still going to do it no matter what, whoever says, cause that’s
what I wanted to do.
the way I see it is like for, let’s say for Hispanic females or males it’s
harder so you got to have a real determination to come to college, cause
like I said, the difference like between an American student and an
international student is language and culture, and all these things, so you
have to be able to know these things when you are in a school here cause
that, you got to have the desire, if you don’t have that then you won’t be
able to do it because it’s going to be tough,
Well the reason why I came back to school to finish my Associates and to
continue studying is because I was not able to find a job like in a permanent
position, so I said the only way that I’m going to do this and I’m going to
be successful is going back to school and learning as much as I can so that
way I can have opportunities in different fields, not only retail, which is
what I was doing for like ten years, so I decided to go into the technology
side and do something different.
I was just thinking about money, money, money and actually helping my
family and then I said this is not going to get me anywhere. So when I
came to Monroe and I saw like I spoke to the advisor and she said you
should do this, you have to do this, you know, I’m getting older, I’m not
getting any younger, so I said okay, I should have made this decision
before.
so you have to be able to know these things when you are in a school here
cause that, you got to have the desire, if you don’t have that then you won’t
be able to do it because it’s going to be tough,
when I came here I started working and then that’s when I went into the
retail. I was there for so many years that I eventually became the manager
in the store, and I didn’t have time to go to school, and it was like so many
issues, you know, so I said I have to pay bills, I can’t leave my job and go
to school. But then when I saw the way the business was going, that’s
when I decided, you know, to go to school. I said I’m going to do it no
matter what and that’s exactly what happened. The store ended up closing.
I think it was more of economic factors because I didn’t … like in order for
me, I wanted to come to school but I couldn’t be able to go to school if I
quit my job and stop making money, cause I needed that money to pay my
bills and to survive because I didn’t live with my parents, I was always
living on my own.
so I said the only way that I’m going to do this and I’m going to be
successful is going back to school and learning as much as I can so that
way I can have opportunities in different fields,
Actually to me knowledge, like getting knowledge was more important
than making money cause once you have the knowledge and you learn
everything what’s going on in the world, money is going to come on by
itself. So it’s really important to me.
[Q How does it feel to be first in your family to go to college?] It feels
really good. I’m really proud of myself and my family is also really proud
of me too. They never thought that I was going to leave my retail job like
after so many years and go back to school, and I actually did so they’re
proud.
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There’s a lot to do, like I need to finish my Bachelors and I need to go for
my Masters, that’s my next goal.
So I was like I need to get my Associates Degree. I needed to get it
together.
so it was kind of a little bit difficult, but then I kind of like snapped out it. I
was like no, I’m grown and I need to do this, I have to do this, just not for
me but also for my kids.
When they said certain things I was kind of like down a little bit but then
one of the things is that you have to keep on working, you have to
accomplish what you have to accomplish no matter what people say. It’s
you’re doing it for you, you’re doing it for your family.
when I put my mind to do something I do it. Yeah, that helped me a lot
because even though sometimes I would have, and last night my son is sick
with asthma I had to do an essay or do a final online but I was devoted, I
had to accomplish what I have put my mind set up to do. So not matter
what obstacle I finished.
My determination and my desire, that was like number one.
Oh wow, as far as determination like I said previously, I had my mind and
goal set up, it has helped me usually to as when the end of the new year
comes you usually do a resolution, what you want to accomplish, so that
was like my number one priority. I needed to get that done. I needed to be
something better than what I was. So that was one of the determination and
desire.
I would have done it anyway.
The advice that I would give [other Hispanic females] is be determined,
have a desire, have a passion and if it’s something that you want to achieve,
no matter what obstacle that may come in front of you, you can overcome
them.
so I wanted my kids to have at least decent home, you know, clothing and
things like that and a good education. .
when I put my mind to do something I do it. Yeah, that helped me a lot
because even though sometimes I would have, and last night my son is sick
with asthma I had to do an essay or do a final online but I was devoted, I
had to accomplish what I have put my mind set up to do. So not matter
what obstacle I finished.
Well it was very important because now days you cannot even find a decent
payable job if you don’t have a degree, so I wanted my kids to have at least
decent home, you know, clothing and things like that and a good education.
So I was like I need to get my Associates Degree. I needed to get it
together.
[Q So it was a big deal for you to be the first in your family?] Yes, it was a
big deal. I was happy because I was like I achieved something, I completed
something, I didn’t leave it at the middle, I finished it.
Oh wow, as far as determination like I said previously, I had my mind and
goal set up,
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So one day when I got home that day, I just look at her and she told me,
mom, you know, cause she saw like a TV ad about college and she was
like, mom, did you went to college, I was like I didn’t know what to say
like I said well no, but you know what, I think I’m going to go back. I’m
going to go, I studied before but then I dropped out, and then I said I’m
going to go back. So I started investigating you know, getting my
information
I’m in my 30’s, I’m 35, so I started like I said, I went back to school, I
started XXX at like age 30-31, so I was like you know what, before I get to
35 I got to get a degree. That’s that. That’s what I said.
[Q Did you feel confident in your ability to graduate?] I always thought of
myself as a failure. That’s what I always thought of myself. So that’s why
I was surprised, but you know, something just made me do it which is my
daughter made me, you know, push it and finish school, and you know, also
part of it it has to do, it’s like being Hispanic woman it’s not easy for us,
it’s not.
[Q So tell me what was the number 1 factor that played into your
graduation.] My determination and desire.
Well I looked at it like to finish it I wanted to finish quick, that’s it. I
wanted to finish like in three years, I wanted to finish, and my desire was
like I wanted to get a degree. I wanted to. It was like this is what I have to
come, I have to finish up and just get that paper in my hand.
Yeah, my last is alright, I felt comfortable in some classroom but it was
times I would get that feeling that I didn’t, but I was alright, you know
what, I’m just going to get through it, I want to get my grades and I want to
get my diploma. So there was some classrooms that I could say they, you
know, I was good, comfortable, but it was some that I was okay, you know
what, maybe I’m bored, it was boring, or I just don’t feel comfortable in the
class. There was times like that.
Get up and do it. Get up it's hard, but get up and do it. It’s not going to be
easy, life is not easy and part is growing up, you know, you’re going to
have talent in your life and you’re going to, you have to go over all those
things, those steps just to get where you want. So just get up and do it, it’s
all hard, it’s hard, it’s very hard, but you just going to have to do it.
There’s no excuse. I used to find excuses,
I said I have to find a way to get out of this, and I just had a high school
diploma, there was no other way or go back to a dead end job, you know, or
move up and I chose move up. I chose that to go back to school and finish
my degree.
That’s what I saw, and taking care of the kids. That’s what I saw. I said I
have to, I can’t do that, I mean it’s okay to do those things, I grew up doing
those things, but I need to be more than that. I need to be independent, I
don’t want to be depending on a man.
[Q Was your daughter supportive?] Yeah, she was, she was always like, she
would get a little sad because I would come home a little late, or I couldn’t
do some of the stuff with her because I had to study, but I told her when I
graduate it’s going to be better,
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Get up and do it. Get up it's hard, but get up and do it. It’s not going to be
easy, life is not easy and part is growing up, you know, you’re going to
have talent in your life and you’re going to, you have to go over all those
things, those steps just to get where you want. So just get up and do it, it’s
all hard, it’s hard, it’s very hard, but you just going to have to do it.
There’s no excuse. I used to find excuses,
So education is really the best goal, I mean you can have a job in a store,
you know, whatever, you can work in whatever it is a store, it doesn’t
matter a store, a hospital, a school, but you know try to further your
education to the highest that you, a woman could go. You know, especially
Hispanic women, it’s not easy.
I say you know what, you know I’m raising her, she looks up to me. So
my daughter is the one that I did all this, as the single, you know, I’m a
single parent, did everything. You know, night school, work and full time
going to school full time.
So that is my goal right there. That was my right there like I say you know
what, you know I’m raising her, she looks up to me. So my daughter is the
one that I did all this, as the single, you know, I’m a single parent, did
everything. You know, night school, work and full time going to school
full time.
so I wouldn’t have time for any of the stuff, working full time, being a
single parent full time and just go to class, I just did my work, just go and I
really had not too many friends here cause I was always focused with
school.
Oh I’m tired, oh I don’t have time, I have a baby, oh you know, I work, all
the money situation, you know, I it was just like get up and do it, just get up
and do it.
I was working in a gift shop in a hospital and I was, you know, it wasn’t the
highest paying job and a friend of mine told me I think you should go back
to college, and I was like oh no, too much money, I don’t want to deal with
the money, I got to pay student loan, but in the end you get something
worth it he said, do this for your daughter.
Thank you . And my daughter is my number one. She was my reason and
she looks up to me. You know, I’m a single mom and now she’s 16
I was a single parent, I was pregnant at 18, and I thought I was never going
to [graduate from college], I was in shock, you know. So when I got my
degree I was like oh my God, I did this.
I don’t get none of that [Welfare] and I’m proud of it because at least I did,
I needed the help and I got it, but I didn’t stay on it. That’s what a lot of
women, Spanish women, does with culture, you hear it from their mother or
their aunts, their cousins, oh yeah be on welfare it’s okay, you can play
with the system, you know. How you going to pay your rent, the
government is not going to pay $2,000 rent.
Well I looked at it like to finish it I wanted to finish quick, that’s it. I
wanted to finish like in three years, I wanted to finish, and my desire was
like I wanted to get a degree. I wanted to. It was like this is what I have to
come, I have to finish up and just get that paper in my hand.
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So education is really the best goal, I mean you can have a job in a store,
you know, whatever, you can work in whatever it is a store, it doesn’t
matter a store, a hospital, a school, but you know try to further your
education to the highest that you, a woman could go.
You know, I wanted to be the one to say I want education, I’m going to get
it and no one is going to stand in my way, I don’t care who it is. I want it.
[How do you think you turned out differently.?] I have, Dean, I have no
idea. I have no idea, just watching my spouse go to school and then
walking into these buildings and just watching the faculty, watching all of
you guys, you know, all the faculty members and I was saying wow you
know what, they’re so properly educated, you know. They have their
degree, they have a Ph.D., they’re going for their Ph.D., they have their
Masters, I want that. I don’t know it’s just Changing, Changing helps also.
[Q Well you know, did you have faith in your ability that if you came you
would be successful?] Yeah, yeah I did, I did. I had a lot of faith in that. I
knew that once, I’m the type of person if I start something I have to finish
it. That’s just me. I don’t know if it’s a disorder I have but once I start
something I have to see it through and if I fail I fail myself and I’m like the
most miserable person in the world, but I always finish everything I start.
[Q then what do you think was the second factor that made you succeed?]
My determination, my determination and my desire to put on that cap and
gown.
I wanted that so bad.
[Q Okay, so your determination and desire actually kind of outweighed
[your lack of family support]? Yes, yes it did. Yeah.
You know, it’s you, you want it, get up and go get it cause nobody is going
to tell you to get it.
Just watching, my spouse was in, she was in college, she was at Hostos
Community College and she was doing her education and I guess watching
her study and doing homework and you know just running all over the
place kind of made me want to have a piece of that cake and, yeah, that’s
what ...
[How do you think you turned out differently.?] I have, Dean, I have no
idea. I have no idea, just watching my spouse go to school and then
walking into these buildings and just watching the faculty, watching all of
you guys, you know, all the faculty members and I was saying wow you
know what, they’re so properly educated, you know. They have their
degree, they have a Ph.D., they’re going for their Ph.D., they have their
Masters, I want that. I don’t know it’s just Changing, Changing helps also.
Yeah that was my driving force. I needed to graduate, I needed to have that
feeling, I never felt that feeling of walking down the aisle to receive a
degree, so I needed to have that feeling, I needed to know what everybody
else had, what was that, why do people smile when they’re up there, they
know, so yeah.
So in the three almost four years I’ve been here I’ve been juggling my
mother, school, work, my personal life, my social life, so ...
[Q So tell me a little bit about being the first in your family to graduate
from college.] It’s a plus and it’s a negative. It’s a plus because I know
where I stand in my family now and I try to help my mom and my siblings
with good advice you know.
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Quotations
For me personally ... I didn’t consider the fact that I was Latina, you know,
a factor. I didn’t say oh it’s an obstacle, I just said an education is an
education and I think anyone can have it.
[ Q What advice to other Hispanic females?] Get up and go to school, go to
school because there’s nothing, dreams, your dreams become possible
when you attend class, when you get that degree in your hand, you have
that one degree in your hand and it makes you want to go for another, for
another, for another, until you’re almost exploding with degrees, you know.
As a Latina, you know, as a Latina it’s important, it’s very, very important
for the Latina and the Latino community to get an education, you know,
because that’s something that’s not instilled in us and it’s very sad and just
not the Latina, you know, it’s not just the Latina culture but African
American culture as well, you know. So it’s something that education to us
is not important but it has to become important, you know, especially this
generation now.
But I said you know what, I’m going to go back to school, I made that
decision and I didn’t say anything to anybody, I ate my 12 grades which I
think they do work, and my glass of champagne, it was a Latino thing, you
eat 12 grapes, you make a wish for every grape
I went through the whole interview process and he asked me to write an
essay, I wrote the essay, he goes do you want to come back to take the
exam, the entry exam, and I looked at him and I said no I want to do it now.
I like learning, I do enjoy learning on a daily basis. Even when I wasn't in
school I always tried to learn something. ... I say my perspective because
that’s the way I am and I like to, if I learn something I want to learn it well.
I decided that I wanted to have full control of my whole business aspects,
and in order to be successful. Unfortunately if I would have had that
education and I would have been a more well rounded type of person then
I’m sure that my life would have gone in a different direction because I feel
like I’m very self motivated and I have that hunger for learning, I really do.
Yeah, I did because you know why, in the self confidence that I knew the
work, no, but I was confident that I was going to put up with the challenge.
You know, like mentally I prepared myself. I said even if I have to read the
chapter three times to understand what I was reading, because I didn’t
know how well I was reading, 16 years out of school and I was only a
senior in high school so my reading level probably was not up to par with,
you know, the regular amateur, even though I was outstanding when I was
in high school. But yeah I did put up with the challenge of reading, I mean
I prepared my self mentally that I had to go a lot of time...
[Q So what did you think was the number one factor that played a role in
your successful graduation?] My desire to succeed, my determination.
[Q what you think the number one reason or factor that contributed to your
success for graduation.] Well the sense of emptiness. I lived my whole life,
I accomplished a lot more than the usual average Latino woman, but even if
I accomplish a lot of the things by having the kids, getting married, and
owning a home or, you know, earning the money that a lot of people can’t
earn cause they don’t have an education, I still had that sense of emptiness
and it did not make me feel like a better person.
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Quotations
So why did I, to answer your question, why I waited 16 years later, well
because then I had two more kids and then I had my fourth kid and then I
was taking care of the household, taking care of the kids, being a housewife
but I came to realize that one day I was cleaning and I was cleaning the
house, I dusted off the computer, like I mentioned the other day, and I said
you know what, I had my kids are growing up, this is my life, and then I sat
down and I said what if I would wake up one day and lose all of this,
what’s going to happen to me and the kids. You know, what if my husband
decides to walk away or he was to pass away, then what’s going to happen
to me, what’s going to happen to my life, and it was kind of scary when I
thought of that, just the thought got me scared. That’s one of the initiatives,
They don’t realize that, you know, that you need to continue moving on,
you know, you can’t just be a dog sitting on a mound, life goes on. It’s like
you live today, but there’s a tomorrow.
It was induced in me that I wanted to be different from everybody else that
I was growing up with. I would see women drinking and I always felt like
oh my God, not that I thought that I was any better than anybody else, but I
always criticized the fact that I don’t see why a woman should be drinking
a bottle of beer, you know, be with a bottle in her hand in the street
drinking beer. I just, it was very critical for me to see something like that,
so my mentality was like I want to get out of here and away, and I didn’t
want to be around that type of environment, you know, being afraid of
going, you know, coming out of your building or coming in late, you know,
coming in at any hour because you’re afraid that they would put a gun to
your head or anything like that.
Well like I said, you know, I became, like I said I grew up in an
environment that people have not an extended goal and I figure that you
know, to become successful you have to set your goals and then once you
meet that goal you need to find a way how to extend it to take it to the next
level. So I felt like I reached the level that I needed to reach and I had to
kick it up a notch, you know, I said what’s going to be the next thing I’m
going to do, you know.
So I figure that you know, now that I have family and my family is grown
and I have my home, I have a vehicle, it got my license, so what is there for
me to do, what else do I need to do. So and I was like okay, I know how to
play tennis, I know how to drive, what else do I need to do to become a
better person because it’s all about becoming a better person. So you
know, that’s when I decided to come back to school. I wanted to become a
better person, I wanted to meet different people, positive people. I wanted
to have an intelligent conversation, I want to be around people that I could
learn from.
I learned a lot from the institution because XXX for example, when he
goes to those, you know, like dinners with his colleagues and things like
that they’re all professional people and they speak very sophisticated and
they have all these conversations and discussions and everything, and I
wanted to be a part of it, I really wanted to blend in and know what people
were talking about, and you know, fit in. I want to fit in and say, you know
what, I have a Masters degree or I have a college degree and not just be,
you know, just be an average person.
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Quotations
[Q So you’re the first to graduate from college in your family?] I feel very,
very successful, especially sitting at a table with my brother, like that day,
and I feel very, very happy to say oh God I’m going for my Masters in
management information systems and I managed to have a good GPA. So
it feels really good. It feels really good.
it’s a difficult thing to explain, but I’m sure I had it in me to just take the
initiative to come back to school. But it’s just like I wasn’t aware that I
was doing the right thing. It’s like, you know, if you don’t know how to do
something and you know how to figure it out, but you figure it out like oh
wow I did it you know.
I never thought that I would reach that level and it’s a great feeling.
Well like I said, you know, I became, like I said I grew up in an
environment that people have not an extended goal and I figure that you
know, to become successful you have to set your goals and then once you
meet that goal you need to find a way how to extend it to take it to the next
level. So I felt like I reached the level that I needed to reach and I had to
kick it up a notch, you know, I said what’s going to be the next thing I’m
going to do, you know.
like I don’t think they took the significance of that GED and how far I t was
going to take me until maybe now.
I am, I am very determined. I feel like a bad parent sometimes because I
don’t even know my kids’ teacher. Sometimes I don’t even know who they
are or what they look like, or their names, but it’s you know, I’m doing it
for a positive thing, it’s not like I’m just wasting my time.
I knew I was better than that. I knew that I needed out of there so I was
going to make sure that I made it in a positive way, and I knew that I
wanted, I wanted a career.
[Q Do you feel being a Hispanic female was an obatacle for completing
your degree?] I would have to say an obstacle, and I would have to say not
exactly that I needed to prove a point, but I needed to prove a point because
I was, I fall under two categories which I’m female and I’m Hispanic. So
those are like right then and there pretty much I’m like that’s it, I really
can’t go anywhere but stay at home with my kids and whatever little
education I got, that’s how my mother was raised and I noticed at a very
young age that it was a chain, that everyone just kept on just having the
kids and they would stay home and I didn’t want that for myself. I knew
that even though I was Hispanic and I have an accent and there was nothing
could have stopped me from getting my education. Yes there were
struggles but it was all worth it.
[What about earning a high school degree?] It was okay if you would
achieve it, but it’s not major either, and there’s no way. I kept on telling
myself I need to do something, this is not possible, and yeah, it was just the
whole my kids and thinking that.
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Quotations
They thought I was crazy, they said that it was, I have to say that it was
throughout my entire Associates degree and when it finally hit them it was
at graduation when they noticed that I was doing that for a reason. I think it
was more that they were preparing me for failure in case I would fail, I
wouldn’t be as disappointed. But when they saw that I went through
regardless of the fact that they were helping me or not, and they saw me a
graduation, that’s when they okay well she is doing something that we
never even taught her, like where is this child getting this from, and that’s
when I think they finally said okay, she’s doing this and that’s when they
helped me throughout my Bachelors.
[Q what made you so confident?] I don’t, I honestly don’t know, I would
have to say that it was all just me. I can’t say I ever had anyone telling me
what, how about trying college, that would be an option, ever. I
researched, it was all trying to get out of the, how do you say that, the
…[cycle]
but then I would think what do I know about life, what am I going to teach
these kids, it’s like I have nothing to give them. I have zero money, zero
education, nothing, like I’m a failure, right then and there I just thought I’m
a failure as a parent. So it was a lot and that just guided me through. I have
to, I just have to do it by myself.
I only had I think it was four tickets [to graduation] and they [my family]
all wanted to go cause they’ve never experience such a thing. It’s amazing
now they’re proud, and I am not upset at them because no one helped me,
because it was my choice, so it was my responsibility, my kids, I had to
take upon everything. I wanted to do this, fine, I had to figure it out. I
couldn’t feel upset because for example my mother wouldn’t take care of
my kids. No, she doesn’t have to, they’re mine. It may sound weird but it
was my decision and now I have to struggle myself with my kids.
[Q so tell me what you ranked as number one factor that played a role in
your successful graduation.] My determination and desire.
So it was like either you do it now or you just won’t do it at all. It was the
desire of having more, of knowing more, of being able to tell my kids what
is, I cannot ask them something, to eat something if I don’t know what the
taste is, I can’t have them, I can’t tell them go to college so you can be
better and they’re like well wait mom, why didn’t you.
And I was determined, I knew that I could do better, I knew that I was
smarter than that. I just, yeah, I just kept on telling myself that, that’s why
I’m kind of like repeating it now every time I had like a circling moment.
[Q Do you think it would have felt the same if it was, if you had non
Hispanic females in the room, if it was a different, your institution made up
predominantly of Hispanic or minority students?] No, I would have to say
minority, I mean yeah we had a little bit of everything, we did, it was so I
think that made it comfortable, we had a little bit of everything and no I
don’t think that would have made a difference if there were other cultures
and not as many Hispanics because, how can I say, it was my determination
more than anything that was guiding me through.
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I have to say that I cannot stop saying that I was self motivated because of
many reasons, but I have to say that I, to me now, education is like more
than anything and that’s what I wanted to accomplish I did, and to me it’s
an amazing feeling. I didn’t have the help, I didn’t have much. I didn’t
have any funds and oh dear God knows that I struggled, but it’s such an
amazing feeling that I knew that I’ve done speeches for others and they
can’t compare to myself and they see me and they cry with me, reason why,
and I told them, I said, and I explained to them I said you’re going to do
this, you’re going to get this, and you really, really need to want it in order
for you to reach it. Just remember this is exactly what you’re going to tell
your kids, and even though that I am planning on making it just a little
easier for my kids, I still need them to know how hard it was. So at a
young age that I want to consider myself, I still want to, like I want to me,
like I’d like to talk about myself about all of my struggles. I like to, I want
people to know that you can do it regardless of the fact that we have kids, I
want people to know that you can get out of that horrendous cycle. To me
it’s such a, it’s a stereotype, it’s like you just fall under an umbrella that it’s
not who you are and I do think it has, and I had two of the worst things, I
had to of the worst things for me which is being a female and being
Hispanic.
The reason why I am the first of my family to attend college even past high
school, anything cause both of my parents just went to elementary school.
Even though that I always, I was still very, I was always interested in
educating myself I was always, I knew there was more out there for me. ...
So I would have to say my kids and the fact that I wanted better for them. I
really thought that they deserved better and for myself, but that would be
second.
[Q Why did you decide to go to school?] I had just given birth to my
second child and it wasn’t more, okay you have to save money, but I had
two babies, I was divorced, and I had two babies and I, my situation in
general. I didn’t want to stay in the system which I went for just for
maternity leave, but I really wanted out of that system. The system is just
like one big umbrella, it’s just we all fall in the same category and I knew I
was better than that. I knew that I needed out of there so I was going to
make sure that I made it in a positive way, and I knew that I wanted, I
wanted a career.
[Mother, Grandmother] always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for
themselves and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I
knew that I was better than that.
But now they’re proud of me, and I am not upset at them because you
know, because they didn’t know, I want to believe that they didn’t know
that so much existed. They didn’t know that you can, I mean I take a
course here and there and they’re like you’re in school again, and I’m like I
just need more knowledge, I feel like there’s so much, and they, I mean it’s
like I’m their little trophy. Like now they’re so proud of me. They’re
always venting how great Jennifer is because she went to college and she’s
so smart. I’m not that smart, but I do consider myself smart.
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Quotations
when I walked into admissions at the college that I attended I said I’m here
for like maybe a two year degree or something, and the first level of
treatment that I received from the college was amazing cause I was
completely ignorant to anything. I didn’t know what a two year, a four
year, I didn’t know what anything was, but after those two years I was
hungry for more and I said I need to go for a Bachelors, I need to go for
this, I need to go for certificates, I need to, I feel like I can just conquer the
world at this point with two kids, but it’s a wonderful feeling. I don’t regret
not one single moment of everything that I went through.
So it was like either you do it now or you just won’t do it at all. It was the
desire of having more, of knowing more, of being able to tell my kids what
is, I cannot ask them something, to eat something if I don’t know what the
taste is, I can’t have them, I can’t tell them go to college so you can be
better and they’re like well wait mom, why didn’t you.
It was an amazing feeling, and you struggle because no one said it’s going
to be easy, but no one said you couldn’t do it.
[Q Were your family supportive of your decision to go to college?] Not at
the beginning. Not because they thought that I was neglecting my kids,
they thought that I needed to be a mother more than why would I be
thinking about a career. Why would I be taking my kids to daycare when
they had their mother? So I worked my way without them. I knew that I
found other daycares, I found other ways, and I never neglected my kids
though. I was there 98% of the time except for the 2% that I had to do
homework, but I never neglected my kids, and I don’t regret a bit.
I have to say that I cannot stop saying that I was self motivated because of
many reasons, but I have to say that I, to me now, education is like more
than anything and that’s what I wanted to accomplish I did, and to me it’s
an amazing feeling. I didn’t have the help, I didn’t have much. I didn’t
have any funds and oh dear God knows that I struggled, but it’s such an
amazing feeling that I knew that I’ve done speeches for others and they
can’t compare to myself and they see me and they cry with me, reason why,
and I told them, I said, and I explained to them I said you’re going to do
this, you’re going to get this, and you really, really need to want it in order
for you to reach it. Just remember this is exactly what you’re going to tell
your kids, and even though that I am planning on making it just a little
easier for my kids, I still need them to know how hard it was. So at a
young age that I want to consider myself, I still want to, like I want to me,
like I’d like to talk about myself about all of my struggles. I like to, I want
people to know that you can do it regardless of the fact that we have kids, I
want people to know that you can get out of that horrendous cycle. To me
it’s such a, it’s a stereotype, it’s like you just fall under an umbrella that it’s
not who you are and I do think it has, and I had two of the worst things, I
had to of the worst things for me which is being a female and being
Hispanic.
and then I enrolled, and as soon as I enrolled the first semester and I started
getting A’s and I’m like wait a minute, like I’m getting this. It’s like a little
sponge, I feel like I’m in my first day of kindergarten. It was an amazing
feeling, and you struggle because no one said it’s going to be easy, but no
one said you couldn’t do it.
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54
when I walked into admissions at the college that I attended I said I’m here
for like maybe a two year degree or something, and the first level of
treatment that I received from the college was amazing cause I was
completely ignorant to anything. I didn’t know what a two year, a four
year, I didn’t know what anything was, but after those two years I was
hungry for more and I said I need to go for a Bachelors, I need to go for
this, I need to go for certificates, I need to, I feel like I can just conquer the
world at this point with two kids, but it’s a wonderful feeling. I don’t regret
not one single moment of everything that I went through.
51
[Q So were you academically confident when you arrived at college?] Yes
and no. Yes because I knew, how can I say, I knew that I was organized. I
knew that I would focus, I knew what I was going for. I knew what my aim
was and I knew what my final, final goal was.
52
[Q So you had goals?] Yes. I knew all of mine [goals], I had all of my
ideas, I knew my plans and I thought I had everything planned out at the
age of like 20 something, whatever it was. I didn’t know much. Yeah it
was like I did but then again it’s like the first thing in school it was like life
changing for me.
Note. ID = quotation ID, T = Theme, R = Respondent ID
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
It does because our mothers growing up didn’t go to school, some they didn’t make it
to high school. So you see them suffering, you see them, you know, struggling to get a
little job here and there to save every little penny, and you don’t want to go through
that. You don’t want your child to go through that. You don’t want to keep the same
pattern, and it’s a pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to stop it, somebody has
to stop it.
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You know, you have the same pattern, you do the same thing your parents did back in
the days. You know, I had a son, I felt like I can’t do it, I didn’t want to do it, I became
lazy and then I just went straight to work. I felt like I needed to work, not knowing that
you could do both things at once. You can. It’s a little difficult, it’s not easy, nobody’s
going to, it’s not easy, but you have to do it.

Bc

1

24

Yes, very different, very different. I think I’m more stronger than how my mother was
with me, with him, you know.

Bc

1

11

but knowing that I had my little sisters I kind of want to do something different, not say
like oh, mommy didn’t finish why should I finish.

Bc

2

13

So I was like her backbone because it’s like it’s different when you have a mother that
didn’t succeed in life you feel like oh why should I do it.

Bc

2

16

I was the opposite from the family, I want to do better than my mother which is kind of
selfish thing, but to me was … to be different and not to follow the same pattern

Bc

2

21

I was the opposite. I was like I don’t want no kids, I’ll finish school first and then
we’ll talk about the kids in the family, until then no. So I pushed myself to be a little bit
different from my family’s side.

Bc

2

56

Another think that drove me was that I always said that if I do have my family I want
my child to be proud of their mom, and inside there’s no way they’re going to be proud
of me if I didn’t take care of me. So at the end of the day when they ask my child oh
did your mom graduate, yeah, she got her Bachelors, she got her Masters. At least my
child won’t be like oh yeah mom got to hustle s*** and that’s it. No because then my
child is going to do the same steps I did, and the mom did this, okay I’m either going to
try to go a little further, or meet her in the same way she left off. So I think that was
really important for me.

Bc

2

59

My mom supposedly pushed [my sister] but didn’t push her enough for her to actually
graduate from high school, and I felt that that was wrong. Even though my sister didn’t
want to go, but she should have pushed her to be a little bit different from her, my mom
didn’t do that. I stepped in. I took the full responsibility to make sure that she got the
advantage to see that things are a little bit different and I’m happy to say she’s going to
be 20, she’s going to finish her Associates in nursing.

Bc

2

2

[Q So why do you think it was so important for you at that time to complete your
degree?] Honestly just to prove to myself and also my family that yes somebody can go
to college and actually graduate.

Bc

3

4

[My family wasn't ... very supportive, but they was like yeah okay you’re going to
college you’ll never make it and that was a really big motivation because I was yes I
will and I will show you that somebody can in this family, you know, somebody can do
it.
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I see Hispanic women, honestly you know, they have children and you know go to jail
or drugs or alcohol, I want to show that I’m skipping all that and I want to go for
success,
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When you’re a Hispanic woman and you have like a lot of friends who are like similar
like to you, you do realize who are your true friends because they are friends that want
to leave you down there with them and when they see that you’re trying to get out, drag
yourself out and be something more better, you’d be surprised who’s not your true
friends, they just up and leave you.

Bc

3
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they expect certain people to be acting a certain way. You know, I could say racial
profile, I could kind of say that. They just, they want you, you’re Hispanic person, they
want you to just work like a meaningless job working like minimum wage and have like
a whole bunch of children or have like a pass that you went to jail, you did drugs or
alcohol and they expect you okay that’s a Hispanic person. ... and they see like a white
person, like they have everything and they can get everything, they can get like the
American dream and I’m like how come we can’t get that. You know, it is possible you
can get it, you just got to work for it, it’s not going to be handed to you like here you
go. So I was like, cause I notice from a small child like I don’t want to do this, I want
something better, I want more, I want more.

Bc

3
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Yeah you do, you want to be a role model, you know, when you have children you want
to be like mommy you’re my hero, I want to be just like you. You know, you don’t
want to be like oh wow, look at my mother, look what she’s doing, I don’t want to be
nothing like you.

Bc
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9

I’m sure it has a lot to do with being cultural because I could give you a perfect
example. My mom’s whole attitude was you have a child, go on welfare, you know, do
what you have to do and I, the difference between the typical upbringing for a Latina
and their mom or their father telling them no, you know, just go to welfare, I did the
opposite, I said no, I got two good legs, two good hands and I’m going to do what I can
to better myself and here I am.

Bc

5

40

So but overall I think Latina women need to just let go what grandma and mom used to
say and do what they got to do, they want to go to school, go to school, you want to go
for that executive job, you can do it, and if it takes to go back to school to do it, then by
all means. Nothing stands in the way, it’s determination.

Bc

5

7

So I said, you know, I wanted to start getting Hispanic females to be successful and
otherwise, you know, it’s going to stay the same way so we have to like make the
culture grow in a different way.

Bc
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So I guess they kind of don’t understand that too much cause they’re old. No they said
they’re coming from a different generation. I think it’s age, culture and different
generation, like back in the day that wasn’t important.
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...She used to tell us that for us women it was very difficult in the years prior to now, it
was very difficult for them to have a job, it was very difficult for them to have an
education. When she was growing up she was unable to finish school because she had
to be at home helping, so that’s one of the things that she kind of encouraged us, even
though you’re a female you need to get this done. It’s not like when I was being raised
up. It’s your generation now, this is a new year, this is a new, you know, so I was from
there I was like okay.
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but I had family members, my mother, my sisters, my husband, aunts, they were like
great job. Now you broke the chain, now because of you other of the family members
are going to come to school. They’re not going to drop out, even if they do, they’re
going to come back, Nathalie did it, if she did it, I can do it.
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So we have two roles, being a woman and also an Hispanic woman play out, cause they
look at us, we’re loud, we’re crazy, we don’t success, that’s not true.
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8
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But Hispanic, we also have to work more harder being Hispanic and being a woman, so
it was, that’s the way I saw it.

Bc

8
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That’s what I saw, and taking care of the kids. That’s what I saw. I said I have to, I
can’t do that, I mean it’s okay to do those things, I grew up doing those things, but I
need to be more than that. I need to be independent, I don’t want to be depending on a
man.

Bc

8
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Being a Hispanic woman what I saw was like welfare, being on welfare and food
stamps and Medicaid, of this is easy way out, I just sit home and I get my money.
That’s not an easy way out. You know, how about if New York City doesn’t have
welfare, or food stamps, or Medicaid what will you have to do just to get by, you know,
you need to work, you need to find a way to make more money. So education is really
the best goal, I mean you can have a job in a store, you know, whatever, you can work
in whatever it is a store, it doesn’t matter a store, a hospital, a school, but you know try
to further your education to the highest that you, a woman could go. You know,
especially Hispanic women, it’s not easy.
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Some of them yeah, if they see their parents like their mom like oh you know, cause
you know growing up, this is how you see it, oh you could get on welfare and just live
and then just stay temporary but sometimes it’s not temporary, you just want to sit
home, or you could receive food stamps, it’s okay, that’s what every Hispanic women
say, even older one and now, oh you could get on welfare, oh you could play with the
system, you know. The system will find out what you’re doing it, it may not find out
now, but it will find out later on. You can’t live by the government, you can’t always,
you know I understand if you do it temporary, because when I was 18 I was in high
school, I had my daughter, and I had to be on welfare cause I needed the money to
support her and myself, and food stamps and Medicaid. I’ve only been on that for like
two years, and I started working in a supermarket and making my money, you know,
and then I went on to making my money for food stamps and Medicaid and then I
received food stamps and Medicaid. Then when I worked in the hospital I don’t get
none of that no more.
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I don’t get none of that [Welfare] and I’m proud of it because at least I did, I needed the
help and I got it, but I didn’t stay on it. That’s what a lot of women, Spanish women,
does with culture, you hear it from their mother or their aunts, their cousins, oh yeah be
on welfare it’s okay, you can play with the system, you know. How you going to pay
your rent, the government is not going to pay $2,000 rent.

Bc

8

7

I come from a family where education is not the number one priority, you know, you
drop out of school, you go find a job, you get married and that’s your life. So when I
decided to just pursue my education my family was like what, school, what are you
going to do with school.
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For some Puerto Rican families yes it is. It’s very, very cultural. School is something
that you don’t, at the dinner table you don’t talk about that, you talk about your
neighbor, you know, you talk about your work, you talk about who’s disrespecting who,
but you don’t touch school. School is something that, I think it’s me being, I think it’s
because I’m first generation in my family so my mom had her traditions and all of her,
how do you say that in English, like mommy has, like all of her habits from my
grandmother, so it’s like, it’s a trickledown traditions, you know, and it stops with me.
So it’s kind of hard, it’s just like pickles at the table, you know, I’m trying to enforce
education, they’re trying to enforce working.
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[Q So how did that impact your ability to graduate, you know, without that support?] In
all honesty I did not want to become my mother. I do not want to be in my siblings’
shoes. You know, I wanted to be the one to say I want education, I’m going to get it
and no one is going to stand in my way, I don’t care who it is. I want it.
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I didn’t want my nieces and nephew to think that that’s how it is, you know, that’s how
our family structure is, it’s not like that. You can break away from that link and start
your own link, you know, and I tell this to my nieces and nephew all the time in front of
my siblings. If we go out to XXX, if we go to Applebee’s, no matter where we go, I
always tell them listen, you know, you don’t have to stick to these family traditions,
make your own traditions. You know, this is not, our tradition is not carved in stone,
you can go off and do your own stuff, cause my brothers are very old school, all my
brothers. I come from a family of twelve.

Bc
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[Q So do you think it’s directly related to your culture or directly related to almost like
your socioeconomic status?] I think it’s both, I think it’s both, because Puerto Ricans
are very set in their ways especially if they migrated from Puerto Rico over here, it’s
like they still hold those Puerto Rican traditions from the Island which is, you know,
work, work, work, work, everything is work. There’s no school, there’s no education,
and in my generation now, we want that education, you know, so yeah.

Bc

9
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[ Q What advice to other Hispanic females?] Get up and go to school, go to school
because there’s nothing, dreams, your dreams become possible when you attend class,
when you get that degree in your hand, you have that one degree in your hand and it
makes you want to go for another, for another, for another, until you’re almost
exploding with degrees, you know. As a Latina, you know, as a Latina it’s important,
it’s very, very important for the Latina and the Latino community to get an education,
you know, because that’s something that’s not instilled in us and it’s very sad and just
not the Latina, you know, it’s not just the Latina culture but African American culture
as well, you know. So it’s something that education to us is not important but it has to
become important, you know, especially this generation now.
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Quotations
Because my kids were getting older, I felt like I did not have the ability to help them
with their school work and it was going to be just sort level that, it was beyond my
control. So I felt like I was repeating my mothers, the whole legacy again. I mean I
grew up with my mom as a single parent, my father died when I was really young and
up to my 5th grade level my father was the one who used to help me with my
homework. So after that I had nobody to help me. My mother never went to school,
neither did my father but my father spoke English and was able to figure it out. My
mother was illiterate, my mother was always working, never had the time for me, so it
reached a point that I did not want to go home and until I would know how to do my
homework. So when the bell rang at 3:00 I would just sit there and look at the teacher
and the teacher would look at me and say, well Libia the bell rang and I’d say yes but
I’m not going home, she goes why, I said I can’t go home if I don’t know how to do my
homework. So she would sit there and teach me how to do the homework and then I
would go home and finish up the homework, and I did that for a while and then it came
to a point that it became a routine. So the teacher would just, Libia you know, call me
five minutes before the bell rang or something and just explained the homework to me.
So she was really one of the people that helped me through the whole process,
especially the time that my father passed away, and you know, the last thing in my head
is that I don’t want my kids to go through the same situation that I went through. That’s
one of the areas of growing up in a Latino family where parents are not well educated
and they can’t help you with the homework, that’s very say, and that’s one of the things
that effect the economy today and they don’t realize that by cutting all these budget cuts
on education after school, it affects the Latino community. I mean it affects everybody
as a whole, but mainly my people because they grow up in a household that people
don’t know how to do, how to help you with the homework and if you don’t have that
extra help, how are you going to be able to accomplish a lot more.
You grow up with that self esteem that you only reach a certain point because you’re a
Latino and you’re considered a minority, so that, especially my mom who was not, my
mother is Columbian so she migrated to this country. So people migrate from one
country to another, they have that mentality that I’m not from here, I don’t look like
anybody, I don’t sound like anybody, and I only have a green card. So their dream
stops the minute they come into America. They think that’s success as it is, you know,
coming from the mountains of Columbia where there’s a lot of what is it, terrorist
attacks going on, kidnapping and all that stuff going on, and they come here they think
that just by hitting, coming to the United States is a success as it is and you don’t need
anything else. It’s like that’s what I’ve noticed about the Latino people as a whole, they
feel that a certain thing is right and once they reach that point they feel like they need to
stop. They don’t realize that, you know, that you need to continue moving on, you
know, you can’t just be a dog sitting on a mound, life goes on. It’s like you live today,
but there’s a tomorrow.
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So it was something that it was like second nature to me in a way. I was already used to
the environment, but at the same time I didn’t want that type of life for my kids. So
and like I told you, even when I was really young I always wanted to learn. If my
mother would have given me the support and would encourage me, like you didn’t have
to, you know, like I wasn’t the type of child that you would have to give a beating to
read a book, because I was the type of person that I would just do it. I wasn’t a difficult
person to do anything. I mean if my mother would have had the proper education and
the right mentality I was very easy going and I’m sure that she wouldn’t have any
problems with me. So you know, it just …
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It’s like I know I’m, like I feel it’s a huge, that’s beyond a huge accomplishment
because I feel like my daughter is not following the same footsteps that I did, you know.
That was one of my biggest fears when I got pregnant and I dropped out of high school
and I had that little baby in my hand and I looked at her and I was I don’t want my
daughter to go through the same thing and then I read this magazine years ago what
they said that the possibilities of your child, you know,
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Repeating [the cycle], you know, it was really high and then I’m like oh God, I don’t
want my daughter to go through the same thing I went through. I mean I can’t say I had
a horrible childhood, but I don’t want my daughter to drop out of high school, and I
don’t want my daughter to get pregnant. I want my daughter to travel, I want my
daughter to date different people and, you know, know that when she gets married and
gets into a relationship that this is what she really wants to do with her life. So I’m
really happy that everything is working out, I mean it’s a huge, I mean you know,
everything happens for a reason I guess, but it turned out to be …
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Yeah I did [best the odds], I feel like I really, really, I mean I’ve been married for so
many years, 19 years already and my daughter and is going to college next year and
then my son is soon to be graduating and actually at the age of 3 ½ was already reading,
I mean my daughter reading. It’s huge I’ve been very blessed. Maybe I wasn’t blessed
in certain things but there is a God.

Bc

1
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[Q Do you feel being a Hispanic female was an obatacle for completing your degree?] I
would have to say an obstacle, and I would have to say not exactly that I needed to
prove a point, but I needed to prove a point because I was, I fall under two categories
which I’m female and I’m Hispanic. So those are like right then and there pretty much
I’m like that’s it, I really can’t go anywhere but stay at home with my kids and
whatever little education I got, that’s how my mother was raised and I noticed at a very
young age that it was a chain, that everyone just kept on just having the kids and they
would stay home and I didn’t want that for myself. I knew that even though I was
Hispanic and I have an accent and there was nothing could have stopped me from
getting my education. Yes there were struggles but it was all worth it.
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Like I said to me it seemed like it was a chain. My great grandmother, my
grandmother, my mother they were all getting married at a very young age, which I did,
getting married at a very young age and staying home, having two, three, four kids,
their education, elementary, if they would get to the 5th grade it was amazing. But I
would see they didn’t have, they’ve been in the United States for years and years, 30/40
years and they did not know a word of, they could not say a word in English.
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[Mother, Grandmother] always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for themselves
and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I knew that I was better
than that. I knew that it was a culture thing, but it wasn’t mandatory. It wasn’t like it
was part of our religion, it was like okay, this is how I’m raising you, you stay home,
we are the females, we do not go further than this, we just have the kids, we stay here,
we cook, we clean and that’s it and that’s how we were all raised. But my brother he
was pushed to go to high school and he just chose not to. He was pushed to go to
college because he was the man of the house and he just chose note to. I just, there
overall in my entire family, there’s like three or four of us that have attended, that have
a college degree, but my immediate family, I’m the first one and to me it was exactly
proving a point but it was because I knew that even though we weren’t taught that you
have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion you wasn’t a discussion, you just stay home
you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the whole thing.
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[Q what made you so confident?] I don’t, I honestly don’t know, I would have to say
that it was all just me. I can’t say I ever had anyone telling me what, how about trying
college, that would be an option, ever. I researched, it was all trying to get out of the,
how do you say that, the …[cycle]
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Cycle, the cycle. It was just like the cycle that you would, it was the same thing over
and over. All throughout my neighborhood, it was all in the same city, the news and
everything and I would see that girls my age with one baby, they just chose not to. I
would see, I had a job, I was a cashier, and I was getting paid minimum wage and I was
struggling cause I was divorced and it was just my son and I and I am like I have to. It
was just more of, well you would say it’s money, but it was more inside. Like I knew
that I needed to get knowledge somewhere, that I wasn’t given to all throughout my
childhood. Like I would never get, I was never taught anything besides what they
would teach me in school. I would get home, I would as a matter of, I think I got it
before I was even in 5th grade. I was always in Spanish, going a little back from my
Associates degree. I was always in Spanish classes because my mother said that I
needed to learn Spanish even though my household was a Spanish speaking house. In
5th grade my teacher said that this child is ready for English, however, as soon as I
started the 5th grade my father sent us to the Dominican Republic which is just Spanish.
So the little bit of English I know I learned it in like four or five months, that’s it, and
then I always wanted A’s, it was all by myself because I didn’t have, I would bring a
test to my mother and it was an A or a 110 because I always wanted to do the extra
credit, and she was like oh okay, that’s good. Like not okay you did great, you did it all
by yourself.
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We came back and I was 16 and I was working at the supermarket and I was working
as a cashier someplace else, and then I got married. Then it was just like the same
thing. I was just doing the exact same thing that I would see everyone else do, became
married, I would stay home and I was a single mother with two babies, like where do I
go now. Do I stay in this minimum age job, but then I would think what do I know
about life, what am I going to teach these kids, it’s like I have nothing to give them. I
have zero money, zero education, nothing, like I’m a failure, right then and there I just
thought I’m a failure as a parent. So it was a lot and that just guided me through. I
have to, I just have to do it by myself.
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So that desire, that big motivation that I had it was them and knowing that at that
moment I had to complete what I had started, either that or I was just going to be a
failure. Even though my parents they didn’t set themselves for failure, they just went
with the cycle, they just went with the flow, they just went with what then was what we
as Hispanics had to do. We either had to have the kids and stay home, stay in their
system, that horrible system and just …
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[Who did they think worked in offices?] Well those people that work in offices, this is
what I would overhear, those that work in offices were people that either had money to
attend a good college and they saw them as they are better than me and I’m like that
can’t be possible, we are all the same to me, we are all the same, and I can work there as
well.
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[Q Did they think that other cultures were working in the office and not just them?] I
think so. I think that they always, I don’t want to mention race, but they always thought
that either Hispanic or African Americans couldn’t do it, that’s where they’re, I think it
was, I don’t want to say it still is because I think I broke that little cycle, yeah, that they
had going on, but yeah that was kind of their mindset. They thought that even at a bank
as a teller I said I want to work there, they look so nice I would say, and they’re like oh
you can never work there, or you can never accomplish that. I would ask why, as a
matter of fact I remember one specific conversation with my mother and it’s because,
and it’s about Hispanics, in our language instead of saying an architect you refer as a
male in Spanish, and I would say they would have to refer to me as a female because I
would be an architect one day, and she’s like first of all you will never be an architect,
second of all you will never be called a female if you ever accomplish that because it’s
only males, it’s for males, and I would tell her, I said, I’ll be an architect, they have to
mention, they would have to call me as a female because architecto and as a female it
would be architecta like Ninya and then to them I just thought they thought I was crazy.
Thank God this girl she doesn’t know what she’s talking about and I said they’ll have to
call me an architecta, that’s exactly what they will call me, and she said I couldn’t do it.
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[Q Are you caught between two worlds?] It is, it’s you’re either in two worlds or you
feel like you’re just against the wall, like you could not go anywhere. You are destined
to be, and no you’re not, no you’re not, you can conquer so much, you just need to want
it really, really bad in order for you to accomplish it.
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I just went straight to work. I felt like I needed to work, not knowing that you could do
both things at once.
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In my family you’re 15 you’re supposed to already have a kid by then because most of
the females that’s what it was, they just had tons of kids.
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They say that it’s time for me to have a family already cause I’m already too old, but to
me I think that school is more important.
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I think it’s because we were grown in the same place, we have the same person raising
us, and you know, they didn’t finish high school cause they got, you know, sidetracked
in life, you know, children, they had children and they just expected me to do the same
thing.
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I’m sure it has a lot to do with being cultural because I could give you a perfect
example. My mom’s whole attitude was you have a child, go on welfare, you know, do
what you have to do and I, the difference between the typical upbringing for a Latina
and their mom or their father telling them no, you know, just go to welfare, I did the
opposite, I said no, I got two good legs, two good hands and I’m going to do what I can
to better myself and here I am.
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[Do you think it is cultural?] Oh yes, most definitely. I mean, you know, the other
thing, the flipside behind it is that it’s always been said oh the man takes care of the
house and the woman stays home, you know, but those days are gone, you know, it’s
things are different, this is a new era and we need to show that we can do the same thing
anyone else can, you know. We too can be educated, we too can get the good job and
fine now today a lot of women in general tend to have better jobs than men and some of
the men aren’t too comfortable with that. So wait a minute, her salary is a lot more than
me, get intimidated. I for one have intimidated many courtships shall I say merely
because of the salary that I make or the type of work that I make and now I can say with
my pride, I’m an educated woman too.
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They were okay with me just having a steady job, staying home, maybe getting
married, have a child. That’s about it. As long as they see me happy they think
happiness is all about a home and a family, nothing to do with being out there and
having a career and being successful.

Fe

6

7

[Q your background and your culture, and your upbringing. Did you think that had any
impact on your ability to pursue a degree and graduate?] A little bit yes because it was
kind of tough even though I had a twin sister I was like kind of like the more mature
one. I always was taking care of the other ones and that, you know, my culture being
Hispanic I’m from the Dominican Republic, it’s very different from here. Usually by
the age of 10 I already knew how to cook, cook a whole meal, so it was kind of a little
bit difficult, but then I kind of like snapped out it. I was like no, I’m grown and I need
to do this, I have to do this, just not for me but also for my kids.
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7
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She used to tell us that for us women it was very difficult in the years prior to now, it
was very difficult for them to have a job, it was very difficult for them to have an
education. When she was growing up she was unable to finish school because she had
to be at home helping, so that’s one of the things that she kind of encouraged us, even
though you’re a female you need to get this done.

Fe

7
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every parent is different, the way that you’re raised is different. The way that my
mother raised me was different such as you need to go to school, as far as another
female Hispanic their parents might have had a difficult time raising them. It’s hard for
them. Some of them they do get to go to school, they feel the urge that they need to
accomplish something but then there’s those that they feel like why am I going to do it,
what’s the purpose of doing it. So they are in denial and say I can’t accomplish this.

Fe

7

11

So when I decided to pursue my education it was like, almost like a shocker to them. I
don’t know why but it was a shock because all my brothers now they just work, they
tend to their family, their kids, their wife and they work, that’s all they do.

Fe
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(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
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Quotations
she started seeing me change and you know, going to school more often and just mom I
can’t do this, I have to study, mom I have a final, mom I have a midterm and then she
started just, oh you and that f’ing school and you think you know everything and blah,
blah, blah, she would just hang up the phone on me and forget about it, and then my
brothers will call me, what’s wrong with you, that’s your mother, you know, get over
there do this, mommy needs this, mommy needs that. Well hello, aren’t you her child
also, can’t you do that. So in the three almost four years I’ve been here I’ve been
juggling my mother, school, work, my personal life, my social life, so ...

T
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[Q Do you think that being a female, not only Latina, but a female plays a role in maybe
more Latina women not pursuing their degrees?] I think so because you know, Latina
women we’re trained to stay at home, make babies and become a baby making machine
sitting at home watching novellas which is soap operas, we’re trained, we’re bred into
that. So when you step outside of that forget it you’re like what they say, and I’m sure
some people will relate to this, you’re the demon, you know, you’re like a demon,
you’re like the outcast, how dare you, we’re all walking in a straight line and you want
to be the one to step out, that’s how the Latina culture is, you know, and it’s sad, but it
is what it is. We stay at home, we tend to the babies, we tend to the husband and that’s
it, that’s the extent of your education, you know, your education is what you learn when
you leave your house and go to the corner store, whatever you pick up during that route
that’s what you learn, it’s sad, but it is what it is. I grew up all my life in the projects
and I’ve seen them come and go.
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9
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You grow up with that self esteem that you only reach a certain point because you’re a
Latino and you’re considered a minority, so that, especially my mom who was not, my
mother is Columbian so she migrated to this country. So people migrate from one
country to another, they have that mentality that I’m not from here, I don’t look like
anybody, I don’t sound like anybody, and I only have a green card. So their dream
stops the minute they come into America. They think that’s success as it is, you know,
coming from the mountains of Columbia where there’s a lot of what is it, terrorist
attacks going on, kidnapping and all that stuff going on, and they come here they think
that just by hitting, coming to the United States is a success as it is and you don’t need
anything else. It’s like that’s what I’ve noticed about the Latino people as a whole, they
feel that a certain thing is right and once they reach that point they feel like they need to
stop. They don’t realize that, you know, that you need to continue moving on, you
know, you can’t just be a dog sitting on a mound, life goes on. It’s like you live today,
but there’s a tomorrow.

Fe

1
0
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Well I can’t say that it was all completely bad because what I learned from my mom is
the whole, the believing in having a family, believing in your family and keeping your
family together. In my family we believe in family, we believe in unity, keeping your
family together. I learned that and I guess I’m one of the many women that have lasted
a long time married to the same man and having four kids because of commitment. I
learned that from my mom, the commitment to your family, the commitment to your
husband, the respect that you have for your family, your kids, your husband and most
importantly the love to God, you believe in God, the fear of God.
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They like I said, they don’t, I don’t think my family or any Latino family has extended
goals. It reaches a certain point. They settle for less. They feel like if you finish high
school okay, and the kid says, well you know, I don’t feel like going to college I think I
want to work at the 99 cent store, Their response will be okay you finish high school,
you know, that will be a response that a Latino mother would say. Now if you find
somebody who’s more Americanized and maybe well educated, if a child were to tell
their mom, you know, when I finish high school I think I’m going to go and work at the
99 cent store and their response would be over my dead body you’re going to go and
work at the 99 cent store because if I took care of you my whole life you’re not going to
just stop there, you’re going to go on to college. Right.

T
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Another thing [Latinos] have is that they feel like men need the education more than
women.
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Well my, for example, up until this day my mother’s birthday was a couple, well a week
ago, something like that, we were all together and my mother up to this day she tells my
brother you should have finished college. My mother never told me that.

Fe

1
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My mom she doesn’t mention the fact [that I completed school], one day she said, you
know, I told her that, you know, I’m going to go for my Masters and, you know, she
says, you know, Libia I feel very proud of you because you’re managing the family, the
school, and everything else, but she mentioned family again, that you know, just the …
I don’t know, I guess she was thinking I was going to neglect my family, you know,
cause she’s more of a family person.
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You know, like encouragement because the problem with Latino women is that they
have to have the attitude that if it doesn’t work on the first try they will just give up and
not come back, and in order for them to do something, you have to call them constantly,
look for them, motivate them to come in and if school, if a Latino woman was to come
out and look for that support I believe that every educational institution should have that
open door and accept them as they are and, you know, make it easier for them and
encourage them to come into the school and not make the whole process a whole
difficult process to the point of oh you should just go home and come back, and you
know if they go home they’re not going to come back.
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[Mother, Grandmother] always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for themselves
and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I knew that I was better
than that. I knew that it was a culture thing, but it wasn’t mandatory. It wasn’t like it
was part of our religion, it was like okay, this is how I’m raising you, you stay home,
we are the females, we do not go further than this, we just have the kids, we stay here,
we cook, we clean and that’s it and that’s how we were all raised. But my brother he
was pushed to go to high school and he just chose not to. He was pushed to go to
college because he was the man of the house and he just chose note to. I just, there
overall in my entire family, there’s like three or four of us that have attended, that have
a college degree, but my immediate family, I’m the first one and to me it was exactly
proving a point but it was because I knew that even though we weren’t taught that you
have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion you wasn’t a discussion, you just stay home
you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the whole thing.
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Quotations
[Q Were your family supportive of your decision to go to college?] Not at the
beginning. Not because they thought that I was neglecting my kids, they thought that I
needed to be a mother more than why would I be thinking about a career. Why would I
be taking my kids to daycare when they had their mother? So I worked my way without
them. I knew that I found other daycares, I found other ways, and I never neglected my
kids though. I was there 98% of the time except for the 2% that I had to do homework,
but I never neglected my kids, and I don’t regret a bit.
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But after he turned a teenager and I mentioned the word college at one point [for me]
they’re like no if anything your brother has to go, I said okay. It’s fine, then I’ll go
with the flow. [He didn't] But now he is actually enrolling in the same college that I
attended.
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I’m one of the first ones to graduate from college.

Fg

2
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[ Q so what was it like to be the first generation to graduate from college ] Actually I
was very excited because I’m also the oldest granddaughter,

Fg

4

1

I’m the first out of all my family to actually have a degree.

Fg

7

19

[Q So tell me a little bit about that being one of the first in your family, you and your
brother graduating with a degree.] Well they were proud of us cause my mom and my
father they had a 5th grade level education and in their country which is Dominican
Republic and they were proud of us.

Fg

8
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I’m the only one in my family with a college education, which is very sad.

Fg

9
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[Q so how many of those twelve you’re still the only one that got a college degree?]
I’m the only one, I’m the only one.

Fg

9

1

The reason why I am the first of my family to attend college even past high school,
anything cause both of my parents just went to elementary school.

Fg

1
1
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He was pushed to go to college because he was the man of the house and he just chose
not to. I just, there overall in my entire family, there’s like three or four of us that have
attended, that have a college degree, but my immediate family, I’m the first one and to
me it was exactly proving a point but it was because I knew that even though we
weren’t taught that you have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion you wasn’t a
discussion, you just stay home you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the
whole thing.

Fg

1
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In my family you’re 15 you’re supposed to already have a kid by then because most of
the females that’s what it was, they just had tons of kids.

Fr

2

38

... If you want I can go with you, you know, and then like her husband is kind of like,
you know, she doesn’t say it, but I can see her husband was like wants her to be at home
and just stay there and be unhappy. But every time I go to her house I try to encourage
her a little bit, enough to you know, realize you know what, I want to do this.

Fr

3

44

For what I notice the majority of our female population I see that for some of them is
very hard to accomplish a degree just because they have kids, they have a partner, some
of their partners are used to them being at home cooking, doing the women thing I
suppose, and I think that’s one of the things that help me to succeed because I didn’t
have no relationships or a boyfriend at that time, nor kids.
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Quotations
I know a lot of people that were with me when we were doing the program and I would
have to say three quarters of the females had kids at a very young age. Some of them
were just recently coming back to class and to school and it was very hard for them to
adapt again.
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And other ones are, other ladies, were just so intimidated by the program that it just was
completely new to them. Some of them just did a GED and came straight to college or
did it here, so I think those culturally that affects them. Especially where the person
comes from, you know, some people come from Middle East and they’re not
completely used to this. Not at all. So I notice, you can tell.
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but overall I think that Latina women need to step up. You know, unfortunately we’ve
been in situations where we get involved with men who don’t do the things that they
need to do to help us out and we end up carrying more of a burden and if we’re going to
have to carry more of burden then we should better ourselves occupational wise and
educational wise.
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5
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Yes, as a female a lot of even our parents, even our friends they expect a lot from us.
They expect sometimes a lot of, they give us a lot of responsibility in saying let’s say
for example, I’m going to bring my mother because I actually use my mother as an
example. ...She used to tell us that for us women it was very difficult in the years prior
to now, it was very difficult for them to have a job, it was very difficult for them to have
an education. When she was growing up she was unable to finish school because she
had to be at home helping, so that’s one of the things that she kind of encouraged us,
even though you’re a female you need to get this done. It’s not like when I was being
raised up. It’s your generation now, this is a new year, this is a new, you know, so I
was from there I was like okay.
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like sometimes as female we kind of just, we were let’s say for example if you have I’m
not saying that our parents are bad, but you have you were raised in a certain type of
family that they always throwing you things that you cannot do this, you cannot
accomplish things, so what’s going to happen, that female girl is going to raise up
thinking those things and when she comes to an adult she’s going to still have those
memories, why am I going to do this, my parents used to tell me that I cannot do this.
So it’s the upbringing, how you’ve raised your child, that helps a lot.
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7
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I feel like as an Hispanic woman we got to work harder and also because we’re
minorities, and even as a woman, women got to work twice as hard than a man. So we
have two roles, being a woman and also an Hispanic woman play out, cause they look
at us, we’re loud, we’re crazy, we don’t succeed, that’s not true. I feel like, you know,
it can be Hispanics, Blacks, it can be any kind but I look at it like okay, you know,
women got to work twice harder, just women, okay.
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Yeah. Well my mom was, you know, what I saw in my household was my mom she
worked, she worked in a clothing factory, there’s three of us, I have a brother and a
sister and I’m the youngest, then my father was there, my parents divorced when I was
7 years old. So I always saw my mother struggle with three kids, and I saw her working
in a factory and she’s also, you know, went to school for doing hair. So I always saw
her struggle and I said to myself like, you know, I see my mother struggling and see her
doing this and what I saw in my culture is like women cook, clean and you know, serve
the husband. That’s what I saw.
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[Q Do you think that being a female, not only Latina, but a female plays a role in maybe
more Latina women not pursuing their degrees?] I think so because you know, Latina
women we’re trained to stay at home, make babies and become a baby making machine
sitting at home watching novellas which is soap operas, we’re trained, we’re bred into
that. So when you step outside of that forget it you’re like what they say, and I’m sure
some people will relate to this, you’re the demon, you know, you’re like a demon,
you’re like the outcast, how dare you, we’re all walking in a straight line and you want
to be the one to step out, that’s how the Latina culture is, you know, and it’s sad, but it
is what it is. We stay at home, we tend to the babies, we tend to the husband and that’s
it, that’s the extent of your education, you know, your education is what you learn when
you leave your house and go to the corner store, whatever you pick up during that route
that’s what you learn, it’s sad, but it is what it is. I grew up all my life in the projects
and I’ve seen them come and go.
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Well my, for example, up until this day my mother’s birthday was a couple, well a week
ago, something like that, we were all together and my mother up to this day she tells my
brother you should have finished college. My mother never told me that.
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[Mother, Grandmother] always needed help, they couldn’t do anything for themselves
and I knew that I was, I knew that I could have done, no wait, I knew that I was better
than that. I knew that it was a culture thing, but it wasn’t mandatory. It wasn’t like it
was part of our religion, it was like okay, this is how I’m raising you, you stay home,
we are the females, we do not go further than this, we just have the kids, we stay here,
we cook, we clean and that’s it and that’s how we were all raised. But my brother he
was pushed to go to high school and he just chose not to. He was pushed to go to
college because he was the man of the house and he just chose note to. I just, there
overall in my entire family, there’s like three or four of us that have attended, that have
a college degree, but my immediate family, I’m the first one and to me it was exactly
proving a point but it was because I knew that even though we weren’t taught that you
have to go to college, it wasn’t a discussion you wasn’t a discussion, you just stay home
you don’t need college, you don’t need college was the whole thing.
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I wouldn’t participate in classes, I wouldn’t do it at all, especially because my English
was not that good, it wasn’t that good and I was very much scared,
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I still have to pass that, you know, like I’m still afraid like to presentations and I get
nervous. I think it’s normal, but so far I’ve been doing pretty good. Like when I first
started it was so hard and I had, like speech classes because I know English is like my
second language, so I said okay this is where it’s not coming out. I have to, I kept
repeating it in order to say it better.

Lb
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I think language was the like the first barrier.
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you got to have a real determination to come to college, cause like I said, the difference
like between an American student and an international student is language and culture,
and all these things, so you have to be able to know these things when you are in a
school here cause that, you got to have the desire, if you don’t have that then you won’t
be able to do it because it’s going to be tough, it’s going to be a lot of language issues, a
lot of words that you need to learn and you need to be determined.

Lb
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[Q And how do your siblings feel about your completion of college and encouraging
their children?] To be honest with you, I don’t think my siblings understand the extent
of a college education. You know, I don’t think they understand like the process, the
whole process you have to undergo. It’s like they know about college and I don’t want
to say this, I know this is your interview and everything like that, but I don’t want to say
that they’re a little bit ignorant, but they don’t understand that whole college foundation
thing, you know, because they never finished high school, they don’t know what
college credits are, they don’t know about semesters and stuff so I have to constantly
break it down to them. So but they’re not ...
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[Q What did it do to your relationship with your family?] Oh wow, it changed it
completely, it completely change it. You know, my mother thinks I think I’m so holy
or something, that I’m untouchable but she doesn’t understand and I try to talk to her
about that, I say ma you know, school is hard, it’s not you walk in and they give you a
degree, you have to put your part in, you have to let the professors know that you
actually value what they’re teaching you and that you’re absorbing that information.
But ... and sometimes I try to speak to her the way she would speak, you know, like it’s
like a broken kind of Spanglish you know, so that she can understand it, you know.

Lu
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I don’t know if she does understand or whatever, but it’s hard.
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[Q None [have a high school degree]?] It’s amazing, but it’s true. You see that more
and more and I don’t want to sound, you know, classist or anything, but you see that
more and more in the projects, family of eight, a family of six and out of those eight or
six maybe one or two graduate high school and that would probably ... if they go to
college that’s a milestone. Yeah.
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9
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I mean I grew up with my mom as a single parent, my father died when I was really
young and up to my 5th grade level my father was the one who used to help me with my
homework. So after that I had nobody to help me. My mother never went to school,
neither did my father but my father spoke English and was able to figure it out. My
mother was illiterate, my mother was always working, never had the time for me, so it
reached a point that I did not want to go home and until I would know how to do my
homework. So when the bell rang at 3:00 I would just sit there and look at the teacher
and the teacher would look at me and say, well Libia the bell rang and I’d say yes but
I’m not going home, she goes why, I said I can’t go home if I don’t know how to do my
homework. So she would sit there and teach me how to do the homework and then I
would go home and finish up the homework, and I did that for a while and then it came
to a point that it became a routine. So the teacher would just, Libia you know, call me
five minutes before the bell rang or something and just explained the homework to me.
So she was really one of the people that helped me through the whole process,
especially the time that my father passed away, and you know, the last thing in my head
is that I don’t want my kids to go through the same situation that I went through. That’s
one of the areas of growing up in a Latino family where parents are not well educated
and they can’t help you with the homework, that’s very sad, and that’s one of the things
that effect the economy today and they don’t realize that by cutting all these budget cuts
on education after school, it affects the Latino community. I mean it affects everybody
as a whole, but mainly my people because they grow up in a household that people
don’t know how to do, how to help you with the homework and if you don’t have that
extra help, how are you going to be able to accomplish a lot more.
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So and like I told you, even when I was really young I always wanted to learn. If my
mother would have given me the support and would encourage me, like you didn’t have
to, you know, like I wasn’t the type of child that you would have to give a beating to
read a book, because I was the type of person that I would just do it. I wasn’t a difficult
person to do anything. I mean if my mother would have had the proper education and
the right mentality I was very easy going and I’m sure that she wouldn’t have any
problems with me.
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They thought I was crazy, they said that it was, I have to say that it was throughout my
entire Associates degree and when it finally hit them it was at graduation when they
noticed that I was doing that for a reason. I think it was more that they were preparing
me for failure in case I would fail, I wouldn’t be as disappointed. But when they saw
that I went through regardless of the fact that they were helping me or not, and they saw
me a graduation, that’s when they okay well she is doing something that we never even
taught her, like where is this child getting this from, and that’s when I think they finally
said okay, she’s doing this and that’s when they helped me throughout my Bachelors.
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But now they’re proud of me, and I am not upset at them because you know, because
they didn’t know, I want to believe that they didn’t know that so much existed. They
didn’t know that you can, I mean I take a course here and there and they’re like you’re
in school again, and I’m like I just need more knowledge, I feel like there’s so much,
and they, I mean it’s like I’m their little trophy. Like now they’re so proud of me.
They’re always venting how great Jennifer is because she went to college and she’s so
smart. I’m not that smart, but I do consider myself smart.
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I came in because I wanted to start. I took the information and I read and I was like I
cannot do this. I mean this is, I didn’t even understand what was in these booklets. I
didn’t understand what it was they were offering. I came back I think it was like two
years later and I said I don’t know, I am going to act like an idiot. Every time I ask a
question I’m going to feel really stupid asking any question, but I have to do this. I
asked every single question on the planet, and I was determined that I will succeed at
that point.
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[Why did you put your family and friends support in past place?] Only because they are
great people, they are, they are, but they didn’t know passed what they were taught,
they didn’t know the world of college. They didn’t know that there was more out there,
they were completely ignorant to the fact that you can work in an office to them where
it was like too, I was a mission impossible. It was like no one can ever get there.
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but knowing that I had my little sisters I kind of want to do something different, not say
like oh, mommy didn’t finish why should I finish.

Nt

2

39

Yes, you know, some days I keep telling myself, you know, I’m not going to help this
family because they’re not going to want to go. It’s just something inside me like I got
to help, you know ...

Nt

3

8

So I said, you know, I wanted to start getting Hispanic females to be successful and
otherwise, you know, it’s going to stay the same way so we have to like make the
culture grow in a different way.

Nt

6

25

So it’s kind of hard, it’s just like pickles at the table, you know, I’m trying to enforce
education, they’re trying to enforce working.

Nt

9
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
I didn’t want my nieces and nephew to think that that’s how it is, you know, that’s how
our family structure is, it’s not like that. You can break away from that link and start
your own link, you know, and I tell this to my nieces and nephew all the time in front of
my siblings. If we go out to XXX, if we go to Applebee’s, no matter where we go, I
always tell them listen, you know, you don’t have to stick to these family traditions,
make your own traditions. You know, this is not, our tradition is not carved in stone,
you can go off and do your own stuff, cause my brothers are very old school, all my
brothers. I come from a family of twelve.

T
Nt

R
9

46

it’s like they still hold those Puerto Rican traditions from the Island which is, you
know, work, work, work, work, everything is work. There’s no school, there’s no
education, and in my generation now, we want that education, you know, so yeah.

Nt

9

69

As a Latina, you know, as a Latina it’s important, it’s very, very important for the
Latina and the Latino community to get an education, you know, because that’s
something that’s not instilled in us and it’s very sad and just not the Latina, you know,
it’s not just the Latina culture but African American culture as well, you know. So it’s
something that education to us is not important but it has to become important, you
know, especially this generation now.

Nt

9

5

Actually I see it as an opportunity and advantage to be a female an Hispanic female. I
speak both languages and that’s great, it’s better than speaking just one.

Ot

6

6

[Q so why was it important at that time for you to [get a degree], and how did you do it
without completing your high school?] Well during the whole 16 years, well the main
reason why I did not finish high school and like I said before was because I got married
and I got pregnant. Even though I was pregnant I tried continuing my education being
that it was my last year, at least you know, finishing high school, but it came to a point
that my husband and I couldn’t afford for him, who was going to take care of the baby.
So even if he were to, if I was to go to school, we needed somebody to take care of the
baby and then it would be more money to pay for child care. So we came to a
conclusion that, you know, I would stay home and take care of the baby and be a
housewife while he would finish his education. So why did I, to answer your question,
why I waited 16 years later, well because then I had two more kids and then I had my
fourth kid and then I was taking care of the household, taking care of the kids, being a
housewife but I came to realize that one day I was cleaning and I was cleaning the
house, I dusted off the computer, like I mentioned the other day, and I said you know
what, I had my kids are growing up, this is my life, and then I sat down and I said what
if I would wake up one day and lose all of this, what’s going to happen to me and the
kids. You know, what if my husband decides to walk away or he was to pass away,
then what’s going to happen to me, what’s going to happen to my life, and it was kind
of scary when I thought of that, just the thought got me scared. That’s one of the
initiatives,

Fr

1
0

19

[Q Were your family supportive of your decision to go to college?] Not at the
beginning. Not because they thought that I was neglecting my kids, they thought that I
needed to be a mother more than why would I be thinking about a career. Why would I
be taking my kids to daycare when they had their mother? So I worked my way without
them. I knew that I found other daycares, I found other ways, and I never neglected my
kids though. I was there 98% of the time except for the 2% that I had to do homework,
but I never neglected my kids, and I don’t regret a bit.

Fr

1
1
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
so I kind of motivated her so it feels good doing something positive

T
Rm

R
2

10

but knowing that I had my little sisters I kind of want to do something different, not say
like oh, mommy didn’t finish why should I finish. Like for instance, I graduated from
high school, my little sister is younger than me, she didn’t graduate from high school,
but I got her to do her GED.

Rm

2

14

So I was like her backbone because it’s like it’s different when you have a mother that
didn’t succeed in life you feel like oh why should I do it.

Rm

2

37

Yes, and then especially having my sister come on board with me, I got to set an
example.

Rm

2

55

Another think that drove me was that I always said that if I do have my family I want
my child to be proud of their mom, and inside there’s no way they’re going to be proud
of me if I didn’t take care of me. So at the end of the day when they ask my child oh
did your mom graduate, yeah, she got her Bachelors, she got her Masters. At least my
child won’t be like oh yeah mom got to hustle s*** and that’s it. No because then my
child is going to do the same steps I did, and the mom did this, okay I’m either going to
try to go a little further, or meet her in the same way she left off. So I think that was
really important for me.

Rm

2

58

My mom supposedly pushed [my sister] but didn’t push her enough for her to actually
graduate from high school, and I felt that that was wrong. Even though my sister didn’t
want to go, but she should have pushed her to be a little bit different from her, my mom
didn’t do that. I stepped in. I took the full responsibility to make sure that she got the
advantage to see that things are a little bit different and I’m happy to say she’s going to
be 20, she’s going to finish her Associates in nursing.

Rm

2

60

So I’m trying to set an example for the next generation.

Rm

2

8

I want to show look, okay yes cause you have problems in the past doesn’t mean you
can’t you know move something forward, so just show that somebody can do it and it
was really nice to have one of my young cousins say, you know, Anna you know what,
you’re my hero.

Rm

3

9

why you say that, just because you know, you went to high school and you graduated
and you went to college, oh my God. Like you are my hero.

Rm

3

10

Yeah, yes I have become a role model.

Rm

3

35

I was like I got flush, I was like I got flush, it was just kind of like amazing, like oh my
God I actually came sort of like a role model for a younger cousin and I’m like very
stunned, I was very happy

Rm

3

55

I’m doing the same thing, you know, you want to be a role model in your child’s eyes.

Rm

3

56

Yeah you do, you want to be a role model, you know, when you have children you want
to be like mommy you’re my hero, I want to be just like you. You know, you don’t
want to be like oh wow, look at my mother, look what she’s doing, I don’t want to be
nothing like you.

Rm

3

14

So my cousins follow me a lot and my sister follows me a lot.

Rm

4
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
Yes definitely, because at one point my sister, she just turned 17, at the age of 15 she
was like I do not want to go to college, I want to stop here, I just want to get something
quick,... just work in something that it can just give me money. But I guess as soon as
she realizes, look it didn’t take me too long to get an Associates might as well just try
something in a short career into a little bit of a longer degree, so it actually did impact
her a lot.

T
Rm

R
4

23

No I put it on the table, I’ll be like look, look, and they come on they say oh great mom,
I’m proud of you, or if not, oh I wouldn’t expect anything less you know, those type of
words. So and in fact my oldest son, you know, he called me the other day, he said that
he went to where they were doing the fundraising for Japan, and so he says mom you’ll
be proud of me, you know what I did, and I said what’s that, and he says I went to help
out for the fundraising for Japan and I said that’s awesome. You know, so obviously
something of me is spilling over to them to be self assured and secure and do the right
things. So hopefully ...

Rm

5

2

Now everybody is following my steps.

Rm

7

16

Now you broke the chain, now because of you other of the family members are going to
come to school. They’re not going to drop out, even if they do, they’re going to come
back, Nathalie did it, if she did it, I can do it.

Rm

7

17

I don’t want to say a role model, but yes.

Rm

7

20

Okay, so let’s start with the down ones, cause they usually have a good ending
afterwards. The ones that were kind of like putting me down, they were like so how
was it, how is that, is it tough going back into school, is it the classes harder. I’m like
no, no, it’s a piece of cake, it’s easier. There are staff workers that help you, professors,
if you can’t learn this in something there is tutoring and they were like oh for real.
Even though at the beginning they were kind of like oh why you did it and things like
that, they went back to school and to this day they are actually finishing their Bachelors
Degree. So it’s amazing like how people turn out to be one thing in the beginning and
then turn out to be in the end.

Rm

7

24

Even though you’re trying to set up a good figure, in the end they’re going to notice it,
even though they are always retracting back to what they said to me.

Rm

7

25

My boys they usually would see me doing homework, mommy you’re doing
homework, I can’t wait to go to college. So I have noticed that there is, they have done
research that when a parent goes to college the kids tend to go to college as well. So me
hearing my kids say I can’t wait to go to college, I was like wow, that made my day.

Rm

7

4

Thank you . And my daughter is my number one. She was my reason and she looks up
to me. You know, I’m a single mom and now she’s 16 and And she told me I’m glad
she tells me I want to go to college because I want to be like you.

Rm

8

8

I So when I decided to just pursue my education my family was like what, school, what
are you going to do with school. But now they see the benefits of school.

Rm

9

18

[Q I think you said a little bit before that you wanted to set an example. So who are you
setting an example for?] My nieces and nephews and great nieces and nephews.

Rm

9
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
My niece now is in her second year at XXX University which is I’m very, very happy.
Yeah, I’m very happy. My nephew just graduated from XXX with his criminal justice
degree. My other nephew is actually getting ready to do the process to attend this
college. ...and then some of my nieces and nephews are in high school and they always
talk about college

T
Rm

R
9

20

[Q Now do you think you played a part in that?] I would like to think that I did. I
really in my heart I would like to think that I did because every time we’re sitting
around or we’re watching a movie I’m always the one interrupting, oh yeah, do you
know what this is, do you know what that is. If you go to college you’ll know what that
is. So but yeah I would like to think that I played a part in that.

Rm

9

39

I didn’t want my nieces and nephew to think that that’s how it is, you know, that’s how
our family structure is, it’s not like that. You can break away from that link and start
your own link, you know, and I tell this to my nieces and nephew all the time in front of
my siblings. If we go out to XXX, if we go to Applebee’s, no matter where we go, I
always tell them listen, you know, you don’t have to stick to these family traditions,
make your own traditions. You know, this is not, our tradition is not carved in stone,
you can go off and do your own stuff, cause my brothers are very old school, all my
brothers. I come from a family of twelve.

Rm

9

66

But my two oldest [children] were very happy for me, but especially my daughter. My
daughter she’s very proud of me. She says that she was really happy, she was like yea
you know, you got your GED, you got your Associates, you got your Bachelors, now
you’re going for your Masters and I feel like she’s very proud of me cause, you know,
she tells … the other day I went to the counselor and she’s like oh my mom is doing her
Masters, you know, yeah so she’s really happy. She is.

Rm

1
0

67

I mean it’s good because it motivates her. Like look I never thought that I, like I told
you, I never thought that I would have kids that are so smart. I mean I can’t believe that
child came out of me, you know, they’re just so smart I mean. She’s thinking about
becoming an attorney and she wants to go into criminal law and, you know, now I’m
helping my daughter through the whole college process, it’s like …

Rm

1
0

4

First I needed to lead by example, I could not tell my kids you have to go to college
when I had nothing to base myself on. So I would have to say my kids and the fact that
I wanted better for them.

Rm

1
1

44

[My brother is starting] in the fall semester and I walked him through and he didn’t
finish high school because it was like whatever. If I don’t need this, I don’t have to.
But now I’ve told him and he thinks I’m super smart, and he said that he feels like he
has to follow my footsteps, so he’s actually, he took his test, he’s ready, he’s enrolling
for the fall semester.

Rm

1
1

45

[Q So how does it make you feel, your brother going to school?] I feel old, I feel great.
I feel that, I have other siblings, and I feel like, I told him I will always be here. This is
why I did it for my kids, but he was kind of like my kid too in a weird way because I
was only like 4 or 5 years older, but I always felt like I was so mature. So I always told
him don’t worry I’m your mommy I’ll take care of you when we were 5 and 6, and I
told him I will be here and any questions, and we’ll just go through everything. I told
him it won’t be easy, it has it’s struggles but you’ll do it.

Rm

1
1
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Category: Cultural. Themes (T): breaking the cycle (Bc), serving as a role model
(Rm), pressures of family and cultural expectations (Fe), perceived role of a female
(Fr), lack of understanding of education (Lu), being a first generation student (Fg),
starting new traditions (Nt), and language barriers (Lb). ID = Question ID, R =
Respondent ID.
Quotations
So it was like either you do it now or you just won’t do it at all. It was the desire of
having more, of knowing more, of being able to tell my kids what is, I cannot ask them
something, to eat something if I don’t know what the taste is, I can’t have them, I can’t
tell them go to college so you can be better and they’re like well wait mom, why didn’t
you.

T
Rm

R
1
1

61

[If I hadn't gone to school, my children would say] Why are you telling me things, I
mean you never completed anything for yourself. I am automatically saying to myself I
thought as a failed parent. Like I, to me the most important thing is what my kids, the
perspective that my kids have of me and they are my number one priority and I needed
to make sure that they were proud of me. I took my son to graduation and he was like
crying, and I’m like why are you crying, and he’s like I don’t know, I see everyone else
crying. But he would tell everyone, he’s like I just came from graduation, mommy
graduated from college, and at that moment I just, and he went to both, and I told him
and he knows the word college. I didn’t know the word college for many years.

Rm

1
1

9

Well seeing in my family we really wasn’t, I don’t want to say motivated, but I want to
say didn’t have the advantage to succeed in life

Bc

2

Note. ID = Quotation ID, T = Theme, R = Respondent ID, Bc = breaking the cycle, Rm = serving as a role
model, Fe = pressures of family and cultural expectations, Fr = perceived role of a female, Lu = lack of
understanding of education, Fg = being a first generation student, Nt = starting new traditions, and Lb =
language barriers.
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Category: Family and significant others’ support; Themes: degree of
support (Ds), value of education (Ve), families sense of pride (Fp),
feelings of superiority (Pg), and sense of jealousy (Sj) Subthemes (ST):
(II), (vs). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations

ST

R

I actually didn’t because they felt like oh what if you have to go to work, you
know, don’t take the day off, but I felt like I have to do it, I have to do it for me
and for my child. If I’m not going to do it for me and my child no one else is
going to do it for you.

Ds

ll

1

21

[Q do you think the lack of family support caused you not to complete the first
time you tried to go to school. ] It does give you a impact because nobody forces
you to do it. That’s not an issue in our family, it’s like okay finish high school
that’s it.

Ds

ll

1

27

[Q so did they provide any support for you then?] No, not really.

Ds

ll

1

29

I have a couple of people that do, they feel like they say oh you know, you’re
going at a certain age, why you going back to school, you know, what is it for …

Ds

ll

1

39

I had more support from my friends [then family], ... But I feel like they don’t
have to support me, they just have to know what I’m doing.

Ds

ll

1

40

Resp My son was very proud of me. That was, that’s all I needed. I think he
would have been the only thing I needed to support me.

Ds

ll

1

17

It has because when I was going to LIU I was a full time student, I still had to pay
bills living with my mom, so I didn’t have no help, nobody wanted to co-sign any
loan, I had to pay for certain classes, books, everything came out of pocket. I
didn’t have no help so it kind of was an obstacle continuing LIU.

Ds

ll

2

30

My mom was in shock, my mom was oh my God I can’t believe you finally did it
... She even told me I thought you was never going to graduate.

Ds

ll

2

32

No [family support], especially when it was finals, and I was like frustrated, they
would tell me over the phone, oh you’ll be fine, or if you don’t want to go just
don’t go. There was no type of motivation.

Ds

ll

2

34

When I used to get frustrated I would call my mom, she’d be like oh then give up,
and that kind of pushed me not to give up because I always did the opposite of
what they’d tell me to do. You tell me to give up, not a problem, I’ll just push
myself.

Ds

ll

2

35

I don’t know if she was doing it purposely because she knows the type of person I
am, but to me it was like at that moment she wasn’t supportive. You know, I’d
tell her I’m tired, then go to sleep, and I’m like no I got to study, I got to do this,
she’s like ugh, then do it in the morning. But I did what I had to do.

Ds

ll

2

50

For number 5 put family and friends support which I was kind of iffy with that
one because it’s like I really didn’t have it, so it’s like I think that should have
been my number 6,

Ds

ll

2

51

[Family Support] It was important but then again, it’s not important because I’m
the only one. So I knew that I had to do this on my own, it was a challenge of my
own.

Ds

ll

2

3

[My family wasn't ... very supportive, but they was like yeah okay you’re going to
college you’ll never make it and that was a really big motivation because I was
yes I will and I will show you that somebody can in this family, you know,
somebody can do it.

Ds

ll

3
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Category: Family and significant others’ support; Themes: degree of
support (Ds), value of education (Ve), families sense of pride (Fp),
feelings of superiority (Pg), and sense of jealousy (Sj) Subthemes (ST):
(II), (vs). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations

ST

R

Yes because you know you have people not really there for you, they’re just
expecting you to fail, or not succeed,

Ds

ll

3

21

you do realize who are your true friends because they are friends that want to
leave you down there with them and when they see that you’re trying to get out,
drag yourself out and be something more better, you’d be surprised who’s not
your true friends, they just up and leave you.

Ds

ll

3

41

Other family, you know, they were like oh okay, you know, how’s school and I’m
like it’s good, and that’s it. But you can, I could see in their eyes that they was
not, you’re going to fail you know.

Ds

ll

3

50

You have to motivate yourself, you have to be your own support.

Ds

ll

3

54

If you have those kind of friends, you don’t need those kind of friends, you know,
really. You want people who will support you and will congratulate you and I’m
so proud of you, you know.

Ds

ll

3

19

I’ll have to say a couple of cousins, we were all very close, we were a very close
family, but you know, they did their mistakes, they didn’t finish high school, they
didn’t do what they really wanted to do because of certain reasons that they got
pregnant and things like that. So I guess instead of helping out they were just
trying to pull me a way from school, especially the females.

Ds

ll

4

7

On top of which, you know, I’m doing it by myself and I don’t really have the
helping hand, you know, whereas somebody to watch my kids while I’m working
or going to school, so another reason why I had to wait later in time to actually go
back to school when my kids were a little older where they can leave them with
one another and say okay I’m going to go and if anything you call me. My son
was of age and he could look after my younger one. Bottom lines was it’s like
you asking me that you don’t find too many Latina women who actual excel to a
higher education at the time when I started.

Ds

ll

5

43

The reason why I put family support as my number 6 is because my family
although they support me now cause they saw that I really took the change to
come back to school and that I was really determined. They said okay, so she’s
really doing this, so you know, we’re proud of her, she really did it, we got to
support her, you know, continue do as much as you can. But before that they
wasn’t the ones who actually make me do this decision, I made it on my own.
They were okay with me just having a steady job, staying home, maybe getting
married, have a child. That’s about it. As long as they see me happy they think
happiness is all about a home and a family, nothing to do with being out there and
having a career and being successful.

Ds

ll

6

22

That impact me a little bit just because I wanted the support from all my family
members. When they said certain things I was kind of like down a little bit but
then one of the things is that you have to keep on working, you have to
accomplish what you have to accomplish no matter what people say. It’s you’re
doing it for you, you’re doing it for your family. Even though you’re trying to set
up a good figure, in the end they’re going to notice it, even though they are always
retracting back to what they said to me.

Ds

ll

7
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Category: Family and significant others’ support; Themes: degree of
support (Ds), value of education (Ve), families sense of pride (Fp),
feelings of superiority (Pg), and sense of jealousy (Sj) Subthemes (ST):
(II), (vs). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations

ST

R

[Q Was your family supportive during that time?] No, no, no. My mom in the
beginning was very supportive, she’s like oh Nana you’re going, which was like
term of endearment, like my sweetie or something like that. You’re going to
school, that’s so good, I’m happy for you, and she started seeing me change and
you know, going to school more often and just mom I can’t do this, I have to
study, mom I have a final, mom I have a midterm and then she started just, oh you
and that f’ing school and you think you know everything and blah, blah, blah, she
would just hang up the phone on me and forget about it, and then my brothers will
call me, what’s wrong with you, that’s your mother, you know, get over there do
this, mommy needs this, mommy needs that. Well hello, aren’t you her child also,
can’t you do that. So in the three almost four years I’ve been here I’ve been
juggling my mother, school, work, my personal life, my social life, so ...

Ds

ll

9

65

I did it anyway, exactly. I mean my family really didn’t support me they still
don’t support me, but I’m so passed over that stage that that tsunami passed me a
long time ago.

Ds

ll

9

4

I did not finish high school. I was in my last year of high school, I was in my
senior year when I got pregnant and immediately I was kicked out of the house
because my mother was very strict in her beliefs. Even before I even told my
mom that I was pregnant I got married. I went to City Hall and I got
married...Well, you know, there’s a little story, I got married and I guess I got
married for thinking that I was doing the right thing, but it was for the wrong
reasons and I had no support after that.

Ds

ll

10

13

I think the biggest obstacles were my, it was my family, my mom.

Ds

ll

10

30

[Q While you were in school did you have support from your family?] Well I
can’t say no completely, but it wasn’t something that really everybody was too
excited about. I think Dean XXX was more excited than my family I could say.
When I told my mom that I came for the interview and I took the test and I went
through the whole process and

Ds

ll

10

31

I even asked [my mom] if she wanted to accompany me for the, what is it that
Dean XXX organized some type of dinner,...I was too excited, I mean I thought it
was like I was invited to a graduation or a gala or something out of the ordinary
and I asked my mom, mom you know, I registered back in school, I went through
the whole process, I’m like mommy I got my ID and I’m telling her everything,
and she tells me so you’re going to school. I was like yeah ma, she goes, so what
are you going to do, how are you going to go to college if you don’t have a high
school diploma, and I said, oh mommy you can do your GED while you’re doing
your doing your attending to your college degree. She goes well XXX if you
didn’t go to school when you had to go do school, why should you do it now. So
that really, that really made me feel really bad inside, you know, I feel like you
know, maybe I was, I started doubting myself more than anything else, I started
questioning myself. Am I making the right decision? Am I really wasting my
time? Is this something that I really want to do?

Ds

ll

10

46

[Q So you weren’t finding that peace and quiet at home [to study]?] No. No,
because I had no respect. I feel like nobody was respecting my decision [to go to
school], you know.
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so like it goes back to the support, you know, the support system for your
education I felt like you know, she’s only doing her GED you know, it’s only a
GED but they don’t see, like I don’t think they took the significance of that GED
and how far I t was going to take me until maybe now.

Ds

ll

10

61

I mean it’s terrible to put my family and friends support last but no, no, friends,
my friends, well friends they were not motivating, they’re still not motivating,
because the friends that I had back then who told me to go back to school for the
record, I’m getting my Masters, they’re still finishing their Associates.

Ds

ll

10

20

[Q Were your family supportive of your decision to go to college?] Not at the
beginning. Not because they thought that I was neglecting my kids, they thought
that I needed to be a mother more than why would I be thinking about a career.
Why would I be taking my kids to daycare when they had their mother? So I
worked my way without them. I knew that I found other daycares, I found other
ways, and I never neglected my kids though. I was there 98% of the time except
for the 2% that I had to do homework, but I never neglected my kids, and I don’t
regret a bit.

Ds

ll

11

40

The only person who was really supportive was actually my mother. She was the
main person who was very supportive, anything I needed she was there for me.

Ds

vs

3

1

I would have to say definitely the support of my mother.

Ds

vs

4

2

Yes I had a lot of support, my mom is a single mom, she was actually going to
college and she was going to start college, but she got pregnant, so she couldn’t do
it anymore.

Ds

vs

4

4

It’s just very, very much of a push and encouragement and I really want to do
something very, very good for them, you know, I want to help my family too.
Keep them going to school.

Ds

vs

4

18

So the ones that really pushed me a lot were my uncles and my aunts which I
consider them my siblings.

Ds

vs

4

33

[Q so what was your number 1 you thought was important for you, the factor that
played a part in your graduation?] My family and friends support definitely.

Ds

vs

4

11

[Q Did [your family] encourage you to go to school? My siblings did.

Ds

vs

5

16

[Q Did you recieve support from your family?] More support, you know, like for
example, I had a ten page proposal I had to do and I was totally at a loss, I’ve
never done one, and I wasn’t familiar with PowerPoint or anything of the sort, and
believe it or not I called my brother and through the phone he guided me, he gave
me tips and I took it from there. I sent it to him to be looked over, he made
corrections, whatever, he sent it back and I did what I had to do. My other sister if
ever I need any help school or other, I can call her and she picks up right away.
She’s like okay this is what you have to do.

Ds

vs

5

9

[Q your family, were they supportive of you going to school?] Yes, very,
definitely.
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vs

6

14

[Q Did [your family] really support you through your time you were here for your
degree?] Yes they did.
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Well by giving me advice and telling me, you know, stay in school, don’t quit
even if you find a job, school is better and just finish, finish what you’ve been
doing.

Ds

vs

6

32

family and friends support. I mean it’s important that my family support me but
even if they didn’t, I was still going to come to school.

Ds

vs

6

26

So that was one of the best supports I had, between my mother and my boys.

Ds

vs

7

33

Family and friends support. That helped me a lot. Having my mother by my side,
my kids and some of the other relatives, that kind of motivated me even more to
finish what I already had determined as for myself.

Ds

vs

7

24

So you know, they were very proud, they always, I’m very happy to have two
parents that love me very much. I love my brother and my sister, and it has
helped me through the years.

Ds

vs

8

25

You know, they told me not to give up. They told me, you know, my mom
always take care of my daughter, to be able to help, and my dad he was always
pushing me, there was times I wanted to give up, and he would tell me no, you got
to get up, you got to do this, you got to, you know, you don’t want to, you just
don’t want to be in a dead end job, you want to ... you don’t want to be like me he
says. Struggling and struggling and struggling. So I was like oh no I’m so tired,
I’m like I don’t want to do this no more. There were times I wanted to give up but
they pushed me.

Ds

vs

8

42

my family they support, you know, I have a very, I come from a very good family
and have very good friends that supported me and they play a part in my life.

Ds

vs

8

1

The number one factor that contributed to my success in my graduation, I have to
say that it was my spouse, she urged me to come to school and then all the faculty
members here at XXX College.

Ds

vs

9

3

I had support, yeah.

Ds

vs

9

25

They were a little more proud of me cause they felt like they know I’m a
hardheaded person and I’m strong and I’m going to do it, and I’m going to finish
it.

Fp

1

16

My mother was super excited

Fp

4

22

I think it’s even more fulfilling when you get your siblings to look at you with
such pride and tell you so.

Fp

5

13

[Q How does it feel to be first in your family to go to college?] It feels really
good. I’m really proud of myself and my family is also really proud of me too.
They never thought that I was going to leave my retail job like after so many years
and go back to school, and I actually did so they’re proud.

Fp

6

36

My mom she doesn’t mention the fact [that I completed school], one day she said,
you know, I told her that, you know, I’m going to go for my Masters and, you
know, she says, you know, Libia I feel very proud of you because you’re
managing the family, the school, and everything else, but she mentioned family
again, that you know, just the … I don’t know, I guess she was thinking I was
going to neglect my family, you know, cause she’s more of a family person.

Fp
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They thought I was crazy, they said that it was, I have to say that it was
throughout my entire Associates degree and when it finally hit them it was at
graduation when they noticed that I was doing that for a reason. I think it was
more that they were preparing me for failure in case I would fail, I wouldn’t be as
disappointed. But when they saw that I went through regardless of the fact that
they were helping me or not, and they saw me a graduation, that’s when they okay
well she is doing something that we never even taught her, like where is this child
getting this from, and that’s when I think they finally said okay, she’s doing this
and that’s when they helped me throughout my Bachelors.

Fp

11

36

I only had I think it was four tickets [to graduation] and they [my family] all
wanted to go cause they’ve never experience such a thing. It’s amazing now
they’re proud, and I am not upset at them because no one helped me, because it
was my choice, so it was my responsibility, my kids, I had to take upon
everything. I wanted to do this, fine, I had to figure it out. I couldn’t feel upset
because for example my mother wouldn’t take care of my kids. No, she doesn’t
have to, they’re mine. It may sound weird but it was my decision and now I have
to struggle myself with my kids.

Fp

11

38

But now they’re proud of me, and I am not upset at them because you know,
because they didn’t know, I want to believe that they didn’t know that so much
existed. They didn’t know that you can, I mean I take a course here and there and
they’re like you’re in school again, and I’m like I just need more knowledge, I feel
like there’s so much, and they, I mean it’s like I’m their little trophy. Like now
they’re so proud of me. They’re always venting how great Jennifer is because she
went to college and she’s so smart. I’m not that smart, but I do consider myself
smart.

Fp

11

31

But all the family members, they was just like oh, it’s kind of like oh you think
you better than us now.

Pg

3

33

And I’m like, really kind of like the jealousy, like looking at you like you’re very,
you think you’re better than us and I was like no, ... Apparently they finally like,
you know, like I was making fun of them or something and I was like no, it’s not,
it’s just very simple, it’s not hard. If you want it just go for it, it’s not hard and to
this day, yes, they still look at me like with jealousy thinking like I’m actually
better than them and I’m not better than nobody, I’m just XXX

Pg

3

14

a lot of some of my cousins they were like oh now you think that because you
have a degree you think that you’re better than us and that was the down side.

Pg

7

16

[Q So tell me a little bit about being the first in your family to graduate from
college.] It’s a plus and it’s a negative. It’s a plus because I know where I stand in
my family now and I try to help my mom and my siblings with good advice you
know. Then it’s a negative because they think that I know everything, which I
don’t know everything, you know, I’m not a genius I just happen to go to college,
but I’m known as the one in my family, oh (5:20 Spanish phrase) "the one that
knows everything." So every time there’s a conversation and somebody needs to
do something or fill out a paper or talk to someone they come to me but then when
they come to me and I give them advice it’s not the advice that they want. It’s a
crazy Puerto Rican household it doesn’t make sense but that’s how it is.

Pg

9
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[Q Was your family supportive during that time?] No, no, no. My mom in the
beginning was very supportive, she’s like oh Nana you’re going, which was like
term of endearment, like my sweetie or something like that. You’re going to
school, that’s so good, I’m happy for you, and she started seeing me change and
you know, going to school more often and just mom I can’t do this, I have to
study, mom I have a final, mom I have a midterm and then she started just, oh you
and that f’ing school and you think you know everything and blah, blah, blah, she
would just hang up the phone on me and forget about it, and then my brothers will
call me, what’s wrong with you, that’s your mother, you know, get over there do
this, mommy needs this, mommy needs that. Well hello, aren’t you her child also,
can’t you do that. So in the three almost four years I’ve been here I’ve been
juggling my mother, school, work, my personal life, my social life, so ...

Pg

9

32

[Q What did it do to your relationship with your family?] Oh wow, it changed it
completely, it completely change it. You know, my mother thinks I think I’m so
holy or something, that I’m untouchable but she doesn’t understand and I try to
talk to her about that, I say ma you know, school is hard, it’s not you walk in and
they give you a degree, you have to put your part in, you have to let the professors
know that you actually value what they’re teaching you and that you’re absorbing
that information. But ... and sometimes I try to speak to her the way she would
speak, you know, like it’s like a broken kind of Spanglish you know, so that she
can understand it, you know.

Pg

9

73

So when you step outside of that forget it you’re like what they say, and I’m sure
some people will relate to this, you’re the demon, you know, you’re like a demon,
you’re like the outcast, how dare you, we’re all walking in a straight line and you
want to be the one to step out, that’s how the Latina culture is, you know, and it’s
sad, but it is what it is.

Pg

9

32

But then, you know, like I said, you know, I also started thinking if when if I’m
going to do this I have to surround myself by people that are motivated and, you
know, that are positive in my life. I can’t be around people that thing negatively.
So I did avoid my mom as much as I could during that whole period that I was in
school. As far as my husband, he never said anything negative about the whole
situation, the whole college situation, but he never really encouraged me. I mean
maybe I hold a little bit against him is because, you know, during the 16 years I
never heard him say Libia why don’t you go back to school. He just left it as it
was, you know, he never really said Libia maybe you should go and, you know,
he graduated from the law degree, you know, maybe after he graduated he should
have told me Libia you know, maybe it’s time for you to go back to school. Why
would I have to waste 16 years and for me to figure that out instead of him telling
me, you know, a lot of my friends told me during the whole 16 years to go back to
school, but maybe if it came out of his mouth I would have taken it more seriously
being that he’s the father of my kids, and he’s my husband.
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33

I don’t feel like I was really, you know, feeling any support [from husband] and as
far as taking care of the kids and while I’m in school and everything else, he had
no other choice. I told him look, I took care of the kids for 16 years, I went to all
the parent/teacher meetings, I did all the PTA stuff, I did a lot of cleaning, now
it’s your turn cause it’s my time. Your time is over, my time is now.
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But all the family members, they was just like oh, it’s kind of like oh you think
you better than us now.

Sj

3

34

And I’m like, really kind of like the jealousy, like looking at you like you’re very,
you think you’re better than us and I was like no, ... Apparently they finally like,
you know, like I was making fun of them or something and I was like no, it’s not,
it’s just very simple, it’s not hard. If you want it just go for it, it’s not hard and to
this day, yes, they still look at me like with jealousy thinking like I’m actually
better than them and I’m not better than nobody, I’m just XXX

Sj

3

36

I was very happy and when I looked up I see like her mother is like with complete
jealousy because, you know, for a child you know your role model, you’re here
supposed to be like at least a parent. And they see like, you know, their cousin
like very angry and I was like it’s not my fault.

Sj

3

37

You know I think, I guess they always will harbor that feeling to the day they
decide that they want more in their life, and I try to encourage them.

Sj

3

20

They grew up with both parents, they had everything they wanted when they were
children, they were completely spoiled and I was the one with no father and my
mother could barely dress me sometimes. She will make my own clothes and I
guess that’s what really hurt them when they found out that I was actually going
to college and I was about to finish. I think that was the thing and they will
always tease me and bully me and things like that, but it really never affected me
that much.

Sj

4

13

[Q Tell me about being the first in your family to get a degree.] Wow, there were
a lot of ups and downs, a lot of some of my cousins they were like oh now you
think that because you have a degree you think that you’re better than us and that
was the down side. But the I usually got the upside of it even though there
happens to be a particular family member that would kind of push me down a
little bit, but I had family members, my mother, my sisters, my husband, aunts,
they were like great job.

Sj

7

8

for us to go to school it was a privilege.

VE

hv

4

9

So it’s definitely cultural-wise we’re very much pushed into school, into achieving
goals and to help others while your at it. So our culture is very much we’re poor
but we want to be very much educated.

VE

hv

4

10

If you were not at school and you weren’t getting enough help as money-wise,
you wouldn’t get an allowance, you wouldn’t have any privileges like going out,
allowing you to travel, things like that. Well what my grandparents have set up is
those who are going to school they will have something like they will leave us
money. Everybody who will reach 18 and you were in college, we will bursar an
amount of money to pay for college, otherwise you weren’t allowed to touch the
money. So you know, it’s kind of yeah they’re tempting you with money, but it’s
one of the ways they will push you because I guess they were very poor and we
didn’t have much as growing up, so …

VE

hv

4

12

Yes, females and males. That is one thing that my family and gender-wise
everybody has to go to school.

VE

hv

4

12

My siblings, I come from a family of seven, five girls including myself, and two
boys, and out of the five six of us studied,

Ve

hv

5
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Most definitely. Most definitely, they were always go to school, go to school, go
to school. I did it the hard way but I did it.

Ve

hv

5

6

As being Hispanic didn’t have any obstacle, but one of the things is that even
though as Hispanic one of the things my mother always encouraged me and my
sisters and my brother to get something, you know, get at least a certification, get
a degree as soon as you have something that is a value. She was always telling us
that and that’s one of the influences I always had from my mother, and I have kept
that on.

Ve

hv

7

8

both parents didn’t go to college only my big brother didn’t graduate from high
school

Ve

lv

2

6

[Q your culture and your upbringing. Did you feel that that impacted you going to
school and completing your degree?] Yes because back like my parents didn’t
have an education also, and only we’re six in the family and just my brother and I
decided to go back to school and finish it out of the six of us.

Ve

lv

6

22

Yeah, education is not a big deal, you know, they don’t see it that way.

Ve

lv

1

6

I come from a family where education is not the number one priority, you know,
you drop out of school, you go find a job, you get married and that’s your life. So
when I decided to just pursue my education my family was like what, school, what
are you going to do with school. But now they see the benefits of school.

Ve

lv

9

9

Both my parents, my dad, you know, he was always hard working, he held all
kinds of jobs. My mom always worked at a factory since the age of 11 or 9
something like that. So education was not something that was instilled in them
and my grandmother was illiterate, my grandmother didn’t know how to read or
write so they never pushed education in my family. So when I decided to pursue
my education it was like, almost like a shocker to them. I don’t know why but it
was a shock because all my brothers now they just work, they tend to their
family, their kids, their wife and they work, that’s all they do.

Ve

lv

9

12

I’m the only one in my family with a college education, which is very sad.

Ve

lv

9

14

[Q What about even high school, did your brothers finish high school?] They
walked in the building and walked back out.

Ve

lv

9

15

[Q Your upbringing, ... do you think that played a part in your non completion of
high school, and maybe not starting a college degree right away?] Yeah it played a
part because like I said my mother didn’t really, my parents didn’t really push us
to go to school. We wanted to sleep in late, she didn’t bother knocking on the
door and say get up and go to school. It was just, you know, we were on our own
really. So when I was able to drop out of high school I just dropped out, I didn’t
even have my mom sign anything, I just stopped going to school altogether.

Ve

lv

9

22

[Q How do [your siblings] feel about their children going to college? ] They don’t
even talk to them about it. It’s sad, but they don’t even talk to them about it.
They’d rather talk about last night’s game or who got beat up in what wrestling
team. They don’t really sit down, you know, like normal parents do. Normal
parents you sit your children down and you talk about their college education. My
siblings don’t do that.

Ve

lv
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For some Puerto Rican families yes it is. It’s very, very cultural. School is
something that you don’t, at the dinner table you don’t talk about that, you talk
about your neighbor, you know, you talk about your work, you talk about who’s
disrespecting who, but you don’t touch school. School is something that, I think
it’s me being, I think it’s because I’m first generation in my family so my mom
had her traditions and all of her, how do you say that in English, like mommy has,
like all of her habits from my grandmother, so it’s like, it’s a trickledown
traditions, you know, and it stops with me. So it’s kind of hard, it’s just like
pickles at the table, you know, I’m trying to enforce education, they’re trying to
enforce working.

Ve

lv

9

41

[Q And of those twelve how many graduated from high school?] None. … Not
even a GED.

Ve

lv

9

45

[Q So do you think it’s directly related to your culture or directly related to almost
like your socioeconomic status?] I think it’s both, I think it’s both, because Puerto
Ricans are very set in their ways especially if they migrated from Puerto Rico over
here, it’s like they still hold those Puerto Rican traditions from the Island which is,
you know, work, work, work, work, everything is work. There’s no school,
there’s no education, and in my generation now, we want that education, you
know, so yeah.

Ve

lv

9

20

Education unfortunately is not the primary goal in my family, it’s not a primary
goal. It is while you’re young, but if you make one little mistake it’s not a priority
anymore.

Ve

lv

10

38

You know, she’s more into cooking and cleaning and family than an education.

Ve

lv

10

65

Cause you know, they’re going to talk to the neighbor or friend, or cousin, or their
mother and they’re going to say why you going to go over there and waste your
time, why don’t you just go to the beach, you know, do something else. So you
know, it’s …

Ve

lv

10

17

[What about earning a high school degree?] It was okay if you would achieve it,
but it’s not major either, and there’s no way. I kept on telling myself I need to do
something, this is not possible, and yeah, it was just the whole my kids and
thinking that.

Ve

lv

11
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She was a great mother it’s just she was never taught that education was
important at all. I would carry home in order to me to learn English and learn the
words, and learn how to spell them, a dictionary. Every Friday I would carry a
giant dictionary in my backpack from the library so I can read the words
throughout the week and then Monday I would go back to the library and I’ll
return the book. I did that for four or five months. I went to the Domican
Republic and then it was just pure Spanish. We came back and I was 16 and I was
working at the supermarket and I was working as a cashier someplace else, and
then I got married. Then it was just like the same thing. I was just doing the
exact same thing that I would see everyone else do, became married, I would stay
home and I was a single mother with two babies, like where do I go now. Do I
stay in this minimum age job, but then I would think what do I know about life,
what am I going to teach these kids, it’s like I have nothing to give them. I have
zero money, zero education, nothing, like I’m a failure, right then and there I just
thought I’m a failure as a parent. So it was a lot and that just guided me through.
I have to, I just have to do it by myself.

Ve

lv

11

41

[Q Has your success in college affected anybody else in your family?] My brother,
he’s younger, but he was always told that you just go to high school and you’re
going to college and we’ll figure it out, but it was not, we’re not that many years
apart. So it wasn’t like it was our discussion at the dinner table, you know.

Ve

lv

11

43

[My brother is starting] in the fall semester and I walked him through and he
didn’t finish high school because it was like whatever. If I don’t need this, I don’t
have to. But now I’ve told him and he thinks I’m super smart, and he said that he
feels like he has to follow my footsteps, so he’s actually, he took his test, he’s
ready, he’s enrolling for the fall semester.

Ve

lv

11

29

[Q You were first in your family to graduate with a college degree, right?] And
also graduate from high school.

Ve

lv

3
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confidence level (Cl), no desire to integrate (Ni), realizing the need to socialize
(Ns), and integration outside of comfort zone (Cz). Subthemes (ST): gc, lc. ).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I think it was cultural because I notice that to the institution where I did my
Associates they help you a lot, they guide you a lot, they hold your hand, and
when you’re back at home it’s not like that. You have to do your thing, there’s
no one guiding you. There’s not, so I was used to that, I was conditioned to
the fact that there’s no help, it’s only you. But when I came here it was kind of
different, so I had to force myself to be social with staff, with maintenance,
with everybody just be … yeah.

T
Ns

ST

R
4

35

I gained a lot of confidence. I was like okay, in my mind I know everybody
here, I might not fit in, but I have to try. So I just had to push myself
definitely.

Cl

gc

4

30

{Q DO you think you had self confidence?] Early on like when I started
college no as I go through the years a little bit more, you know, but my
daughter was my reason that, she was my reason.

Cl

gc

8

54

Resp Oh yeah. The first semester I was so scared, so, so scared the first
semester. I didn’t know, I remember walking in here and saying what am I
doing, what am I doing, but once I completed the first semester I was like
okay, I think I can do this. I think I can do this. I know I can do this.

Cl

gc

9

55

[Q So it sounds like you gained confidence especially in your academic ability
as the semesters went on?] Yes. Gained much, much.

Cl

gc

9

40

But yeah, now at this point I’m beginning to believe that I have it in me, but if
I had any, I’m sure I did have it, it’s just that I didn’t recognize it because like
I was never, like I never had a reason to have a self confidence and if I did
have self confidence nobody encouraged me.

Cl

gc

1
0

46

[Q You sound like you are pretty confident?] I am, now.

Cl

gc

27

They told me yes you can graduate you passed all your classes, but it still
didn’t register, I was like no I’m a failure .

Cl

lc

1
1
2

13

[it is] not like you can’t do it, you got to give up when it gets hard, and for a
moment it was, I feel like I was, you know, like this is hard, I don’t know if I
can do it,

Cl

lc

3

18

it was that the classes were hard, I don’t know if I can do it just because you
know, life

Cl

lc

3

22

At the beginning I would have to say that I didn’t have enough confidence.

lc

4

22

I was a single parent, I was pregnant at 18, and I thought I was never going to
[graduate from college], I was in shock, you know. So when I got my degree I
was like oh my God, I did this.

C
L
Cl

lc

8

39

Oh God. My self confidence. Dean, to be honest with you, I don’t think I had
any self confidence cause I’m the type of person that I’m always doubting
myself

Cl

lc

1
0
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confidence level (Cl), no desire to integrate (Ni), realizing the need to socialize
(Ns), and integration outside of comfort zone (Cz). Subthemes (ST): gc, lc. ).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
but then I would think what do I know about life, what am I going to teach
these kids, it’s like I have nothing to give them. I have zero money, zero
education, nothing, like I’m a failure, right then and there I just thought I’m a
failure as a parent. So it was a lot and that just guided me through. I have to, I
just have to do it by myself.

T
Cl

ST
lc

R
1
1

lc

1
1

47

[When you were going to school were you confident?] At times. At times I
would not tell anyone at all, I would just keep it within myself, I would not tell
anyone but yes, I felt like oh God, I am going to prove them right, I am going
to fail this, I won’t accomplish a thing, I will have to go back to my store
manager even though I told her I won’t come back, I’m going to get a college
education, and even though I never left anyone in bad terms it feels like but
then again I would think, no, I can do this. I mean I wasn’t, I would think I’ve
never been told that I’m smart though. How am I even going to get this, and
then I enrolled, and as soon as I enrolled the first semester and I started getting
A’s and I’m like wait a minute, like I’m getting this. It’s like a little sponge, I
feel like I’m in my first day of kindergarten. It was an amazing feeling, and
you struggle because no one said it’s going to be easy, but no one said you
couldn’t do it.

Cl

44

[Interviewer: Good, excellent, that’s what school is all about, growth you
know.] Kind of scary though.

Cz

2

23

I was very shy. I wasn’t very social, and I was always at home, they would
always keep me at home, my mom wouldn’t let me go out as much, she was
very afraid of how young people grow up here. So I was very intimidated at
the beginning. I wouldn’t participate in classes, I wouldn’t do it at all,
especially because my English was not that good, it wasn’t that good and I was
very much scared,

Cz

4

28

the majority of the classes that I attended here were females. The classroom
were more females than males at the time and there was a lot of friction with
me and females because I wasn’t used to the way they dress, the way the talk,
and how they would party at the age of 13 and things like that. I was like
that’s not me. So it was kind of hard to relate to that and therefore I never
really attended to their study groups and things like that.

Cz

4

30

I couldn’t [attend study groups or seek help]. I was very much scared to the
culture and how people were growing up with young people.

Cz

4

38

I was a very a bit scared to this whole new college environment, especially in a
very accelerated program, but I think it actually helped me. You know it has
however, something new, I have to try it.

Cz

4

42

Very much out of my comfort zone.

Cz

4

46

I’m a friendly person so I don’t think I ever had a problem with any of my
teachers.

Fi

1

50

[Q So your institution was a really good fit for you?] Yeah it was. It was so
good I went back for my Bachelor’s.

Fi

1

42

So it was a good thing because I didn’t feel alone cause there was always
somebody frustrated just like me when we didn’t understand the material.

Fi

2
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Category: Social Integration. Themes (T): feeling of fitting in (Fi),
confidence level (Cl), no desire to integrate (Ni), realizing the need to socialize
(Ns), and integration outside of comfort zone (Cz). Subthemes (ST): gc, lc. ).
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Quotations
Yes I did fit, and for me yes I did fit. I have friends, So it was good to have
you know ...

T
Fi

ST

R
3

5

In terms of XXX it’s actually, it’s like a benefit to be Hispanic because the
majority of the population is also Hispanic, so you kind of relate to everybody.
Some of the professors are also, you know, the same. They understand your
culture, they understand the background and they kind of got you through
college when it comes to that.

Fi

4

32

I’m very comfortable, if we’re talking about Monroe, I’m very comfortable
here. I like the diversity

fi

5

34

I found my place, I found where I wanted to be, what I wanted to do and went
with it.

Fi

5

28

Yeah, cause that, it’s all up to you like why wouldn’t I feel positive and
confident about fitting into the environment.

Fi

6

37

I fit very well.

fi

7

10

So when I came to XXX I felt so comfortable.

Fi

8

34

Yeah, so I was like wow these, they’re not genius, you know, like if I raise my
hand and I answer the wrong question they’re not going to laugh at me.

Fi

8

35

Yeah, you know, so that’s why I felt good about that cause at XXX I would
not even raise my hand cause I felt like oh everybody is a genius, they’re
smart, they’re this, they’re that. No but in XXX it was different, you know, I
raised my hand and I answered the wrong question they’re not going to,
nobody is going to look at me like I’m dumb.

Fi

8

49

Yeah, my last is alright, I felt comfortable in some classroom but it was times I
would get that feeling that I didn’t, but I was alright, you know what, I’m just
going to get through it, I want to get my grades and I want to get my diploma.
So there was some classrooms that I could say they, you know, I was good,
comfortable, but it was some that I was okay, you know what, maybe I’m
bored, it was boring, or I just don’t feel comfortable in the class. There was
times like that.

Fi

8

60

I wanted a place where I can feel both comfortable and yet feel supported but
not coddled, you know, not oh let me walk you here, and you know, I wanted
to know that if I was going under some sort of crisis I could speak to a faculty
member and they’re there, and that what XXX provides. So that was, yeah,
the environment was very important to me also.

Fi

9

62

[Q And you found that you were able to talk to the faculty, you could relate to
the other students.] When I first got here I fell in love with the faculty
members, that’s number one. When I got into my first class and I looked
around, I was like okay everybody is like me. Okay, that’s comfortable, but
then I was like okay, now we’re bringing ghetto talk into the class so we must
stop that, you know, but that was something that over time as I started going
through my semester I’ve noticed that the students would change the way that
they spoke and you guys really, really enforced that in us so that was good.

Fi

9
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confidence level (Cl), no desire to integrate (Ni), realizing the need to socialize
(Ns), and integration outside of comfort zone (Cz). Subthemes (ST): gc, lc. ).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I went to the students, the word in the hallway. Those are like very important
too. And everyone was always there, no one ever told me you know what, just
figure it out or go somewhere else. It’s like we were all on the same page, we
were all trying to, we were all for the same goal.

T
Fi

ST

R
1
1

70

[So you felt you fit into the environment of your institution?] Oh yes. As
myself there were many other Hispanic students going through the same thing
and the kids and the system that would not help even though they knew what
your goal was.

Fi

1
1

71

[QWere there other Hispanic females[at your institution]?] Oh yes, there were
other Hispanic females, kids, divorced, with husbands, no help, no support, the
same situation which to me it was amazing that we were all going through the
same thing. It was I have to say it was a culture thing. Reason why, I didn’t
know these people and they were all going through, they all had the same
mentality as I have to do this now and I would ask why now, and they’re like
well now I have my kids and now I have this, and I have … and I would think
that’s just me, like we’re all, that’s why I was never afraid in the classroom of
asking a question that no, that it was stupid. I didn’t feel dumb at any point
cause we’re all going through the same thing, but yes I had a couple of female
friends and they were all going through the same thing.

Fi

1
1

72

[Q Do you think it would have felt the same if it was, if you had non Hispanic
females in the room, if it was a different, your institution made up
predominantly of Hispanic or minority students?] No, I would have to say
minority, I mean yeah we had a little bit of everything, we did, it was so I think
that made it comfortable, we had a little bit of everything and no I don’t think
that would have made a difference if there were other cultures and not as many
Hispanics because, how can I say, it was my determination more than anything
that was guiding me through.

Fi

1
1

74

[Q But it was helpful {the other Hispanic Females}?] Oh yeah, it was, it was,
because after we all started talking in the beginning we were all shy but after
we all started talking in Spanish of course cause we were all like well I have an
accent in the way you have an accent but we were like we don’t have an accent
at all we’re here for the same thing and it made it fun. It made it good to wake
up in the morning and not being oh God I have to go to school, it was just like
yea I’m going to school and it was that sort of feeling that made us all
comfortable. It was more like a very nice comfort level. We’re all the same.

Fi

1
1

20

But now I feel much better about it, I feel more comfortable.

Cl

40

I felt like okay I’m in this big room, I don’t like talking to nobody, I’m afraid
to go to the professor and ask for help.

Ni

2

53

The positive relationship with students, faculty and staff. I put that as number
6 because like I said, I was in my shell so I wasn’t really looking to talk to
anybody or anything. I was like okay I’m going to go to school and do what I
have to do and that’s it.

Ni

2

gc

6
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Quotations
I was very shy. I wasn’t very social, and I was always at home, they would
always keep me at home, my mom wouldn’t let me go out as much, she was
very afraid of how young people grow up here. So I was very intimidated at
the beginning. I wouldn’t participate in classes, I wouldn’t do it at all,
especially because my English was not that good, it wasn’t that good and I was
very much scared,

T
Ni

ST

R
4

29

the majority of the classes that I attended here were females. The classroom
were more females than males at the time and there was a lot of friction with
me and females because I wasn’t used to the way they dress, the way the talk,
and how they would party at the age of 13 and things like that. I was like
that’s not me. So it was kind of hard to relate to that and therefore I never
really attended to their study groups and things like that.

Ni

4

31

I was thinking to myself I don’t want to fall into it.

Ni

4

39

The last one was the relationship with students, faculty and staff. I wasn’t
really much social with faculty or the rest of the staff from school and some of
the students. I thought my priority was to get good grades, come in and get
out. Come to school, do my thing and just go home.

Ni

4

30

I’m very much to myself but I make all efforts, you know, when I do interact
to make it positive

Ni

5

36

so I wouldn’t have time for any of the stuff, working full time, being a single
parent full time and just go to class, I just did my work, just go and I really had
not too many friends here cause I was always focused with school.

Ni

8

54

To my surprise it wasn’t even like that. You need the students, you need the
faculty, and you need the staff. So I was kind of confused like when I first
came in, this is what I did.

Ns

2

25

I was very much scared, but I don’t know eventually with time it just came out
and I’m trying, you know, if I say something wrong they will correct me and
I’m like thank you. Things like that helped me out a lot.

Ns

4

31

I’m very much to myself but I make all efforts, you know, when I do interact
to make it positive because again, you know, you never know when you need
to turn to someone and you want to be able to turn to them, you know, with a
good face and say oh remember we had class such and such, you know, and
you get that, and also with staff and faculty, they’ll remember you.

Ns

5

40

but if you take let’s say a Hispanic student that doesn’t really care too much
and try to fit in college it’s going to be tough, it’s going to be hard like to get
involved and to do teamwork because you need those things.

Ns

6

41

Yeah. I think language and culture cause we see things like in a little different
way sometimes you know. ... so you have to be really determined in order to
be able to fit, you know, in a different group of people

Ns

6

42

Yeah, like you have to be able to fit in a different group of cultures, because
you have people from all over the world, so that’s actually the excitement,
that’s where the excitement comes and the challenge of going to school. If you
can pass that then you’re going to be fine.

Ns

6
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Quotations
It felt different. You come walk into the college, you start, at first you come in
jeans and then like after a couple of weeks you start wearing your pencil skirts,
your blouse, it’s different because you change, you don’t come out the same
way that you came in.

T
Pc

ST

R
7

40

So it’s a very huge change, not a dramatic change, but it was a good great
change. It helped me a lot, because of that right now I’m in a very good
position at work, so it helped me a lot.

Pc

7

30

she started seeing me change and you know, going to school more often and
just mom I can’t do this, I have to study, mom I have a final, mom I have a
midterm and then she started just, oh you and that f’ing school and you think
you know everything and blah, blah, blah, she would just hang up the phone on
me and forget about it,

Pc

9

63

[Q And you found that you were able to talk to the faculty, you could relate to
the other students.] When I first got here I fell in love with the faculty
members, that’s number one. When I got into my first class and I looked
around, I was like okay everybody is like me. Okay, that’s comfortable, but
then I was like okay, now we’re bringing ghetto talk into the class so we must
stop that, you know, but that was something that over time as I started going
through my semester I’ve noticed that the students would change the way that
they spoke and you guys really, really enforced that in us so that was good.

Pc

9

53

[Q So you had goals?] Yes. I knew all of mine [goals], I had all of my ideas, I
knew my plans and I thought I had everything planned out at the age of like 20
something, whatever it was. I didn’t know much. Yeah it was like I did but
then again it’s like the first thing in school it was like life changing for me. It
was like I’m back in school and I looked around and everyone looked like me,
it wasn’t like I was like, but I didn’t know what to expect to be honest. I was
nervous, it was like my first day of kindergarten. It was a sweet and sour
moment, that’s what it was. But after that first semester everything was like
everything was a stage. Like I just went through one big step and then okay,
one semester and I did this and I’m alive and I went through it and I got A’s,
like what do these A’s mean, it means that I’m worth something, I’m smart
I’m a brilliant person. ... I feel like I can just conquer the world at this point
with two kids, but it’s a wonderful feeling. I don’t regret not one single
moment of everything that I went through.

Pc

1
1

41

It took me a good two weeks to say oh no, I got to open my mouth because if
nothing they’re not going to know if I need help or not. So I got myself out of
that shell.

Ns

2

43

So it was kind of a good thing getting out of my shell.

Ns

2

25

positive relationship with students, faculty and staff definitely plays a very
important role cause me I’m very, I feel myself that I’m very friendly so I like
to follow professors, I like to talk to them. I like to get involved. So that’s
also very important to me.

Ns

6
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faculty, and staff, (Pr), provided strong support system (Ss). Subthemes (ST):
administrative and academic support (aa), emotional and moral support (em). ). ID =
Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
[Q what was important to your success? The support in here, the faculty in here.
You want to go into someone’s office and you want to feel like they’re there to help
you, you know, and they’re happy that you’re here.

T

ST

R

Pr

1

48

you need to develop good relationships with your fellow students, and your staff just
because if you ever have any questions you want to be comfortable to ask for help,
or like basically it’s for help or if you have any questions you want to have a good
relationship, a good positive.

Pr

3

26

positive relationship with students, faculty and staff definitely plays a very
important role cause me I’m very, I feel myself that I’m very friendly so I like to
follow professors, I like to talk to them. I like to get involved. So that’s also very
important to me.

Pr

6

36

Yes, it was very helpful. The college that I went to it was like a family oriented
environment. Everybody knew everybody, it’s not a number, they know you by
your face and your name, so you get used to that and you want to come back again.
So yeah, that was one of the things I loved most.

Pr

7

9

I started at XXX College, I didn’t like the program, I didn’t like the way the teachers
were.

Pr

8

31

[ When you got to XXX did you think that you were not going to succeed
academically?] No. The teachers were cold and classes were so big and like if I
wanted help I didn’t even know who to talk to, like there was always an attitude, so
it’s like oh, I got to leave.

Pr

8

45

Well you know, I didn’t have too many friends here, I have very few. But you
know, I always had a smile with them and keep a positive relationship with them,
you know, cause you, if I need help, they need my help, I didn’t want to, and also
the staff, you know ...

Pr

8

46

Yes, I had you know with the staff and the professors I have, you know, good
relationship with them. They played a big part of my life or role, because they were
teaching me what I needed to learn.

Pr

8

61

[Q And you found that you were able to talk to the faculty, you could relate to the
other students.] When I first got here I fell in love with the faculty members, that’s
number one. When I got into my first class and I looked around, I was like okay
everybody is like me. Okay, that’s comfortable, but then I was like okay, now we’re
bringing ghetto talk into the class so we must stop that, you know, but that was
something that over time as I started going through my semester I’ve noticed that the
students would change the way that they spoke and you guys really, really enforced
that in us so that was good.

Pr

9

54

Positive relationship with students, faculty and staff, yes. That, well that should be
two number one’s for me because …[Q That was important for you to be able to
succeed?] More than my family.

Pr

1
0

The environment was different than what I expected. I wanted something more
mature and that’s not what I got. ... But when I came in I saw that they were very
helpful, they took my grades from LIU and I saw that anything, especially student
service unbelievable. Like the people are the most helpful person, if I didn’t
understand something they would go over it

SS

49

aa

2
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Quotations
but you know, I was like you know what, let me just speak to people here talking
about I need some help, can you help me with this or help me with that, or you
know, or I want to wake up early and go to the library and study.

T

ST

R

Ss

aa

3

16

Yes, [the institution] gave me a lot of support cause you know, it was that the classes
were hard, I don’t know if I can do it just because you know, life and I was like oh
I’m just going to forget, I’m going to focus, and because of that I did lose a lot of
friends.

Ss

aa

3

43

[The institution] It actually did help. It helped me a lot. There’s some things here
and there that I’m so not fully like able to it somewhere else cause now I’m in
another institution and it’s a little bit more different and we’re going back to you’re
on your own.

Ss

aa

4

2

Finally when I found my place I decided to come back and enroll and it’s been like
awesome because the classes are smaller setting, there’s more of a one-on-one and
as far as what the administrators and professors and so forth, so that helped me a lot
as far as achieving my Associates.

Ss

aa

5

33

I like the diversity and like I said before, the one-on-one, it’s awesome because I
went to a city college and oh my God, I recall those long lines at registration and the
drastic difference between the one-on-one with Monroe and the long lines at a
community college. That, not for nothing, that kind of like deters you from wanting
to go back because of the frustration behind, you know, all the running back and
forth, you got to go here, you got to go there, and it worked for me here.

Ss

aa

5

21

There are staff workers that help you, professors, if you can’t learn this in
something there is tutoring and they were like oh for real.

SS

aa

7

32

[ Q So did you feel more academically confident [when you came to XXX?]] I
failed the math [placement test] And I was just like oh my God now I’m not going to
go to this school. They said well we’re going to give you some classes for a couple
of weeks and I was like oh okay, Mercy never did that. You know, they never did
that, you fail, you fail, that’s it. You have to find a way how to, so XXX was, you
know, they helped me out. Once I passed the test, I mean I hugged the what is it,
he’s with the college counselor, the admissions office, the counselor who admitted
me to the school and did my paperwork. I hugged him. I’m like oh my God I’m in
college, I’m in college. He’s like yeah, congratulations. I said yeah because of you.

Ss

aa

8

33

Well the professors here they’re very understanding. They help us out and, you
know, if you have a problem, my grade average in the class was maybe a B or C, if I
get a D I said can I do something extra, can I you know and it will help me, they will
help me. They will help me so much and the classes they were smaller and some of
the students I mean at the college you see students who are very smart, genius, no
some of the students they have, there’s a lot of, they have you know, problems that
people learn differently,

Ss

aa

8

47

[Q It sounds like you had a good relationship with the staff and professors?] Yeah
they were, they were very encouraging. Whenever I needed help they were there,
they were actually if they see my grades going down they would actually speak to
me, and would tell me look, this is what’s going on and this is what you have to do
cause, you know, I just didn’t want to repeat taking the class.

Ss

aa

8

14
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The number one factor that contributed to my success in my graduation, I have to
say that it was my spouse, she urged me to come to school and then all the faculty
members here at XXX College.

T

ST

R

Ss

aa

9

53

[Q So how did you feel about coming into a college environment as far as academics
were concerned?] I was scared. I was scared to my boots, I was so scared. I didn’t
know what you guys wanted from me. I knew that the level of work you guys gave
was reasonable, but I also knew there was a lot of footwork and a lot of research on
my behalf and that I have to dedicate myself and read my books, do my work, show
up to class on time, participate. I knew all of that, and this is something that I hadn’t
learned from before, so I guess I learned, I adapted those things just by watching
other students, listening to the professor and the faculty members, having a mentor
and just being very, very observant, you know, and very dedicated to doing my part
in it.
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The point is that the support system that Monroe College has to offer for the
students was, it is, and it was at that time very, very good.
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[Q what do you think the second factor was, in your ability to succeed?] I would
have to say a positive relationship with students, faculty and staff. Reason why I
mentioned is that when I came in I didn’t know what a credit was, I didn’t know the
difference between Associates, Bachelors and a graduate degree. I didn’t know how
to prepare a schedule. I didn’t know what requirements … I didn’t know a thing,
and I went to different offices. I went to my professors, I went to the students, the
word in the hallway. Those are like very important too. And everyone was always
there, no one ever told me you know what, just figure it out or go somewhere else.
It’s like we were all on the same page, we were all trying to, we were all for the
same goal.
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[Q the institution you chose, it was very supportive, the faculty and the staff?] Yes,
it was, I agree 100% since day one, and I can say it now, cause I know the difference
from one to another, but they were there like and they would explain it to me like 20
times, and they would never, ever close the door, they were never closed, they were
always on e-mail, on phone, the office, it was an amazing help I have to say.
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[Did you feel that the school, the institution that you chose was really important to
you?] It had to feel family oriented to me
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but it had to feel like home, I had to feel like I was at home and I was comfortable
enough to do what I had to do.
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but it had to feel like home, I had to feel like I was at home and I was comfortable
enough to do what I had to do.
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[Q what was important to your success? The support in here, the faculty in here.
You want to go into someone’s office and you want to feel like they’re there to help
you, you know, and they’re happy that you’re here.
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Student Services, that lady in there was always friendly, always. I don’t care how
mad I came in the office, whatever the situation was, she was always friendly and
you want to feel that, you know.
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Category: Institutional Commitment. Themes (T): Positive relations with students,
faculty, and staff, (Pr), provided strong support system (Ss). Subthemes (ST):
administrative and academic support (aa), emotional and moral support (em). ). ID =
Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
Yes, [the institution] gave me a lot of support cause you know, it was that the classes
were hard, I don’t know if I can do it just because you know, life and I was like oh
I’m just going to forget, I’m going to focus, and because of that I did lose a lot of
friends.
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when you do go to school there are people here that will support you and will keep
you going and help you.
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They understand your culture, they understand the background and they kind of got
you through college when it comes to that.
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I notice that to the institution where I did my Associates they help you a lot, they
guide you a lot, they hold your hand,
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XXX College is, I can’t complain, they’re very good. They’re very understanding
and they’ll always help. That’s one thing I know like the deans here, you know, the
ministries they always say anything, come to our office and we’ll speak. I always,
they always said that to us.
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I wanted a place where I can feel both comfortable and yet feel supported but not
coddled, you know, not oh let me walk you here, and you know, I wanted to know
that if I was going under some sort of crisis I could speak to a faculty member and
they’re there, and that what XXX provides. So that was, yeah, the environment was
very important to me also.
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[The lack of family support] That really gave a lot, put a lot of doubts in my head
and you know, like real questions like am I doing the right thing or is this the right
thing for me, am I wasting my time. When I came to school and I surrounded myself
by Dean XXX because I, I mention Dean XXX a lot because she’s the only person
that I really felt comfortable with and she made me feel comfortable.
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...she knows exactly what to say, she knows how to listen and it’s like even if I
didn’t say anything to her she would know what I was thinking about. So she gave
me that comfort, the environment, the office, the tension, you know.
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You know, and she just, she was encouraging and then even when I graduated from
my, I got my GED she was like okay XXX so you’re going to go for your
Associates. She didn’t ask me are you going to go for your associates, she right
away she assumed that I was going to pursue my Associates and then when I
completed my Associates, she assumed that I was going to go for my Bachelors.
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Yes I was, tremendously[getting support from my institution] , and it’s like she
made my life a lot easier than I expected. Like anything that had to do with
organizing my schedule with the kids or even finding a part time job to have extra
money, it’s like she made my life so much easier than if I didn’t have that support
because if I didn’t have that support then I wouldn’t have the excuse of finding
myself a part time job and that part time job would not fit in with my schedule and if
I didn’t have the classes that I needed to graduate, you know, like she would find a
way just to make my whole process, my college experience process a lot easier, and
I’m really grateful for that.
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Category: Institutional Commitment. Themes (T): Positive relations with students,
faculty, and staff, (Pr), provided strong support system (Ss). Subthemes (ST):
administrative and academic support (aa), emotional and moral support (em). ). ID =
Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I mean the most important factor would be, I mean I believe that every school, every
college out there should have a support system like, I can’t say like they do here at
XXX College. Well XXX College is unique as it is, but I’m not saying that they
have to be like XXX College, but they should have a special support system for like
people like me, you know, like minority women who need that extra help, you
know, like not in a sense of, I can’t say it’s canceling, I can’t say is organizing their
lives, but you know, maybe allowing them to have the opportunity, you know, like
make it more of a lenient way of obtaining the education. It could be flexibility with
their schedule, more like they do here but encouragement. You know, like
encouragement because the problem with Latino women is that they have to have
the attitude that if it doesn’t work on the first try they will just give up and not come
back, and in order for them to do something, you have to call them constantly, look
for them, motivate them to come in and if school, if a Latino woman was to come
out and look for that support I believe that every educational institution should have
that open door and accept them as they are and, you know, make it easier for them
and encourage them to come into the school and not make the whole process a
whole difficult process to the point of oh you should just go home and come back,
and you know if they go home they’re not going to come back.
[Q the institution you chose, it was very supportive, the faculty and the staff?] Yes,
it was, I agree 100% since day one, and I can say it now, cause I know the difference
from one to another, but they were there like and they would explain it to me like 20
times, and they would never, ever close the door, they were never closed, they were
always on e-mail, on phone, the office, it was an amazing help I have to say.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
I was the one with no father and my mother could barely dress me sometimes. She
will make my own clothes

T
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It does because our mothers growing up didn’t go to school, some they didn’t make it
to high school. So you see them suffering, you see them, you know, struggling to get a
little job here and there to save every little penny, and you don’t want to go through
that. You don’t want your child to go through that. You don’t want to keep the same
pattern, and it’s a pattern, it keeps going and going. You have to stop it, somebody has
to stop it.
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I can’t blame society, you know, like people say society or anything like that. I think
it was the environment that I grew up in. I grew up in Brooklyn in the projects and
their mentality is you know, you’re going to become a prostitute, drug dealer or you’re
going to live off of public assistance and have 20 kids, you know, and that’s their
mentality. They don’t think about oh I’m going to someday buy a home and become a
lawyer or become the next Hilary Clinton or something like that, you know, that’s
their mentality, their self esteem. You grow up with that self esteem that you only
reach a certain point because you’re a Latino and you’re considered a minority, so that,
especially my mom who was not, my mother is Columbian so she migrated to this
country.
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I never want my child to be like come to me and say I’m hungry and stuff. So that
kind of motivated me

Cp
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just don’t let it, you know, the environment stop you. Don’t let other people try to
keep you down because, you know, they’re down and they want to keep you down
with them, you know, they just want to keep you like, you know, like don’t want you
to succeed, they just want to keep you down and be angry and depressed and very
bitter just because they can’t get what they want.
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Yeah, it was kind of weird, but always as parents we want the best for our kids and one
of the things my mother used to say, I want the best for you guys. If I didn’t have the
education you guys are now here in the United States where they have doors open for
you guys to go to school. I didn’t have that quality to go to school because I was
raised on a farm, I had to do milk a cow, or help my parents in the farm. So it was you
know, me hearing this from my mother I was like wow, she had a tough life.

Cp
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Well cause the job that I had, the pay wasn’t and things wasn’t going good. You
know, my rent was going up, its you know, you can’t always live always on the
government, so you know, it all depends on the government giving you a certain
amount, you can’t live like that, that’s my opinion, you can’t live by that. But that was
I had a job that it was stressful, boss always on my case and I said I have to find a way
to get out of this, and I just had a high school diploma, there was no other way or go
back to a dead end job, you know, or move up and I chose move up. I chose that to go
back to school and finish my degree.
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and my dad he was always pushing me, there was times I wanted to give up, and he
would tell me no, you got to get up, you got to do this, you got to, you know, you
don’t want to, you just don’t want to be in a dead end job, you want to ... you don’t
want to be like me he says. Struggling and struggling and struggling. So I was like oh
no I’m so tired, I’m like I don’t want to do this no more. There were times I wanted to
give up but they pushed me.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
Being a Hispanic woman what I saw was like welfare, being on welfare and food
stamps and Medicaid, of this is easy way out, I just sit home and I get my money.
That’s not an easy way out. You know, how about if New York City doesn’t have
welfare, or food stamps, or Medicaid what will you have to do just to get by, you
know, you need to work, you need to find a way to make more money. So education is
really the best goal, I mean you can have a job in a store, you know, whatever, you can
work in whatever it is a store, it doesn’t matter a store, a hospital, a school, but you
know try to further your education to the highest that you, a woman could go. You
know, especially Hispanic women, it’s not easy.
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if [Hispanic Females] see their parents like their mom like oh you know, cause you
know growing up, this is how you see it, oh you could get on welfare and just live and
then just stay temporary but sometimes it’s not temporary, you just want to sit home,
or you could receive food stamps, it’s okay, that’s what every Hispanic women say,
even older ones and now, oh you could get on welfare, oh you could play with the
system, you know.
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I don’t get none of that [Welfare] and I’m proud of it because at least I did, I needed
the help and I got it, but I didn’t stay on it. That’s what a lot of women, Spanish
women, does with culture, you hear it from their mother or their aunts, their cousins,
oh yeah be on welfare it’s okay, you can play with the system, you know. How you
going to pay your rent, the government is not going to pay $2,000 rent.

Cp
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You have to find a way to make that money because your child, yourself needs clothes,
needs a roof over your head and food. That’s how I see it.

Cp
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Both my parents, my dad, you know, he was always hard working, he held all kinds of
jobs. My mom always worked at a factory since the age of 11 or 9 something like that.
So education was not something that was instilled in them and my grandmother was
illiterate, my grandmother didn’t know how to read or write so they never pushed
education in my family. So when I decided to pursue my education it was like, almost
like a shocker to them. I don’t know why but it was a shock because all my brothers
now they just work, they tend to their family, their kids, their wife and they work,
that’s all they do.
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[Q But you can do both [college and work]?] Yeah, you can, and I’ve said that to
them. I’ve said that them, and you can make more money if you had a college
education but you know, they’re comfortable, they’re set in their ways and it’s sad but
hey, you know.
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[Q None [have a high school degree]?] It’s amazing, but it’s true. You see that more
and more and I don’t want to sound, you know, classist or anything, but you see that
more and more in the projects, family of eight, a family of six and out of those eight or
six maybe one or two graduate high school and that would probably ... if they go to
college that’s a milestone. Yeah.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
[Q What about monetarily, you know, you were saying before that you’re trying to
impress on them that if you get an education you can get actually a higher paying job.
Does that sway them at all?] I don’t think it does because they’re, my brothers and my
sisters if they can pay cheap rent they’re happy, you know, and that seems to be
something that’s a project thing, you know, pay cheap rent and then have your little
car, take your vacations and, you know, have your jewelry, and your nice fancy
clothing, but they, it’s like a wall, they have a wall blocked in front of them, they don’t
see that they can venture outside of that little radius. You know, like going into
Manhattan is something that’s like, if they go to 42nd that’s like whoo, you know, it’s
like going to Paris or something for them. Me on the other hand, I actually want to go
to Paris, you know.
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But it’s a ... I hate to say it, but it’s, can I say it ...Ghetto mentality, it’s a ghetto
mentality, yeah. It’s sad but …

Cp
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[Q Why is it important for this generation to pursue education?] How come, because
jobs are, that’s what jobs look for, you cannot walk into corporate America and think
oh yeah I’m here, give me a job, they’re going to look at you like you’re, what’s
wrong with you, are you on drugs or something, you know. So you know, if you want
to join corporate America you have to have that degree, you have to walk the walk and
talk the talk, and you have to look the look. So I mean a lot of people would say oh
yeah, you know, it’s the man, it’s the man, no it’s not the man, it’s not the man, it’s
you.
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I learned that from my mom working, ever since I remember myself, I’ve seen my
mother work, my mother worked her whole life. I can’t say my mother lived off
public assistance or anything like that, my mother worked. So that’s another thing that
I learned from her, that you need to work and thank God every time I don’t feel like
getting out of bed in the morning I think about my mother did it at 4:00 in the morning,
why can’t I just do it, you know. It’s something that was already in me to do it and I
knew that was the right thing to do.
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They like I said, they don’t, I don’t think my family or any Latino family has extended
goals. It reaches a certain point. They settle for less. They feel like if you finish high
school okay, and the kid says, well you know, I don’t feel like going to college I think
I want to work at the 99 cent store, Their response will be okay you finish high school,
you know, that will be a response that a Latino mother would say. Now if you find
somebody who’s more Americanized and maybe well educated, if a child were to tell
their mom, you know, when I finish high school I think I’m going to go and work at
the 99 cent store and their response would be over my dead body you’re going to go
and work at the 99 cent store because if I took care of you my whole life you’re not
going to just stop there, you’re going to go on to college. Right.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
Me it was different, I mean it’s just that when I left my mother’s house and stopped
being a daughter and became a wife, living in a one bedroom apartment with two little
kids and a husband it, I’m a comfortable person. I’ve always been a very comfortable
person. It was induced in me that I wanted to be different from everybody else that I
was growing up with. I would see women drinking and I always felt like oh my God,
not that I thought that I was any better than anybody else, but I always criticized the
fact that I don’t see why a woman should be drinking a bottle of beer, you know, be
with a bottle in her hand in the street drinking beer. I just, it was very critical for me to
see something like that, so my mentality was like I want to get out of here and away,
and I didn’t want to be around that type of environment, you know, being afraid of
going, you know, coming out of your building or coming in late, you know, coming in
at any hour because you’re afraid that they would put a gun to your head or anything
like that.
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I won’t say unfortunately, but I did, I got married at a very early age and I became a
young mother and I would see the struggles, it was more the struggles. First I needed
to lead by example, I could not tell my kids you have to go to college when I had
nothing to base myself on. So I would have to say my kids and the fact that I wanted
better for them. I really thought that they deserved better and for myself, but that
would be second.

Cp
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[Q Why did you decide to go to school?] I had just given birth to my second child and
it wasn’t more, okay you have to save money, but I had two babies, I was divorced,
and I had two babies and I, my situation in general. I didn’t want to stay in the system
which I went for just for maternity leave, but I really wanted out of that system. The
system is just like one big umbrella, it’s just we all fall in the same category and I
knew I was better than that. I knew that I needed out of there so I was going to make
sure that I made it in a positive way, and I knew that I wanted, I wanted a career.
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[Q Do you feel being a Hispanic female was an obatacle for completing your degree?]
I would have to say an obstacle, and I would have to say not exactly that I needed to
prove a point, but I needed to prove a point because I was, I fall under two categories
which I’m female and I’m Hispanic. So those are like right then and there pretty much
I’m like that’s it, I really can’t go anywhere but stay at home with my kids and
whatever little education I got, that’s how my mother was raised and I noticed at a very
young age that it was a chain, that everyone just kept on just having the kids and they
would stay home and I didn’t want that for myself. I knew that even though I was
Hispanic and I have an accent and there was nothing could have stopped me from
getting my education. Yes there were struggles but it was all worth it.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
Cycle, the cycle. It was just like the cycle that you would, it was the same thing over
and over. All throughout my neighborhood, it was all in the same city, the news and
everything and I would see that girls my age with one baby, they just chose not to. I
would see, I had a job, I was a cashier, and I was getting paid minimum wage and I
was struggling cause I was divorced and it was just my son and I and I am like I have
to. It was just more of, well you would say it’s money, but it was more inside. Like I
knew that I needed to get knowledge somewhere, that I wasn’t given to all throughout
my childhood. Like I would never get, I was never taught anything besides what they
would teach me in school. I would get home, I would as a matter of, I think I got it
before I was even in 5th grade. I was always in Spanish, going a little back from my
Associates degree. I was always in Spanish classes because my mother said that I
needed to learn Spanish even though my household was a Spanish speaking house. In
5th grade my teacher said that this child is ready for English, however, as soon as I
started the 5th grade my father sent us to the Dominican Republic which is just
Spanish. So the little bit of English I know I learned it in like four or five months,
that’s it, and then I always wanted A’s, it was all by myself because I didn’t have, I
would bring a test to my mother and it was an A or a 110 because I always wanted to
do the extra credit, and she was like oh okay, that’s good. Like not okay you did great,
you did it all by yourself.
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We came back and I was 16 and I was working at the supermarket and I was working
as a cashier someplace else, and then I got married. Then it was just like the same
thing. I was just doing the exact same thing that I would see everyone else do,
became married, I would stay home and I was a single mother with two babies, like
where do I go now. Do I stay in this minimum age job, but then I would think what do
I know about life, what am I going to teach these kids, it’s like I have nothing to give
them. I have zero money, zero education, nothing, like I’m a failure, right then and
there I just thought I’m a failure as a parent. So it was a lot and that just guided me
through. I have to, I just have to do it by myself.
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So that desire, that big motivation that I had it was them and knowing that at that
moment I had to complete what I had started, either that or I was just going to be a
failure. Even though my parents they didn’t set themselves for failure, they just went
with the cycle, they just went with the flow, they just went with what then was what
we as Hispanics had to do. We either had to have the kids and stay home, stay in their
system, that horrible system and just …
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Even though my parents they didn’t set themselves for failure, they just went with the
cycle, they just went with the flow, they just went with what then was what we as
Hispanics had to do. We either had to have the kids and stay home, stay in their
system, that horrible system ...Public assistance and whatever other help the
government tends to give but it doesn’t usually happen that way. Yeah, so I knew that
I could not go through those horrible, horrible stages that my mother went through just
because my grandmother went through that. And I was determined, I knew that I
could do better, I knew that I was smarter than that. I just, yeah, I just kept on telling
myself that, that’s why I’m kind of like repeating it now every time I had like a
circling moment.
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We stay at home, we tend to the babies, we tend to the husband and that’s it, that’s the
extent of your education, you know, your education is what you learn when you leave
your house and go to the corner store, whatever you pick up during that route that’s
what you learn, it’s sad, but it is what it is. I grew up all my life in the projects and
I’ve seen them come and go.
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Category: Economic. Themes (T): raised in impoverished households (Rp desire to
break the cycle of poverty (Cp). ). ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotations
Well as a child, you know, I grew up very poor, very poor. We had like not a lot of
money, it was almost like there’d be a time when there was really no food in the house
and my mother was like you know what, I’m going to go get myself a job, you know,
cause one day she told me that I came up to mommy I’m hungry. She hated that, it
kind of made her pile up, and she was like I shouldn’t have my child hungry,
I would have to say that my culture plays a major role. First of all, because I was
brought up in a very poor environment and for us to go to school it was a privilege.
I guess they were very poor and we didn’t have much as growing up, so …
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Yeah. Well my mom was, you know, what I saw in my household was my mom she
worked, she worked in a clothing factory, there’s three of us, I have a brother and a
sister and I’m the youngest, then my father was there, my parents divorced when I was
7 years old. So I always saw my mother struggle with three kids, and I saw her
working in a factory and she’s also, you know, went to school for doing hair. So I
always saw her struggle and I said to myself like, you know, I see my mother
struggling and see her doing this and what I saw in my culture is like women cook,
clean and you know, serve the husband. That’s what I saw.
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I grew up all my life in the projects
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Category: Academic Integration. Themes (T): academic confidence level (Ac),
academic encouragement (Ae), and focus on grades (Gd). Subthemes: negative
concept of their academic abilities (gg), strong level of academic confidence (ac).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotation
[Q did you feel really confident about your academics when you first got here?]
Yeah sure, you mean like when I first started school cause I had no kind of
degree? Well it was like in a way I was feeling bad cause I said why didn’t I do
this before, you know, why was I in a store for so many years and I didn’t know
what I was missing.
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[Q Did you feel your education in the Dominican Republic prepared you for
college?] I think it did but it’s been so many years that I started like, so I from
scratch. Like I didn’t see math and history in so many years and I was actually
surprised myself when I saw the score that I got, I wasn’t expecting to get an 85
in writing, especially English.
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Yes. There were some issues, I’m not a math person, but as academic my mother
used to say like when I was in school all my report cards were excellent. So
when I came back to school it was like a refresher. Coming back to school I
didn’t have that much difficulty
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[Q Did you have confidence in your ability that you were going to earn good
grades if you came to school?] Yes.
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Well in a way I knew that if I would put in the time and be around the
environment that would help me a lot to earn the good grades. Why number four
because it, I was not too much concerned about the grades in a way. I mean I
wanted to have good grades but it’s just like I knew that if I would focus I would
have the ability, the intelligence to have the good grades, it’s not like something
that I would doubt myself that I’m not going to retain anything or have a problem
learning or anything like that. I didn’t see that as a issue.
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The third one I put ability to earn good grades. I knew if my GPA wasn’t that
great that I wouldn’t get the job that I desire which was kind of hard because
with the lifestyle that I have, keeping that good grade was kind of hard, but I
tried to do my best.
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[it is] not like you can’t do it, you got to give up when it gets hard, and for a
moment it was, I feel like I was, you know, like this is hard, I don’t know if I can
do it,
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I had problems, you know, reading cause I had dyslexia and like I hated school, I
hated school, I never want to go to school, and when I came like just out of high
school I was like I want to drop out just because I had problems with it and
nobody told me that I had problems with it just because in high school could be
so crowded.
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In terms of academics not so much [confidence]. I did struggle with a couple of
classes and not because I wasn’t able to do it but because I thought I couldn’t do
it.
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In high school I was very much [academically prepared], I was always on the
honor roll, I was very much active, but when it came to college it really affect me
a lot. It was a whole different thing.
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[Q Were you really confident in yourself [about getting good grades]? Not
necessarily. Well I wouldn’t say not so much confident, I think I’m my worst
critic, and I’m harder on myself and because I have a tough group of siblings to,
what’s the right choice of words, to measure up to.
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Category: Academic Integration. Themes (T): academic confidence level (Ac),
academic encouragement (Ae), and focus on grades (Gd). Subthemes: negative
concept of their academic abilities (gg), strong level of academic confidence (ac).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotation
[Q Were you really confident in yourself [about getting good grades]? I had to
put extra effort into it, but out of the seven of us for at least three of them
schooling is like nothing to them, you know, that’s like second nature to them.
For me it was a little tougher, I had to put in more effort and more study time,
you know, focus a little more. I had to ask questions to make sure I was clear on
what it is that’s being asked of me and then put forth whatever needs to be done,
but at the end of the day I mean of course, you know, I did what I had to do and I
got the grade that I was looking for, that was a great feeling.
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But [my family] were very proud of me and I was very like surprised with that
because I always thought I would be a failure to them. Yeah, cause what they
used to say. You know, when I was in grammar school and middle school and
high school, they used to tell my mother that I’m not going to make it through
college, that I’m never succeed like that cause my mind wasn’t into focusing that.
So when I graduated my mother had a big smile and my dad and my daughter, so
like I was in shock.
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[Q Did you feel confident in your ability to graduate?] I always thought of
myself as a failure. That’s what I always thought of myself. So that’s why I was
surprised, but you know, something just made me do it which is my daughter
made me, you know, push it and finish school, and you know, also part of it it
has to do, it’s like being Hispanic woman it’s not easy for us, it’s not.
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You know, I’m not an A student and I can’t really say I’m a B student because
they made me a C. That was my grades like that, and that was my ability to get
good grades because I didn’t want to take the class again and pay again. Also
you know, my GPA would just drop, it would just drop and I couldn’t, I said
those are my ability ... like I say I’m not an A student, I can’t say I’m a B
student, but I will get B’s and I will get C’s, I can say, but I’m not perfect.
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[Q So how did you feel about coming into a college environment as far as
academics were concerned?] I was scared. I was scared to my boots, I was so
scared. I didn’t know what you guys wanted from me. I knew that the level of
work you guys gave was reasonable, but I also knew there was a lot of footwork
and a lot of research on my behalf and that I have to dedicate myself and read my
books, do my work, show up to class on time, participate. I knew all of that, and
this is something that I hadn’t learned from before, so I guess I learned, I adapted
those things just by watching other students, listening to the professor and the
faculty members, having a mentor and just being very, very observant, you
know, and very dedicated to doing my part in it.
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I wasn’t a 100% sure that I can accomplish it [degree] or that I can actually learn
anything or that I would, because I was never told that I was smart, so I didn’t
know that I could get good grades but like I mentioned after that first semester
and I see A’s and I see 100’s on my test and I see that by me learning so much
from like just paying attention and being focused I think it also has to do a little
bit with my age. I think that two or three years prior I probably would have not
gotten those grades, I would have been like whatever. I would have taken it for
granted.
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Category: Academic Integration. Themes (T): academic confidence level (Ac),
academic encouragement (Ae), and focus on grades (Gd). Subthemes: negative
concept of their academic abilities (gg), strong level of academic confidence (ac).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotation
But yeah, now at this point I’m beginning to believe that I have it in me, but if I
had any, I’m sure I did have it, it’s just that I didn’t recognize it because like I
was never, like I never had a reason to have a self confidence and if I did have
self confidence nobody encouraged me.
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I was never taught anything besides what they would teach me in school. I
would get home, I would as a matter of, I think I got it before I was even in 5th
grade. I was always in Spanish, going a little back from my Associates degree. I
was always in Spanish classes because my mother said that I needed to learn
Spanish even though my household was a Spanish speaking house. In 5th grade
my teacher said that this child is ready for English, however, as soon as I started
the 5th grade my father sent us to the Dominican Republic which is just Spanish.
So the little bit of English I know I learned it in like four or five months, that’s it,
and then I always wanted A’s, it was all by myself because I didn’t have, I would
bring a test to my mother and it was an A or a 110 because I always wanted to do
the extra credit, and she was like oh okay, that’s good. Like not okay you did
great, you did it all by yourself.
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I mean I wasn’t, I would think I’ve never been told that I’m smart though. How
am I even going to get this,
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I wasn’t a 100% sure that I can accomplish it [degree] or that I can actually learn
anything or that I would, because I was never told that I was smart, so I didn’t
know that I could get good grades but like I mentioned after that first semester
and I see A’s and I see 100’s on my test and I see that by me learning so much
from like just paying attention and being focused I think it also has to do a little
bit with my age. I think that two or three years prior I probably would have not
gotten those grades, I would have been like whatever. I would have taken it for
granted.
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[Q Were you confident that you were academically ready?] I was really confident
that I would come here ready.
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I was in shock cause I thought I was never going to make it.
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Second I put my ability to earn good grades. Good grades, good GPA, you
know, it helps to get the financial aid also and besides, you know, I’m not
coming to school to play, I’m coming to school to earn good grades and it’s an
accomplishment for me.
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Your ability to earn good grades. That’s a lot of determination trying to get that
A or I was, like I was having in my mind I could get an A or a B, no less than an
A or a B. So it was difficult but I managed, able to get those grades.
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I like to get good grades, my focus was mostly on that, you know, to get A and
B’s, I really didn’t like to see a C. You know, no one likes to see a C, but
sometimes a class becomes a little difficult and it’s not the same, you know.
What’s for you might not be for me.
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I’m not here for the grades. Like I came here because of my determination and
my desire to learn, so the grades automatically, if I get good grades okay, good,
but it’s not like I’m here because I want an A or you know. So that’s not
important.
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Category: Academic Integration. Themes (T): academic confidence level (Ac),
academic encouragement (Ae), and focus on grades (Gd). Subthemes: negative
concept of their academic abilities (gg), strong level of academic confidence (ac).
ID = Question ID, R = Respondent ID.
Quotation
[Q Is knowledge being relly important to you.] Exactly, but knowledge and
grades I don’t think it has anything to do with it. Like it does, but then it’s like a
separate, it’s kind of separated. Like knowledge is really important regardless of
grades. Like you can be able to learn but that doesn’t mean that you’re going to
get an A if you don’t do your homework and you don’t do what you have to do.
Well in a way I knew that if I would put in the time and be around the
environment that would help me a lot to earn the good grades. Why number four
because it, I was not too much concerned about the grades in a way. I mean I
wanted to have good grades but it’s just like I knew that if I would focus I would
have the ability, the intelligence to have the good grades, it’s not like something
that I would doubt myself that I’m not going to retain anything or have a problem
learning or anything like that. I didn’t see that as a issue.
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Category: Financial Aid. Themes (T): importance of receiving financial aid (Wi)
and the lack of importance of receiving financial aid (Wn). ). ID = Question ID, R
= Respondent ID.
Quotation
I started off right after high school in 2001 and went to LIU, I had a wonderful
experience with that, unfortunately I had to drop out because of financial situation,
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I put as number 2 my ability to get financial aid, that was my second, I want to go
to school how am I going to pay for it.
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The fourth thing I will have to say definitely financial aid. I have always worked, I
worked since I was 16. My mom says the moment I landed here she say you know
what, you have to go to school but you have to learn to earn money on the side, you
have to be independent from men. So it was important for me to get financial aid,
but at the time I was also working so I was able to pay or books and things like
that.
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Well I put number 1 for the ability to get financial aid. Why, because my job does
not pay for it unless it’s geared towards the same field, and I changed my whole
major.
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My number 2 is the ability to get financial aid which is if I don’t get financial aid
then I won’t be able to do anything because I don’t have any money and I don’t get
any help then I can’t do it.
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[Q So you were able to receive financial aid and that was helpful for you.] Yes, it
was very helpful. I didn’t have to take loans at the beginning of my couple of
semesters. I had grants and the government financial aid which helped a lot.
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Yeah. I mean I got a loan to pay, but I got something [Financial Aid]. That’s
important, college is very expensive.
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So you know my parents they never had like a savings account for us to have, you
know, for college. So financial aid plays a big part of ... so financial aid is, without
that I don’t know what I will make it.
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[Q Did the ability to get financial aid play a role?] Yeah because I had no means of
attending college, I had absolutely no means. At the time I was taking the subway
so you know I wasn’t getting any financial help from anyone, from anybody, my
spouse was the only one working at the time, so we were doing hard times, but she
was giving me my monthly metro card to go to school so that was ... yeah, and then
financial aid.
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My ability to get financial aid [was important]. When I came into admissions I told
them I have zero, I have nothing, I want to do this, I don’t know how, I’m
completely ignorant to what is financial aid like, I knew nothing. I told them
though, however, I don’t want to, I still wasn’t 100% sure that I would complete
but I would not tell anyone, everyone I was just like yes, I’m doing this, I’m great I
was trembling, I was nervous, it wasn’t the best feeling but I went to admissions
and I told them whenever I am set to meet with someone from financial aid I need
to know the day I graduate how much am I going to owe, what are my, like I know
nothing about money. I don’t want to graduate and say where am I going, I don’t
have a job and I owe this money, and they said don’t worry, we’re going to help
you. I was able to earn, because of my good grades I was able to earn a couple of
scholarships here and there which I had no knowledge that I could ever do. ... I
remember they’re like this is what you have, this is what you can do, you have this
much and it was like an amazing help that I’ve never seen. It was like, it was
amazing, it was like and if it wasn’t for my financial funds I would have not been
able to accomplish a thing.
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Category: Financial Aid. Themes (T): importance of receiving financial aid (Wi)
and the lack of importance of receiving financial aid (Wn). ). ID = Question ID, R
= Respondent ID.
Quotation
No it was not a factor, financial aid was not a factor.
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